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Abstract 

The lack of toxin- and pathogen free drinking water is currently one of the world’s most 

significant problems with the deaths of over two million people yearly
1
. To combat this, 

the focus should be put in solving the most significant of the causes, where Harmful algal 

bloom (HAB) is one of these
2
. This report will therefore encompass the specie 

responsible for the most dangerous of these blooms, and in specific the molecular group 

of microcystins (MC), which is the main toxin produced by this kind of HAB. 

The appearances of the cyanobacteria-HABs (CB-HABs) are a lot more frequent 

nowadays because of the excessive amounts of nutrients from pollution, which enable 

these blooms to flourish as never before seen in recorded history. These excessive HABs 

cause an unprecedented amount of harm by inflicting illnesses and death in humans and 

animals as well as destabilizing entire eco-systems and having major economic impacts. 

This report explores the relevance of BC in a worldwide context, and concludes that an 

important task to achieve in order to help alleviate this problem, is the structural 

elucidation of MCs. This is needed in order to develop reliable methods for the detection 

of toxins in water, to enable protection against toxic water. In other words making it 

possible to produce toxicological data and enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) 

kits. 

In this thesis, Nuclear Magnetic Resonanse (NMR) spectroscopy will be utilized to 

determine the structure of three microcystins 
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List of abbreviations 

 CB: cyanobacteria 

 HAB: Harmful algal bloom (includes CB-blooms) 

 CT: cyanotoxins 

 BGA: blue green algae 

 MC: microcystin 

 ELISA: Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay 

 LC-MS: liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry 

 NMR: Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 

 WHO: World Health Organization 

 MS: Mass spectrometry 

 LC: Liquid Chromatography 

 MW: Molecular weight 
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List of definitions 

 Bloom (as in cyanobacterial bloom): Rapid growth of cyanobacteria. 

 Congener: One of two or more substances related to each other by origin, 

structure, or function.
4
 

 Tissue fibrosis: Scarring of organ.  

 Tumor initiator (mutagens, genotoxic carcinogen): Creates mutation in nucleic 

acids (generally).
5
 

 Tumor promoter: Generally form radicals. Radicals promote tumor growth.
5
 

 Carcinogen: Both initiator and promotor of tumors.
5
 

 Nucleic acids: DNA and RNA.
6
 

 Methyl: CH
3
 

 Methine: CH 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Cyanobacteria, algal blooms and microcystins 

1.1.1 Microcystins in fresh and brackish water: 

“One of the biggest challenges for humanity in the 21st century is 

easy access to purified and potable water. … The presence of pathogens 

and toxins in water causes more than two million deaths 

annually…”(Sharma, 2015)
1
. 

 Cyanobacteria (Blue green algae) 1.1.1.A

CB (also known as blue green algae (BGA)) is the term of a diverse group of prokaryotic 

microorganisms/bacteria which appeared on this earth 2.3 to 2.9 billion years ago
7, 8

 and 

the Great Oxidation Event (The event responsible for oxygen in Earth’s atmosphere) has 

been attributed to the oxygenic photosynthesizing CB
9
. These bacteria are now 

responsible for making cyanotoxins, where the most important group of toxic compounds 

are the group of MCs. 

 Harmful “algal” blooms 1.1.1.B

Harmful “algal” blooms is an increasing problem in freshwater, brackish water and sea 

water worldwide. Of the several species that are responsible for harmful algal blooms, 

and the most harmful of these, are blooms of CB
10

. A majority of the CB blooms are of 

toxin producing (50-70 %)
7
, and the occurrences are increasing. The most common toxins 

produced by CB are MCs. 

These harmful blooms can negatively impact the environment by decreasing ecosystem 

stability and they can make livestock and fish toxic for consumption
11

. Livestock, and 

humans
12

 are being poisoned and killed by cyanotoxins (CT) through the food chain, via 

drinking water and in the use in irrigation of crops. There are also studies suggesting that 

MCs have carcinogenic properties, and that it can be responsible for reduced fertility in 

mammals and humans living by lakes with frequent blooms. 
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 Why are blooms occurring? 1.1.1.C

These large harmful blooms are becoming more common due to runoff-nutrients from 

irrigation/agriculture
13

 and warmer local climates. These factors make ideal propagation 

conditions for CB. Therefore more toxins are produced. In addition to the increasing 

number of CB cells during these blooms, the mortality rate of CB is significantly higher 

with high propagation rate, and with the resulting degradation of CB cells, most of the 

MCs in the CB cells is released into the water. 

1.1.2 Microcystins, NMR and the aim 

Although the most effective tactic to limit CB growth is the reduction of available 

nutrients in lakes, and the research on nutrient-CB dynamics is highly important, solving 

the post nutrient addition problems is just as an important research topic. 

Some of the tasks to solve when it comes to potential toxic lakes, drinking water and 

endangered eco-systems is to figure out if a bloom has the potential to become toxic, if it 

is already producing toxins, if the environment is endangered or if the water is safe. To 

test whether instances of CB blooms pose a threat to the immediate environment, 

livestock and people, better detection methods (for toxicity) and prediction of bloom 

toxicity is needed. For this, better knowledge of the different and unknown toxins 

molecular structures are required, and the structures are best determined by NMR 

spectroscopy. The most common, and therefore the most influential toxins produced by 

the CB are MCs. The elucidation of the MCs molecular structures is therefore one of the 

most effective area to put recourses into, in order to effectively target the detection and 

prediction part of toxic lakes worldwide. 

This report will cover the elucidation of several such MCs to help progress of this. The 

elucidation will be based mostly on NMR data as this is the “go-to method” for complete 

structure determination of unknown molecules molecules refusing to crystalize. 

1.2 The dangers of Microsystins 

Being biologically active or toxic, MCs have a range of negative effects on the 

environment, including humans and animals with which they can cause illnesses and 

fatalities. 
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1.2.1 Toxicity and bioactivity 

 Hepatotoxicity 1.2.1.A

The primary danger of acute MC exposure, is damage to the liver
12

. This can come in the 

form of tissue fibrosis
12

 and/or permanent damage to the hepatic cells
12

. 

 Carcinogenicity (tumor initiator and promotor) 1.2.1.B

MCs have been assessed to be potent tumor promoters
12

 and has been proposed to be  

linked with an increased rate of primary liver cancer
12

 as well as promotion of colon 

tumor formation
12

. 

As MCs has been assessed to be tumor initiators
12

, in addition to being a tumor promotor, 

they are defined as carcinogenic substances. 

 Other effects 1.2.1.C

MCs have been evaluated to cause damage to the brain
12

, heart
12

, kidneys and the 

reproductive organs
12

. Furthermore, decline in fertility for animals and humans has also 

been attributed to chronic exposure to MCs and other CTs
11

. 

 Mechanism 1.2.1.D

The main target of the MCs when they have a hepatotoxic effect is the inhibition of the 

enzymes protein phosphatase (PP) PP1 and PP2A. When PP1 and/or PP2A are inhibited, 

the affected cells are promoted to die. 

1.2.2 Eco system contamination and exposure routes 

The toxins contained within the CB (mainly MCs) are spread throughout the whole local 

eco system
11

 both via the food chain and by direct exposure to the free MCs in the water. 

As CB is a part of the base food source of any food web in lakes together with other 

phytoplankton, the MCs are propagated throughout the whole local food web. As MCs 

are released into the water, they also spread to species not having CB below them in their 
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respective food chains. MCs can then be accumulated by and affect any organism living 

in the water, or drinking the water. 

 Consumption of food 1.2.2.A

Fish, livestock
3, 11

 and other consumable aquatic products are contaminated by CT. From 

the consumption of these products, humans have been exposed to these toxins
11

. 

Resulting in a number of different illnesses, as discussed in the Impact chapter of this 

report. 

 Drinking water 1.2.2.B

The largest direct impact on humans by CB is the contamination of water used for 

drinking
11

 as there is usually only one source of drinking water for the people within a 

large region. This is not limited to underdeveloped countries as MCs passes through 

traditional filters
14

, and they are not trivial to detect. 

 Other exposure routes 1.2.2.C

One can be exposed to CT even if one does not drink the water or consume products from 

the water. Ingestion and inhalation of CT containing water can occur during recreational 

activities as well as inhalation of aerosolized toxins. 

1.2.3 Impact  

 Environmental impact 1.2.3.A

HABs can harm eco systems by disrupting them in various ways, both physically, 

chemically and biologically. 

With large biomasses, the HABs can cause hypoxia (low amount of dissolved oxygen in 

the water) by consuming all available oxygen. As HABs float, they can cause blockage of 

sun, denying sunlight to any other species in the water that needs sunlight. These actions 

frequently cause instabilities in eco systems by denying energy and oxygen to the 

majority of the species in the water they populate. 
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An even more damaging impact stems from the toxins produced by the HABs. The toxins 

accumulate and spread through the whole local water-environment and into any species 

living there (as described above). With high production of toxins, species in the lake can 

be drastically reduced numerically and thereby endangered. The toxins also have harmful 

effects beyond the water, because they spread to terrestrial animals when they drink the 

water, or eat organisms from the water (as previously discussed). This is endangering the 

immediate environment, including any animal or human consuming anything that has the 

origin in the water, or consuming animals or other organisms anything that ingest the 

water or anything within it. 

These effects can in the worst case also eradicate a whole specie from the local eco-

system, so this part of the local food web can be lost forever. 

 Livestock and people 1.2.3.B

Dangers that are even scarier than the effects on the environment, are the effects of MCs 

on people. This includes the loss of the local population’s food and livelihood as fish- and 

other water-product populations are greatly reduced or get too toxic for consumption. In 

addition to this; pets, livestock and even humans have been poisoned and killed. Dogs 

swimming in water with algal blooms despite a potential strong odor will inevitably 

swallow some water, and livestock will drink whatever water they have available. 

Consequently, there has been reported a great number of dogs that have gotten ill or died 

after being exposed to HABs. Even greater the loss can be to a farmer losing a whole herd 

of livestock to a toxic HAB, as has previously happened. 

From living by a lake with regular CB blooms individuals can get chronic exposure to 

MCs. This kind of chronic exposure has been linked to decline in fertility and higher 

prevalence of cancer. 

 Cases of HABs 1.2.3.C

There have been a number of studies showing that MCs and other CTs have resulted in 

illnesses and fatalities around the world for both humans and animals
12

. 
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CB from recurring large blooms has had a huge impact in Lake Erie (US/Canada) and the 

immediate area surrounding the lake. In 2014, the lake experienced the biggest bloom so 

far, and an estimated 500.000 people were warned not to drink water in the city of Toledo 

because of the high amounts of MCs. The water treatment plant was shut down due to 

large amounts of CB
2
. 

An even more dangerous case of MCs took place in Brazil, where 124 patients 

undergoing dialysis in two dialysis centers, resulted in 101 patients getting liver injury 

with 50 fatalities according to a case study of the incident. This is a catastrophic rate of 

casualties and wounded for an incident of this kind. What makes MCs so deadly, is that 

they pass through traditional filters in combination with non-trivial detection, and being 

highly potent toxins. 

There have also been many other cases of highly damaging HAB occurrences all across 

the world. Including in Serbia, China, Africa and other places. 

 Economic impact 1.2.3.D

HABs often bring an economic impact in addition to the previously mentioned ones. Loss 

of livestock, recreational revenue, tourism based revenue and the added drinking water 

treatment cost. 

1.2.4 The global context 

"Harmful algal blooms are one of the worst water quality issues 

that we need to deal with across the globe” (Orihel, 2016)
2
. 

 CB and other microorganisms 1.2.4.A

CB have a special position among microorganisms since the risk for a harmful event is 

high and at the same time the consequences of the release of MCs are severe. Therefore, 

in a risk assessment perspective we have the possibility to have severe situations 

occurring often. 

 Place in the tree of life 
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Phytoplankton is the early group of organisms responsible for the Great Oxidation Event 

(when the Earth got an oxygen containing atmosphere) and the fixation of elements such 

as C, P, N. CB, green algae, diatoms and other species are subspecies of the group of 

phytoplankton, and the most successful of these are the CBs. 

 Competition and nutrients 

CBs have gas-filled vesicles that make them buoyant
15

, and this makes them able to float 

in the upper light-zone of a lake and thereby stealing light from organisms living deeper 

in the water. This can explain why the CB grow faster than other  microbes in the same 

ecosystem
15

. Warmer water (20-25 °C)
15

 favors CB rather than green algae and diatoms. 

Therefore the CB often dominate at high temperatures
15

. Nitrogen and phosphorus are the 

most important nutrients for the growth of CB
2, 15

, and as CB has a higher affinity for 

these nutrients
15

 than their competitors, and they can store enough phosphorus
15

 to 

perform 2 to 4 cell divisions
15

 without a new supply of nutrients. Lower levels of nitrogen 

vs phosphorous, has been observed to favor CB blooms
15

 as CB can fixate gaseous 

nitrogen. This means that when nitrogen in a lake runs out, CB can keep growing, then 

without the competition of other microorganisms. 

1.2.5 Challenges in coping with HABs 

There are many challenges in coping with HABs. This includes difficult detection, 

overwhelming of water treatment plants, removal of MCs as they pass traditional filters 

and the limitation of HAB blooms. 

 Water treatment 1.2.5.A

In addition to CBs increasingly appearing all over the world, and outcompeting other 

microorganisms at a higher rate than before due to irrigation and warmer climate, both the 

removal and detection of MCs is not an easy challenge to cope with.  

 Clogging of water treatment plants 

Big quanta of CB entering a water treatment plant can be too much to handle for the 

plant, and it can be clogged by the large biomass. With any clogging like this, large 
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amounts of MCs can be released from the CB (as they get destroyed)
1
. In Lake Erie the 

bloom of 2014 was extreme enough to shut down the drinking water treatment plant of 

Toledo, Ohio
2
. 

 Removal of CBs and MCs 

HABs might occur year after year even when pollution has been halted. This happens 

because the phosphorous containing layers  at the bottom of lakes are recycled year after 

year. In order to stop this unfortunate cycle, a costly mechanical removal of the sediments 

must be undertaken. On a scale like Lake Erie, this is completely impractical to do, and as 

already mentioned, the removal of MCs from drinking water, is also regretfully not an 

ideal approach. 

 Detection of MCs and CTs 

The most widely used methods for detection of MCs are liquid chromatography-mass 

spectrometry (LC-MS) and MC specific ELISA kits. The trouble using these methods, is 

that the procedures employed, cannot detect something which they are not looking for. 

This means that a laboratory receiving a sample can falsely clear the sample as safe 

because the MC is not known. Another challenge is that a bloom that is not producing 

toxins today, may do so tomorrow. 

1.3 Structural and physical properties of MCs 

1.3.1 Stability and physical properties 

Due to the cyclic structure of MCs, and their unique amino acid compositions, the MCs 

are resilient to degradation and can persist in natural waters for months or years
11

. 

Some MCs are prone to light induced degradation. As discussed later, many MCs can be 

degraded chemically by chlorination or ozone treatment. 
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1.3.2 Mol. structure 

 The general structure 1.3.2.A

"The general structure ofMCs is cyclo-(-D-Ala1-L-X2-D-

isoMeAsp3-L-Z4-Adda
5
-D-isoGlu

6
-Mdha

7
), where d-isoMeAsp is d-

erythro--methyl-aspartic acid,Mdha is N-methyl-dehydro-alanine, Adda is 

(2S, 3S, 8S, 9S)-3-amino-9-methoxy-2,6,8-trimethyl-10-phenyldeca-4E,6E 

-dienoic acid, and X and Z in positions two and four are highly variable l-

amino acids that determine the suffix in the nomenclature of MCs.”
11

. 

 

Figure 1: The general structure of MCs 

 Nomenclature 1.3.2.B

All MCs are numbered starting with Alanine
1

 continuing clockwise (see figure 3) until the 

last amino acid Mdha - a dehydrogenated amino acid. The rare amino acid Adda, has been  

located in position 5 in the polypeptide for all reported MCs. 

 Variations 1.3.2.C

Over 100 different MC congeners have been reported. Most of these are reported to be 

due to the variations in the X and Z positions (see Figure 1)
11

. 
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1.4 Achievements in protection against MCs 

1.4.1 Filtration of CB 

As 95 % of the MCs are contained within each CB cell, an effective approach to remove 

MCs is the removal of the CBs themselves. In the treatment of drinking water, this can be 

done by conventional treatment such as coagulation and filtration
 
, but the CB biomass 

ought to be cleaned out frequently from the filter system. This must be done in order for 

the CBs not to break down while being on the filter and then release MCs into the cleaned 

water
16

. However, the removal of CBs is not sufficient if the MC level in the water 

already is too high for consumption. In these instances, a direct removal of MCs is 

needed. 

1.4.2 MC removal 

 Chemical treatment of MCs 1.4.2.A

For smaller scale water treatment, where chemical treatment is suitable, chlorination, 

ozonation or the treatment by activated carbon can be effective for most of the common 

MCs, but not without exceptions since such procedures are not universally applicable 

(e.g. MC-LR which is resilient to these forms of treatment)
16

. 

 Filtration of MCs 1.4.2.B

Filtration methods reported in the literature for removal of MCs are reverse osmosis, use 

of nano filtration membranes
16

 and biological filtration
16

.  

These three methods are only applicable on a small scale since they are extremely 

expensive. For large-scale filtration to be successful, an inexpensive method is needed. 

The most promising methods are currently riverbank or slow sand filtration
16

, which are 

relatively simple, and can be applied on a larger scale. 

1.4.3 Detection kits and analysis methods for known MCs 

There is a wide range of commercially available detection kits for the detection of MCs 

and other CTs. One kit is even targeting the MC specific Adda subunit, which in theory 
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makes it an extremely selective method that in theory should be able to detect any MC 

since all known MCs contain Adda. However, this test in not yet validated against all 

MCs, and certainly not towards the unknown ones. 

1.5 The aim 

Each MC is having its own toxicological profile and each distinct MC must be evaluated 

individually to determine the exact threat. World Health Organization (WHO) has only 

been capable of producing a provisional guideline value for MC-LR
17

, since there does 

not exist enough toxicological data for other MCs
17

. 

The relatively scarce volume of information about specific MCs make it an urgent task to 

get more toxocological data for as many hitherto unknown MCs as possible. However, 

tocological data for unknown mixtures of MCs are of low value (as it can’t then be used). 

Toxological data of individual chemical entities are needed. In order to produce these 

data, exact structural confirmation is needed for each individual MC. This author’s MSc 

thesis will be a part of this world wide task. 

Spesifically, the author will elucidate three microcystins, MC1037, MC1051 and 

MC1031 in this thesis. 
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2 Methods 

2.1 NMR 

2.1.1 Spectrum types 

 Proton 2.1.1.A

The proton spectrum is a 1D spectrum where each proton occurs at its chemical shift with 

a potential splitting pattern from J-couplings. 

 Carbon 2.1.1.B

The proton spectrum is a 1D spectrum where each carbon occurs at its chemical shift. 

Splitting patterns are suppressed. 

 DEPT 2.1.1.C

 The proton spectrum is a 1D spectrum where carbons with one or three protons occur as 

positive peaks, carbons with two protons occurs as negative peaks, and carbons without 

protons do generally not give rise to any peak. 

 COSY 2.1.1.D

COSY correlations occur in general between protons on adjacent carbons. 

 TOCSY 2.1.1.E

TOCSY correlations occur in the same manner as for COSY, but the energy is transferred 

in a spin-lock sequence, so that each proton in a spin system correlates to each of the 

other protons in the spin system. A spin system is in general a set of protons where there 

are protons on every carbon or hetero-atom in between each of the protons. 
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 NOESY and ROESY 2.1.1.F

Irrelevant of how many bonds appart they are, protons can give rise to a Nuclear 

Overhouser Effect (NOE) if they are close in space. Correlations of this kind can be 

recorded in both ROESY and NOESY spectra.  

ROESY is often preferred for molecules with a molecular mass of 1000-2000 g/mol due 

to NOESY being affected by a signal-canceling effect within this range of mass. 

 HSQC 2.1.1.G

HSQC occur between a carbon and the protons that are directly attached. There are 

HSQC pulse programs that record correlations between protons and hetero-atoms. 

 HMBC 2.1.1.H

HMBC gives correlations between protons and carbons which are more than one bond 

appart. The one bond correlation between protons and carbons is usually suppressed or 

partially suppressed by HMBC pulse programs. 

2.1.2 An NMR technique: Peak suppression 

Due to low amount of sample, they were very sensitive to water contamination. Even very 

small amounts of water will create a signal that is so much stronger than the sample 

signals that it will overshadow the signal from the sample. To solve this, peak suppression 

can be used. There are multiple forms of peak suppression, and the two techniques used 

in this thesis, is presaturation and excitation sculpting. 

(a) Presaturation 

Presaturation is both theoretically simple and simple to implement into existing pulse 

programs. The principle is to exite the protons at the exact frequency of the water 

molecules with a continuous radiowave (not short pulse) to exite these protons to such a 

degree that there will be no coherence between the orientation of these protons to be able 

to generate a signal. After the “saturation”, the desired pulse program is immediately 
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excecuted. The “nature” of the presaturation technique makes it so it can be written into 

an existing pulse program, in front of the existing pulse sequence.  

(b) Exitation sculpting 

Exitation sculpting is a more advanced method for presaturation, both in theory and in 

implementation. Here, a sequence of excitation pulses combined with gradient pulses are 

used to cancel the water signal during the pulse sequence of the original pulse program. 

This means that a higher skill is needed to implement this technique into an existing pulse 

program. This technique is therefore easier to implement for simpler pulse programs like 

1D-proton experiments. 

2.1.3 Representations 

 Grid View 2.1.3.A

Due to a lack of tools for visually presenting a chosen set of correlations together, the 

author chose to make a tool for this himself. The tool was first intended for and used in 

the elucidation process to display related correlations in a visual and intuitive way where 

it was easy to double-check noted correlations and to visually see correlations the author 

could have missed. This tool was later used in the elucidation process as well, where it 

proved to be an invaluable tool. As the author found the tool to be effective in 

representing the correlations in an intuitive and visually distinct way, and in the lack of 

other tools providing the benefits of this representation, it was decided to use the Grid 

View representation in this Thesis. The source code can be found in “Appendix II: ”. 

(a) Functionality of other tools for graphical representation 

Tools like Cara does provide a view along one axis (Strip view), but this this was not 

sufficient for visual representation although it provides a useful tool in an elucidation 

process. Cara also had two other visual limitations, respectively the lack of an option to 

overlay any recorded 1D-spectra, and color options to provide a visual representation 

similar to that of TopSpin which was the main program utilized in this thesis. Other tools 

mentioned in sec. Error! Reference source not found. were also explored for similar 

unctionality. 
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(b) The layout of the Grid View 

 

Figure 2: Example figure of a Grid View of potential correlations between provided chemical shift values for a COSY 

spectrum. 

Figure 2 is an example of a Grid View of a 2D-spectrum with the same three correlations 

listed along both axes of the grid with expanded selections (left). The right part of the 

figure provides an overview of the selections which are expanded in the left part, overlaid 

on a larger selection of the full spectrum. This selection of the spectrum does usually 

contain most of the spectrum, and appropriate 1D-spectra are provided along each axis to 

the top and left while the scale in ppm is provided below and along the right side of the 

2D-spectrum. The squares marking selections in the overview to the right are aligned with 

the centers of the expanded selections (left), but the sizes of the squares are not marking 

the exact size of the selections. 

In the right side of Figure 2, the ppm values listed along the axes of the grid mark the 

center value for each row and column. The scale of the selections are given in the top left 

corner, where y denotes the height of the cell-expansions in the grid (in ppm) and x 

denotes the width in ppm. The scale I also accurate for the expansion of the 1D-spectra 

for each column and row, displayed along the respective axis. The intensity of the 1D-

expansions along one axis are relative to each other. The intensity of all the grid 

expansions within one figure, are of relative intensity to each other. 
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(c) How to read the Grid View 

In the example of Figure 2, the spectrum type is COSY, and as the Grid View only is a 

view of correlations from the COSY spectrum, the interpretation of the peaks is dictated 

by the method of interpretation outlaid in sec. 2.1.1.A. Using the same method when 

viewing the Grid View, the diagonal peaks along the diagonal can be ignored. The cells 

of 7.14-4.50 and 4.50-7.14 both present a peak which suggests a COSY correlation 

between the protons at 7.14 ppm and 4.50 ppm. A correlation between the correlations at 

4.50 ppm and 1.13 ppm can be seen in the cells of 4.50-1.13 and 1.13-4.50. The empty 

cells of 1.13-7.14 and 7.14-1.13 shows the lack of a visible correlation between the 

protons at 1.13 ppm and 7.14 ppm. 

Although the representation above is excellent for exploration of correlations for each 

spin system individually, the Grid View can also be used to explore correlations between 

local and external protons, between two types different local nuclei, or even between 

local nuclei of one type, and external nuclei of another type. 

 

Figure 3: Example figure of a Grid View of potential correlations between provided chemical shift values for an HSQC 

spectrum. 

In the HSQC Grid View in Figure 3, a correlation can be seen between the proton at 4.50 

ppm along the x axis and the carbon at 50.1 ppm. A weak correlation can also be seen 

between the proton at 1.13 ppm and the carbon at 39.4 ppm. In conclusion, this figure 

shows that the proton at 4.50 ppm share a chemical bond with the carbon at 50.1 ppm, 

while the proton at 1.13 ppm share a chemical bond with the carbon at 39.4 ppm. 
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Figure 4: Example figure of a Grid View of potential correlations between provided chemical shift values for an 

HMBC spectrum. 

Separate spin systems can be linked together through HMBC by looking at correlations 

from protons of two different spin systems onto one common carbon. An example is in 

Figure 4 where the protons of one spin system, at 5.84 and 5.42 ppm correlating with the 

carbon at 166.0 ppm. Here, the proton at 7.50 ppm which belongs to another spin system, 

is also seen to correlate with the carbon at 166.0 ppm. 

 

Figure 5: External ROESY (local along F1 and F2 respectively to the left and to the right) 

When looking at through space correlations (aka. ROE correlations) to external protons 

from the protons of a local spin system, it can be beneficial to look at correlations both 

with the local spins along the F1 dimension (Figure 5, right) and along the F2 dimension 
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(Figure 5, left). One example of why these two views can be important together can be 

seen the cells of 7.87-7.14 (right) and 7.14-7.87 (left). A correlation can be seen in the 

cell of the right grid, but not in the cell of the left grid. This serves as a warning that the 

correlation might be an artefact if not just covered by the increased noise in the cell of the 

left plot. 

 

Figure 6: An example of a Grid View to the right, and a copy of this Grid View with illustration of peaks in center 

(circles) and peaks out of center (crosses). 

PS. If the peak is not in centere of the cell, it does most likely not belong to the chemical 

shift values for the particular cell. 

2.2 Liquid Chromatography - Mass Spectrometry 

Liquid Chromatography - Mass Spectrometry (LC-MS) is not directly utilized in this 

thesis, but it relies on information gained by LC-MS. 
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3 Personal communication from Dr. 

Christopher O. Miles 

This Master’s Thesis is based upon knowledge provided by Dr. Miles. The information 

provided by Dr. Miles about molecules MC1037 and MC1051 is included in the 

following letter from Dr. Miles: 

“Information on the origin of the MC1037 and MC1051 microcystin samples, prepared 

and written by Amanda J. Foss (GreenWater Laboratories, Palatka, FL, USA) and 

Christopher O. Miles (Norwegian Veterinary Institute, Oslo, Norway). 

 

In the summer of 2012, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) biologists collected over 

750 dead and sick birds (35 species) and one mammal species (muskrat) at the Paul S. 

Sarbanes Ecosystem Project at Poplar Island (hereafter referred to as Poplar Island), in 

the Chesapeake Bay, Maryland, USA. The event lasted for 15 weeks from August until 

November. Initial clinical observations of the birds pertaining to the event implicated 

avian botulism. However, a higher than normal mortality rate was occurring, the event 

persisted longer than normal and initial botulism screening tests were negative.
1
 A two-

tier analysis of a water sample collected in a nearby impoundment was conducted, with 

identification of the dominant genera (Microcystis) followed by microcystin analysis. 

Additional laboratory work later confirmed the presence of type-C botulinum toxin in 

some of the birds. The authors concluded that avian botulism played a role in at least 

some (if not all) of the bird mortalities, with concurrent microcystin intoxication.
1
 The 

water sample was initially assessed using an Adda enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay 

(ELISA) followed by LC-UV and LC-MS analyses at GreenWater Laboratories. 

Lyophilized cells of the bloom were further evaluated using LC-HRMS and LC-MS
2
, and 

the dominant microcystin congener was purified for analysis by NMR, LC-HRMS and 

LC-MS
2
 at the Norwegian Veterinary Institute (NVI). 

 

Samples from the event were analysed for free microcystins using two separate ELISAs, 

as well as by HPLC-UV, LC–MS, LC-MS/MS. LC-HRMS and LC–MS
2
, at GreenWater 

Laboratories and at NVI. 

 

The antibodies in one of the ELISAs are directed solely at the natural enantiomer of a 

rare β-amino acid, 3-amino-9-methoxy-2,6,8-trimethyl-10-phenyl-4,6-decadienoic acid 

(Adda),
2
 which has so far only been reported in microcystins. The antibody used in the 

other ELISA is not directed towards Adda, but is highly specific towards intact 

microcystins from natural sources.
3
 Both ELISAs showed strong positive responses to 

water samples from the contamination event, indicating that they contained high levels of 

ADDA-containing microcystins. 

 

HPLC-UV-MS of the bloom material and fractions during purification showed the 

presence of two UV-absorbing peaks with absorbance spectra typical of microcystins. 

The minor peak also showed a prominent ion at m/z 995.5, and both its retention time 

and m/z were identical with an authentic specimen of MC-LR ([M+H]
+
 m/z 995.5), 
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which is the most common of the microcystins. However the main peak showed a 

prominent ion at m/z 1037.6 and its retention time and mass did not correspond to any of 

the more common commercially available microcystins. However, one microcystin, 

[Leu
1
]MC-LR with [M+H]

+
 at 1037.5, has been reported in blooms from North and 

South America, and in Europe.
4-8

 This compound is unusual for a microcystin in having 

D-Leu at position-1, but is otherwise identical to MC-LR. 

 

The main microcystin was purified by standard chromatographic methods to yield ca 1 

mg of a colourless compound that was pure by HPLC-MS. However, after storage in 

MeOH for ca two years, analysis showed approximately 50% conversion to a second 

compound had occurred. The new compound eluted later than the original compound, 

and showed a prominent ion at m/z 1051.5, suggesting that partial methylation had 

occurred. The two compounds (ca. 0.5 mg of each) were separated by preparative HPLC 

and sent to NVI for detailed LC–MS and NMR analyses. Until their identities were 

established, the original compound was referred to as MC1037, and the second, 

artefactual compound as MC1051, based on their m/z values. 

 

Figure 1. Left, LC-high resolution mass spectrometry (LC-HRMS) analysis of a mixture 

of MC1037 and MC1051, in which alternating full scan spectra and all-ion-fragmenation 

(AIF) spectra were obtained during chromatography. The AIF chromatogram is filtered 

for the mass of the characteristic fragment from the Adda
5
-moiety of microcystins. Right, 

full scan mass spectra of the two major peaks, showing their presumed structures and 

fragmentations. 

 

At NVI, the samples were triturated with dry acetonitrile, as this had previously proven 

very effective at removing residual lipophilic contaminants.
9
 The solid residues remaining 
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after trituration were dissolved in CD3OH and submitted for NMR analysis. However the 

samples were unexpectedly weak and were not suitable for full structure elucidation by 

NMR. The acetonitrile washings, which had been retained, were analysed by LC–MS
2
 and 

unexpectedly found to contain large amounts of the two microcystins. These samples were 

evaporated to dryness, dissolved in d6-DMSO, and submitted for NMR analysis. 

 

LC-HRMS analysis (Figure 1) showed the original compound (MC1037) had m/z at 

1037.6014, consistent with a composition for [M+H]
+
 of C52H81O12N10

+
 (−1.5 ppm) and 

identical with that expected for [Leu
1
]MC-LR. The compound from the storage artefact 

(MC1051) had m/z 1051.6157, consistent with an [M+H]
+
 composition of C53H83O12N10

+
 

(−2.8 ppm), indicating addition of CH2 to the original compound. MC1037 and MC1051 

both showed prominent fragment ions at m/z 135.0802 (Figure 1), consistent with 

C9H11O
+
 (−1.8 ppm), which is a characteristic fragment from C-9–C-16 of the Adda-

moiety of microcystins via cleavage of the C-8–C-9 bond (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 2. LC–MS
2
 spectra of: bottom, a standard of MC-LR; middle, MC1037; top, 

MC1051. Numbers in square brackets indicate the constituent amino acids present in 

selected fragments. Underlining and bold text indicate important variations in amino acid 

composition between equivalent fragments from the three microcystins. 
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LC–MS
2
 analysis with and without derivatization with mercaptoethanol showed that 

MC1037 reacted rapidly with mercaptoethanol in weakly basic conditions, indicating the 

presence of a reactive α,β-unsaturated carbonyl group,
10

 which in microcystins is either 

an Mdha
7
 or Dha

7
 group. A similar analysis after brief treatment with H2O2 showed no 

change, confirming that MC1037 did not contain a Met residue, since these react rapidly 

with H2O2 to give the corresponding sulfoxide derivatives.
11

 Detailed analysis of LC–MS
2
 

fragmentation spectra for MC1037, and comparison with spectra from authentic MC-LR 

obtained under identical conditions (Figure 2), were consistent with Leu, Leu, Masp, Arg, 

Adda, Glu and Mdha at positions 1–7, respectively, in a cyclic microcystin-like 

heptapeptide structure. A similar analysis for MC1051, and careful comparison with LC–

MS
2
 spectra from MC1037 and MC-LR, suggested that its structure differed from that of 

MC1037 only by addition of a CH2 to the Glu
6
 moiety. However, MS-fragmentation 

cannot give definitive information about the stereochemistry of the amino acid residues, 

nor about whether they are linked together via their 1-carboxyl and 2-amino groups as in 

proteins or via some other arrangement of linkages, and the order of the 7 amino acids is 

not necessarily established unequivocally. Furthermore, it is not possible to distinguish 

between isobaric amino acids (e.g. Mdha and Dhb) solely from MS-fragmentation 

spectra,
10,11

 and in the case of MC-1051, the location and chemical nature of the 

additional CH2 group was not established with complete certainty from the LC–MS
2
 

spectra. For this reason, and in the absence of authentic standards of MC1037 and/or 

MC1051 for comparison by LC–MS and HPLC methods, it was necessary to determine 

the structures of the tentatively identified MC1037 and MC1051 by NMR spectroscopic 

methods. 
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4 Detailed elucidation of MC1037 

The preliminary structure was postulated to be [Leu
1
]MC-LR (“3 Personal 

communication from Dr. Christopher O. Miles”). As [Leu
1
]MC-LR has been reported in 

literature by Scripshema, J
18

 and Park et al.
19

, the result of the elucidation was compared 

to their reported values (see “4.4 Comparison to literature”).  

MC1037 was later determined to be the reported microcystin [Leu
1
]MC-LR (“8.1 

MC1037”, page 144). As [Leu
1
]MC-LR has been reported in literature with NMR data, 

MC1037 would be the most suited candidate for illustrating the entire elucidation process 

in detail. A comparison to literature values was also made to verify that the elucidation 

method was sound. 

The solvent used for MC1037 was deuturated DMSO. 

 

Figure 7: Preliminary structure for MC1037 provided by Dr. Miles 

Based on information provided in personal communication with Dr. Miles (see “3 

Personal communication from Dr. Christopher O. Miles”, page 29), the molecule should 

be [Leu
1
]MC-LR. This information was based on LC-MS data, and as LC-MS data is not 

sufficient for determining the exact arrangement of bonds and atoms of a molecule, the 

author of this thesis used NMR to gain more information on the structure of the MC1037. 
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4.1 General 

 

Figure 8: The area of NH to alpha-H correlations in a COSY spectrum for the MC1037 

Assuming that the structure consists of amino acids with amino acid [bindings], the 

region typical for amide (CONH) protons was examined. In the NH to alpha-H region of 

the COSY spectrum (Figure 8), showed correlations from 7 probable NH protons. As 

none of these has correlations in HSQC, the assumption of these being NH protons, is 

strengthened. 

4.2 The elucidation of each amino acid of MC1037 

The author of this thesis has written a Python program “Grid plotter” to effectively and 

visually examine a set of shifts and their potential correlations with each-other. By 

default, the program displays a grid of enlarged sections from a spectrum based on all 

possible combinations of the provided shifts. For heteronuclear spectra, the program will 

display extractions of potential correlation points between every possible combination of 

shift-pairs between two provided lists. How to understand the “Grid Plots” from the 

program, is explaned in “2.1.3.A Grid View” page 24. Source code of the program is 

located in “Appendix II: ” and the program can be obtained electronically from 

www.duo.uio.no, where this Thesis will be published. Until the program will be available, 

http://www.duo.uio.no/
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it will be accessible at https://github.com/jajaabae/GridPlotter. The first use of the 

program in this thesis is Figure 10, below. 

The Grid View figures for MC1037 that have not been included in this chapter about 

MC1037, are included in “Appendix III: MC1037: ”, page 163. 

4.2.1 Leucine1 

 

Figure 9: Illustration of the amino acid Leucine (Leu) 

(a) Leu1 TOCSY 

A signal at 7.14 ppm (br m) in the NH-region is expectedly lacking an HSQC correlation 

in consistency with being an NH proton. In TOCSY, the proton at 7.14 ppm correlated to 

protons at 4.50, 1.44, 1.80, 1.13 and 0.78 ppm. The peak at 0.78 ppm in the methyl region 

integrated for 6 protons, suggesting two methyl groups at this shift value. This 

information suggested the presence of a Leucine (Figure 9). 

https://github.com/jajaabae/GridPlotter
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Figure 10: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of potential TOCSY correlations for MC1037, Leu1 (left). An 

overview for these enlarged spectrum selections in the full TOCSY spectrum is displayed to the right. See “2.1.1.E 

TOCSY” for a detailed explanation of TOCSY, and “2.1.3.A Grid View” for a detailed explanation of the Grid View. 

TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 80 ms 

As seen in Figure 10, each of the mentioned protons shows a correlation to each of the 

other mentioned protons in the TOCSY spectrum. This supports that they all belong to the 

same spin system. 

(b) Leu1 COSY and HSQC 

 

Figure 11: Leucine with the spin system illustrated by bold bonds, and with COSY correlations illustrated with cyan 

arrows 
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Figure 12: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of potential COSY correlations for MC1037, Leu1 (left). An 

overview for these enlarged spectrum selections in the full COSY spectrum is displayed to the right. See “2.1.1.D 

COSY” for a detailed explanation of COSY, and “2.1.3.A Grid View” for a detailed explanation of the Grid View. 

 

Figure 13: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of potential HSQC correlations for MC1037, Leu1 (left). An 

overview for these enlarged spectrum selections in the full HSQC spectrum is displayed to the right. See “2.1.1.G 

HSQC” for a detailed explanation of HSQC, and “2.1.3.A Grid View” for a detailed explanation of the Grid View. 

The following information from COSY is shown in Figure 12 and illustrated in Figure 11 

with the concluded proton shift values. The HSQC information is shown in Figure 13 and 

the resulting carbon shifts are illustrated in Figure 11. 

The proton at 7.14 ppm showed a COSY correlation to a proton at 4.50 ppm (m) which 

was consistent with being a methine proton. Further supporting this, the proton at 4.50 

ppm correlated with a carbon at 50.1 ppm (+) with a positive DEPT 135° phase in HSQC. 
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The proton at 4.50 ppm correlated further to two protons at 1.80 (m) and 1.13 ppm (br s). 

Both of these correlated to a carbon at 39.4 ppm (-) in HSQC although the correlation 

from the proton at 1.13 ppm is a weak correlation. The proton at 1.80 ppm, further 

showed a COSY correlation to a proton at 1.44 ppm (m). The proton at 1.44 ppm showed 

an HSQC correlation to a carbon at 24.5 ppm (+), which had a positive phase. The ppm 

values together with the positive phase are consistent with being a methine proton on a 

tertiary carbon in the position 4 of Leucine. 

In COSY, the proton at 1.44 ppm showed a correlation to the six protons at 0.78 ppm (d, J 

= 7.2 Hz) and 0.78 ppm (d, J = 7.0 Hz). These shifts were indistinguishable in 2D 

experiments. From the protons at 0.78 and 0.78 ppm, correlations to carbons at 23.1 (+) 

and 21.0 ppm (+) where found. This was consistent with being two terminal methyl 

groups with positions 4-Me and 5. 

(c) Leu1 HMBC 

There were no HMBC correlations that were found to be unambiguous for the spin 

system of Leu
1
. 

(d) Leu1 internal ROESY 

 

Figure 14: Internal ROESY correlations illustrated in red arrows for Leu1. Dashed lines represents weak correlations, 

while ‘*’ was used to point correlations to multiple protons when it could not be determined which of the protons 

contributed to the correlation. 
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Figure 15: Grid View of enlarged ROESY spectrum selections (left) for MC1037, Leu1 with an overview of the 

extracted selections from the full ROESY spectrum (right). The ROESY correlations appear between protons that are in 

close spatial proximity explained in: “2.1.1.F NOESY and ROESY”, while the Grid View is explained in more detail in 

“2.1.3.A Grid View”. 

Of ROESY correlations observed for Leu
1
, Figure 15 shows the correlations internal to 

Leu
1
. Starting from the amide NH-proton at 7.14 ppm, it correlates to the α-proton at 4.50 

ppm. This proton correlates to the proton at 1.80 ppm, which is one of the neighboring 

methylene protons. Other correlations from the proton at 4.50 ppm, is to the protons at at-

least one of the two methyl groups with protons at 0.78 ppm, and a weaker correlations to 

the proton at 1.44 ppm. These correlations are illustrated in Figure 14. 

(e) Leu1 external ROESY 

 

Figure 16: External ROESY correlations from Leu1 illustrated with red arrows. 
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Figure 17: Grid View of enlarged ROESY spectrum selections for correlations with protons external to the spin system 

of MC1037, Leu1. In the left part of the figure, the local spin system is placed on the F2 (x)-axis, while the external 

protons are placed along the F1 (y)-axis. The external and local protons are placed along opposite axes in the right part 

of the figure. For explanation of ROESY, see “2.1.1.F NOESY and ROESY”, while the Grid View is explained in 

“2.1.3.A Grid View”. 

From the amide NH-proton at 7.14 ppm, three ROESY correlations were observed to 

protons at respectively 3.12, 4.13 and 7.64 ppm. These protons were not a part of the Leu
1
 

spin system (Figure 16 and Figure 17). The proton at 4.50 ppm also showed a correlation 

to the proton at 7.64 ppm.
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(f) Leu1 correlation tables 

Table 1: NMR data for MC1037, Leu1: Chemical shifts (δ, ppm in D6-DMSO), coupling constants (Hz) and COSY, HSQC and HMBC correlations* 

Amino 

acid 

Atom C H Mult. (Hz) COSY HSQ

C 

Phase HMBC 

Leu
1
 1 n.d.     0  

 2 50.1 4.50 m 7.14, 1.80, 1.13 50.1 +  

 2-NH  7.14 m br 4.50    

 3 39.4 1.80 m 4.50, 1.44, 1.13 39.4 -  

   1.13 m 4.50, 1.80 39.4 -  

 4 24.5 1.44 m 1.80, 0.78 24.5 +  

 5a 23.1 0.78 d (7.2) 1.44 23.1 +  

 5b 21.0 0.78 d (7.0) 1.44 21.0 +  
* n.d. indicates that the current carbon, hydrogen or correlation was not detected while 0 indicates a DEPT phase that was expectedly not detected. 

Table 2: NMR data for MC1037 Leu1: TOCSY and ROESY correlations* 

Amino acid Atom H TOCSY ROESY 

Leu
1
 1    

 2 4.50 7.14, 1.80, 1.44, 1.13, 0.78 7.64, 7.14, 1.80, 1.44, 1.13, 0.78 

 2-NH 7.14 4.50, 1.80, 1.44, 1.13, 0.78 7.64, 4.50, 4.13, 1.44, 1.13 

 3 1.80 7.14, 4.50, 1.44, 1.13 4.50, 1.13, 0.78 

  1.13 7.14, 4.50, 1.80 7.14, 4.50, 1.80 

 4 1.44 7.14, 4.50, 1.80, 0.78 7.14, 4.50 

 5a 0.78 7.14, 4.50, 1.44 4.50, 1.80 

 5b 0.78 7.14, 4.50, 1.44 4.50, 1.80 
* n.d. indicates that the current hydrogen or correlation was not detected
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4.2.2 Leucine2 

 

Figure 18: Illustration of the amino acid Leucine (Leu) 

(a) Leu2 TOCSY 

A presumed NH proton signal at 7.64 ppm (d, J = 6.2 Hz), which did not correlate in 

HSQC, notably, showed TOCSY correlations to doublets at 0.86 and 0.80 ppm. The 

signals at 0.86 ppm (d, J = 6.8 Hz) and 0.80 ppm (d, J = 6.8 Hz) had shifts typical for 

secondary aliphatic methyl groups. 

 

Figure 19: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of potential TOCSY correlations for MC1037, Leu2 (left). An 

overview for these enlarged spectrum selections in the full TOCSY spectrum is displayed to the right. See “2.1.1.E 

TOCSY” for a detailed explanation of TOCSY, and “2.1.3.A Grid View” for a detailed explanation of the Grid View. 

TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 160 ms 

Additional TOCSY correlations were also observed to signals at 4.00, 1.74, 1.49 and 1.66 

ppm, suggesting the possible presence of a second Leucine (Leu) residue. As can be seen 

in Figure 19, each of these protons shows correlations to each of the other ones. This 

concludes that these protons belong to the same spin system. 
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(b) Leu2 COSY and HSQC 

 

Figure 20: Leu2 with the spin system illustrated by bold bonds, and with COSY correlations illustrated with cyan 

arrows 

 

Figure 21: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections from a COSY spectrum of MC1037, Leu2 (left). An overview for 

these enlarged spectrum selections in the full COSY spectrum is displayed to the right. See “2.1.1.A 2.1.1.D COSY” 

for a detailed explanation of COSY, and “2.1.3.A Grid View” for a detailed explanation of the Grid View. 
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Figure 22: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of potential HSQC correlations for MC1037, Leu2 (left). An 

overview for these enlarged spectrum selections in the full HSQC spectrum is displayed to the right. See “2.1.1.G 

HSQC” for a detailed explanation of HSQC, and “2.1.3.A Grid View” for a detailed explanation of the Grid View. 

The following COSY information is displayed in Figure 21 and illustrated with arrows in 

Figure 20 with the concluded proton shift values. The HSQC information is displayed in 

Figure 22 and illustrated with arrows in Figure 20. 

Consistent with being a Leucine, the signal at 7.64 ppm showed a COSY correlation to a 

proton at 4.00 ppm (m) that in turn displayed an HSQC correlation at 53.5 ppm (+), 

which are shifts typical of an alpha-CH group. The proton at 4.00 ppm showed COSY 

correlations to two methylene protons at 1.74 and 1.49 ppm, which showed each their 

HSQC correlation to a carbon at 39.2 ppm (-) as well as showing a COSY correlation 

between each other. Of the two protons at 1.74 and 1.49 ppm, only the proton at 1.49 ppm 

correlated further (along the structure) in COSY to a methine signal at 1.66 ppm in 

COSY. The proton at 1.66 ppm (m) was consistent with being a methine proton, and it 

correlated to a carbon 24.2 ppm (+) in HSQC. The methine proton at 1.66 displayed 

COSY correlations to the two methyl doublets at 0.86 and 0.80 ppm, which correlated to 

the carbons at respectively 23.0 (+) and 21.0 ppm (+) in HSQC. 

Each of the shifts were consistent with values found in literature
18, 19

, except for the 

carbon of 21.0 ppm, that were found to be 23.0 ppm in each of the two articles 

referenced
18, 19

. 
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(c) Leu2 HMBC 

 

Figure 23: HMBC correlations of Leu2 

 

Figure 24: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of HMBC correlations for MC1037, Leu2 (left). An overview for 

these enlarged spectrum selections in the full HMBC spectrum is displayed to the right. See “2.1.1.H HMBC” for a 

detailed explanation of HMBC, and “2.1.3.A Grid View” for a detailed explanation of the Grid View. 

From Figure 24, two 3-bond HMBC correlations can be observed for Leu
2
, from each of 

the protons at 0.86 and 0.80 ppm to the carbon at 39.2 (illustrated in Figure 23). Further, a 

correlation from the proton at 0.86 ppm, to a carbon at 21.0 ppm was observed. This was 

determined to be the carbon in position 5 of Leu
2
, because of the already determined 

structure, even though an overlapping carbon at 21.0 ppm was observed for Leu
1
. No 

external HMBC correlations or correlations to the carbonyl carbon in position 1 were 

observed for Leu
2
. 
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(d) Leu2 internal ROESY 

 

Figure 25: ROESY correlations internal to Leu2 

 

Figure 26: Grid View of enlarged ROESY spectrum selections (left) for MC1037, Leu2 with an overview of the 

extracted selections from the full ROESY spectrum (right). The ROESY correlations appear between protons that are in 

close spatial proximity explained in: “2.1.1.F NOESY and ROESY”, while the Grid View is explained in more detail in 

“2.1.3.A Grid View”. 

ROESY correlations internal to Leu
2
 are displayed in Figure 26 and illustrated in Figure 

25. Internal to Leu
2
, the amide proton at 7.64 ppm correlated to the protons at 4.00, 1.74 

and 1.66 ppm, indicating that the proton at 1.49 ppm might be orientated away from the 

amide proton. A correlation between the protons at 4.00 and 0.80 ppm indicated that these 

were close in space to each other. 
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(e) Leu2 external ROESY 

 

Figure 27: ROESY correlations External to Leu2. Red arrows are used to illustrate correlations, while dashed lines 

represent weaker correlations. 

 

Figure 28: Grid View of enlarged ROESY spectrum selections for correlations with protons external to the spin system 

of MC1037, Leu2. In the left part of the figure, the local spin system is placed on the F2 (x)-axis, while the external 

protons are placed along the F1 (y)-axis. The external and local protons are placed along opposite axes in the right part 

of the figure. For explanation of ROESY, see “2.1.1.F NOESY and ROESY”, while the Grid View is explained in 

“2.1.3.A Grid View”. 

Figure 28 display ROESY correlations from Leu
2
 to external protons. These correlations 

are illustrated in Figure 27. The amide proton at 7.64 correlates to protons at 7.14 and 

4.50 ppm, that was shown to belong to Leu
1
 (see “4.2.1 Leucine

1
”, page 36). The protons 

at 7.14, 4.00 and 1.74, all correlated to a proton at 7.87 ppm, shown below to belong to 

Me-Asp
3
. The proton at 1.74 ppm showed a correlation to a proton at 4.35 ppm, 

belonging to Glu
6
 (“4.2.6 Glutamine

6
”, page 84).
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(f) Leu2 correlation tables 

Table 3: NMR data for MC1037, Leu2: Chemical shifts (δ, ppm in D6-DMSO), coupling constants (Hz) and COSY, HSQC and HMBC correlations* 

Amino acid Atom C H Mult. (Hz) COSY HSQC Phase HMBC 

Leu
2
 1 n.d.     0  

 2 53.5 4.00 m  7.64, 1.74, 1.49 53.5 +  

 2-NH  7.64 d (6.2) 4.00    

 3 39.2 1.74 m  4.00, 1.49 39.2 -  

   1.49 m  4.00, 1.74, 1.66 39.2 -  

 4 24.2 1.66 m  1.49, 0.86, 0.80 24.2 +  

 5a 23.0 0.86 d (6.8) 1.66 23.0 + 39.2, 21.0 

 5b 21.0 0.80 d (6.8) 1.66 21.0 + 39.2 
* n.d. indicates that the current carbon, hydrogen or correlation was not detected while 0 indicates a DEPT phase that was expectedly not detected. 

Table 4: NMR data for MC1037 Leu2: TOCSY and ROESY correlations* 

Amino acid Atom H TOCSY ROESY 

Leu
2
 1    

 2 4.00 7.64, 1.74, 1.66, 1.49, 0.86, 0.80 7.87, 7.64, 1.66, 1.49, 0.80 

 2-NH 7.64 4.00, 1.74, 1.66, 1.49, 0.86, 0.80 7.87, 7.14, 4.50, 4.00, 1.74, 1.66 

 3 1.74 7.64, 4.00, 1.49, 0.86, 0.80 7.87, 7.64, 4.35, 1.49 

  1.49 7.64, 4.00, 1.74, 1.66, 0.86, 0.80 7.87, 4.00, 1.74, 0.86, 0.80 

 4 1.66 7.64, 4.00, 1.49, 0.86, 0.80 7.64, 4.00 

 5a 0.86 7.64, 4.00, 1.74, 1.66, 1.49 1.49 

 5b 0.80 7.64, 4.00, 1.74, 1.66, 1.49 4.00, 1.49 
* n.d. indicates that the current hydrogen or correlation was not detected
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4.2.3 Me-Asp3 

 

Figure 29: Illustration of the amino acid Methyl-Aspartic Acid (Me-Asp) 

(a) Me-Asp3 TOCSY 

A proton at 7.87 ppm (d, J = 10.7 Hz) did not show any HSQC correlations to any 

carbon, and with the shift, it was consistent with being an NH-proton. 

 

Figure 30: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of potential TOCSY correlations for MC1037, Me-Asp3 (left). An 

overview for these enlarged spectrum selections in the full TOCSY spectrum is displayed to the right. See “2.1.1.E 

TOCSY” for a detailed explanation of TOCSY, and “2.1.3.A Grid View” for a detailed explanation of the Grid View. 

TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 160 ms 

In TOCSY (Figure 30), this proton correlated with protons at 4.12, 3.12 and 0.89 ppm. 

For each of these protons, each of them correlated to each of the other ones, determining 

the spin system to include each of these, without including other protons. 
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(b) Me-Asp3 COSY and HSQC 

 

Figure 31: Me-Asp with the spin system illustrated by bold bonds and, COSY correlations illustrated with cyan arrows. 

 

Figure 32: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections from a COSY spectrum of MC1037, Me-Asp3 (left). An overview 

for these enlarged spectrum selections in the full COSY spectrum is displayed to the right. See “2.1.1.D COSY” for a 

detailed explanation of COSY, and “2.1.3.A Grid View” for a detailed explanation of the Grid View. 
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Figure 33: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of potential HSQC correlations for MC1037, Me-Asp3 (left). An 

overview for these enlarged spectrum selections in the full HSQC spectrum is displayed to the right. See “2.1.1.G 

HSQC” for a detailed explanation of HSQC, and “2.1.3.A Grid View” for a detailed explanation of the Grid View. 

Exploring the COSY correlations of Me-Asp
3
 (seen in Figure 32 and illustrated in Figure 

31), the proton at 7.87 ppm showed a COSY correlation to a proton at 4.12 ppm (m). The 

proton at 4.12 ppm did not show an HSQC correlation to a carbon or any further COSY 

correlations. However, the leftover protons found by TOCSY, at 3.12 and 0.89 ppm 

correlated with each other. These COSY correlations can be seen in Figure 32 and seen 

illustrated in Figure 31. The proton at 3.12 ppm showed an HSQC correlation to a carbon 

at 39.4 ppm while the proton at 0.89 ppm showed an HSQC correlation to a carbon at 

15.1 ppm (displayed in Figure 33). 

(c) Me-Asp3 HMBC 

 

Figure 34: HMBC correlations of Me-Asp3 
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Figure 35: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of HMBC correlations for MC1037, Me-Asp3 Leu2 (left). An 

overview for these enlarged spectrum selections in the full HMBC spectrum is displayed to the right. See “2.1.1.H 

HMBC” for a detailed explanation of HMBC, and “2.1.3.A Grid View” for a detailed explanation of the Grid View. 

Figure 35 displays the three HMBC correlations found for Leu
2
, while Figure 34 

illustrates them. Discussing these correlations, the methyl proton at 0.89 ppm showed 

HMBC correlations to carbons at 39.4, 55.4 and 178.4 ppm. The correlation to the carbon 

at 39.4 ppm is consistent with COSY correlation between the protons at 0.89 and 3.12 

ppm, while a correlation from the proton at 0.89 ppm to a carbon at 55.4 ppm (+) adds 

this carbon to the “spin system”. This carbon is of consistent shift, for belonging to the 

4.12 ppm methine-proton, which did not display an HSQC correlation. The carbon at 

178.4 ppm (0), which was found with the HMBC correlation from the methyl protons at 

0.89 ppm, was consistent with being a carbonyl carbon. Due to the closer proximity of the 

position 4 carbonyl carbon, to the methyl group, this would be the carbon at 178.4 ppm. 

(d) Me-Asp3 internal ROESY 

 

Figure 36: Illustrations of internal ROESY correlations of Me-Asp3. Red arrows are used to illustrate correlations, 

while dashed lines represent weaker correlations. 
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Figure 37: Grid View of enlarged ROESY spectrum selections (left) for MC1037, Me-Asp3 with an overview of the 

extracted selections from the full ROESY spectrum (right). The ROESY correlations appear between protons that are in 

close spatial proximity explained in: “2.1.1.F NOESY and ROESY”, while the Grid View is explained in more detail in 

“2.1.3.A Grid View”. 

As seen in Figure 37, each of the members of the spin system shows a ROESY 

correlation to each of the other ones, although the correlation between the protons at 

respectively 7.87 ppm and 3.12 ppm is significantly weaker than the other correlations. 

This is also illustrated in Figure 36. 

(e) Me-Asp3 external ROESY 

 

Figure 38: Illustrations of external ROESY correlations of Me-Asp3. Red arrows are used to illustrate correlations, 

while dashed lines represent weaker correlations. 
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Figure 39: Grid View of enlarged ROESY spectrum selections for correlations with protons external to the spin system 

of MC1037, Me-Asp3. In the left part of the figure, the local spin system is placed on the F2 (x)-axis, while the external 

protons are placed along the F1 (y)-axis. The external and local protons are placed along opposite axes in the right part 

of the figure. For explanation of ROESY, see “2.1.1.F NOESY and ROESY”, while the Grid View is explained in 

“2.1.3.A Grid View”. 

As seen in Figure 39 and illustrated in Figure 38, the NH-proton at 7.87 ppm showed a 

ROESY correlation to a proton at 7.64 ppm, and to another proton at 4.00 ppm. The 

methyl protons at 0.89 ppm showed a minor ROESY correlation to a proton at 8.83 ppm. 

When it came to the proton at 3.12 ppm, there was an overlapping proton from Mdha
7
 

which also appeared at 3.12 ppm (see “4.2.7 Mdha
7
”, page 90). Protons that showed 

ROESY correlations to protons at 3.12 ppm, were at 8.83, 5.39, 4.12, 2.31 and 2.21 ppm. 

Of these, the proton at 4.12 ppm was internal to this spin system, as shown above. The 

proton at 5.39 ppm was found to be internal to Mdha
7
 (see “4.2.7 Mdha

7
”, page 90). As 

the methyl proton at 0.89 ppm showed a ROESY correlation to the proton at 8.83 ppm, it 

was more likely that the proton at 8.83 ppm correlated with the proton at 3.12 ppm from 

Me-Asp
3
, rather than with the proton from Mdha

7
. When it comes to the two protons at 

respectively 2.21 and 2.31 ppm, determined (below) to belong Glu
6
, these would not be 

likely to both show ROESY correlations to the Me-Asp proton at 3.12 ppm. This is 

because of steric hindrance, as the NH proton of Arg
4
 at 8.83 ppm, was already shown to 

be close to the protons at 3.12 and 0.89 ppm of Me-Asp
3
 by ROESY data (above in this 

paragraph). This was also consistent with the preliminary structure derived from LC-MS 

data. The protons at 2.21 and 2.31 ppm being close to the methyl proton at 3.12 of Mdha
7
, 
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was also consistent with the preliminary structure derived from MS data. (This will be 

commented on further in sec.  “4.2.7 Mdha
7
”, page 90. 
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(f) Me-Asp3 correlation tables 

Table 5: NMR data for MC1037, Me-Asp3: Chemical shifts (δ, ppm in D6-DMSO), coupling constants (Hz) and COSY, HSQC and HMBC correlations* 

Amino acid Atom C H Mult. (Hz) COSY HSQC Phase HMBC 

Me-Asp
3
 1 n.d.     0  

 2 55.4 4.12 m 7.87 55.4 +  

 2-NH  7.87 d (10.7) 4.12    

 3 39.4 3.12 m 0.89 39.4 n.d.  

 3-Me 15.1 0.89 d (7.8) 3.12 15.1 + 178.4, 55.4, 39.4 

 4 178.4     0  
* n.d. indicates that the current carbon, hydrogen or correlation was not detected while 0 indicates a DEPT phase that was expectedly not detected. 

Table 6: NMR data for MC1037 Me-Asp3: TOCSY and ROESY correlations* 

Amino acid Atom H TOCSY ROESY 

Me-Asp
3
 1    

 2 4.12 7.87, 3.12, 0.89 7.87, 3.12, 0.89 

 2-NH 7.87 4.12, 3.12, 0.89 7.64, 7.14, 4.12, 4.00, 3.12, 1.88, 1.74, 

1.49, 0.89  3 3.12 7.87, 4.12, 0.89 8.83, 7.87, 4.13, 4.12, 0.89 

 3-Me 0.89 7.87, 4.12, 3.12 8.83, 7.87, 4.12, 3.12 

 4    
* n.d. indicates that the current hydrogen or correlation was not detected
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4.2.4 Arginine4 

 

Figure 40: Illustration of the amino acid Arginine (Arg) 

(a) Arg4 TOCSY 

A proton at 8.83 ppm (d, J = 10.5 Hz) did not show any correlations in HSQC. The 

combination of the chemical shift and the lack of any HSQC correlations were consistent 

with the proton at 8.83 ppm being an NH-proton. This proton was used at a starting point 

to find the rest of the belonging spin system. 

 

Figure 41: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of potential TOCSY correlations for MC1037, Arg4 (left). An 

overview for these enlarged spectrum selections in the full TOCSY spectrum is displayed to the right. See “2.1.1.E 

TOCSY” for a detailed explanation of TOCSY, and “2.1.3.A Grid View” for a detailed explanation of the Grid View. 

TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 160 ms 

Through TOCSY (Figure 41), protons at 4.13, 3.01, 1.97, 1.37 and 1.30 ppm where found 

to correlate to both the amide proton at 8.83 and also to a proton at 7.37 ppm. The protons 

at 8.83 and 7.67 ppm did not strongly correlate with each other in TOCSY, suggesting 

they are structurally far apart. There were only a few correlations that did not show 

between protons in this spin system. 
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(b) Arg4 COSY and HSQC 

 

Figure 42: Arginine with COSY correlations in cyan and with the spin system illustrated by bold bonds. 

 

Figure 43: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections from a COSY spectrum of MC1037, Arg4 (left). An overview for 

these enlarged spectrum selections in the full COSY spectrum is displayed to the right. See “2.1.1.D COSY” for a 

detailed explanation of COSY, and “2.1.3.A Grid View” for a detailed explanation of the Grid View. 
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Figure 44: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of potential HSQC correlations for MC1037, Arg4 (left). An 

overview for these enlarged spectrum selections in the full HSQC spectrum is displayed to the right. See “2.1.1.G 

HSQC” for a detailed explanation of HSQC, and “2.1.3.A Grid View” for a detailed explanation of the Grid View. 

As seen in Figure 43 and illustrated in Figure 42, the proton at 8.83 ppm showed a COSY 

correlation to a proton at 4.13 ppm (td, J = 10.1, 3.6 Hz) which had an HSQC correlation 

(Figure 44) to a carbon at 51.6 ppm (+). The proton at 4.13 also showed a COSY 

correlation to two protons at 1.97 and 1.30 ppm, which both showed an HSQC correlation 

to a carbon at 28.4 ppm (-) (position 2 of Arg
4
). However, there were two HSQC 

correlations from protons at 1.30 ppm, indicating that there are two protons at 1.30 ppm. 

The second one correlated with a carbon at 25.9 ppm (-) in HSQC. The proton at 1.97 

ppm showed a COSY correlation to a proton at 1.37 ppm, which showed an HSQC 

correlation to the carbon at 25.9 ppm, determining the position of the 1.30 ppm (m) 

proton to be the position 3 of Arg
4
. The ambiguity that arises in this case, is that the 

correlation between a proton at 1.97 ppm and another at 1.30 ppm, cannot be 

unambiguously determined to be to the proton at 1.30 ppm in position 2 or 3. The protons 

in position 4, at 1.37 and 1.30 ppm showed a correlation to a proton at 3.01 ppm (m), 

which in turn showed an HSQC correlation to a carbon at 40.5 ppm (-). The proton at 

3.01 ppm showed a COSY correlation to a proton at 7.37 ppm (m), that had a chemical 

shift and a lack of any HSQC correlations. This was consistent with being an amine 

proton in position 5 of Arg
4
. 
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(c) Arg4 HMBC 

There were no HMBC correlations observed from any of the protons of the spin system of 

Arg
4
. 

(d) Arg4 internal ROESY 

 

Figure 45: Grid View of enlarged ROESY spectrum selections (left) for MC1037, Arg4 with an overview of the 

extracted selections from the full ROESY spectrum (right). The ROESY correlations appear between protons that are in 

close spatial proximity explained in: “2.1.1.F NOESY and ROESY”, while the Grid View is explained in more detail in 

“2.1.3.A Grid View”. 

ROESY correlations internal to the spin system can be observed in Figure 45. 

(e) Arg4 external ROESY 

 

Figure 46: ROESY correlations external to the spin system of Arg4. Red arrows are used to illustrate correlations. 
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Figure 47: Grid View of enlarged ROESY spectrum selections for correlations with protons external to the spin system 

of MC1037, Arg4. In the left part of the figure, the local spin system is placed on the F2 (x)-axis, while the external 

protons are placed along the F1 (y)-axis. The external and local protons are placed along opposite axes in the right part 

of the figure. For explanation of ROESY, see “2.1.1.F NOESY and ROESY”, while the Grid View is explained in 

“2.1.3.A Grid View”. 

As displayed in Figure 47 and illustrated in Figure 46, ROESY correlations external to 

the Arg
4
 spin system were correlations from the proton at 8.83 ppm to three protons at 

respectively 0.89, 3.12 and 7.75 ppm, and three correlations from the proton at 4.13 ppm 

to protons at respectively 2.31, 7.14 and 7.75 ppm.
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(f) Arg4 correlations tables 

Table 7: NMR data for MC1037, Arg4: Chemical shifts (δ, ppm in D6-DMSO), coupling constants (Hz) and COSY, HSQC and HMBC correlations* 

Amino acid Atom C H Mult. (Hz) COSY HSQC Phase HMBC 

Arg
4
 1 n.d.     0  

 2 51.6 4.13 td (10.1, 3.6) 8.83, 1.97, 1.30 51.6 +  

 2-NH  8.83 d (10.5) 4.13    

 3 28.4 1.97 m 4.13, 1.37, 1.30 28.4 -  

   1.30 m 4.13, 1.97 28.4   

 4 25.9 1.37 m 3.01, 1.97 25.9 -  

   1.30 m 3.01, 1.97 25.9   

 5 40.5 3.01 m 7.37, 1.37, 1.30 40.5 -  

 5-NH  7.37 m 3.01   128.1 
* n.d. indicates that the current carbon, hydrogen or correlation was not detected while 0 indicates a DEPT phase that was expectedly not detected. 

Table 8: NMR data for MC1037 Arg4: TOCSY and ROESY correlations* 

Amino acid Atom H TOCSY ROESY 

Arg
4
 1    

 2 4.13 8.83, 7.37, 3.01, 1.97, 1.37, 1.30 8.83, 7.75, 7.14, 3.12, 3.01, 2.31, 1.97, 

1.37, 1.30  2-NH 8.83 4.13, 3.01, 1.97, 1.37, 1.30 7.75, 4.13, 3.12, 1.37, 1.30, 0.89 

 3 1.97 8.83, 7.37, 4.13, 3.01, 1.37, 1.30 7.37, 4.13, 3.01 

  1.30 8.83, 7.37, 4.13, 3.01, 1.97 8.83, 4.13 

 4 1.37 8.83, 7.37, 4.13, 3.01, 1.97 8.83, 7.37, 4.13, 3.01 

  1.30 8.83, 7.37, 4.13, 3.01, 1.97 7.37, 3.01 

 5 3.01 8.83, 7.37, 4.13, 1.97, 1.37, 1.30 7.37, 7.27, 4.13, 1.97, 1.37, 1.30 

 5-NH 7.37 4.13, 3.01, 1.97, 1.37, 1.30 3.01, 1.97, 1.37, 1.30 
* n.d. indicates that the current hydrogen or correlation was not detected
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4.2.5 Adda5 

Adda has a full name of 3amino-9-methoxy-10-phenyl-2,+,8-trimethtyl-deca-4,6-dienoic 

acid. 

 

Figure 48: Illustration of the amino acid Adda 

 Adda5, spin system 1 4.2.5.A

 

Figure 49: Illustration of the amino acid Adda, spin system 1 

(a) Adda5, spin system 1, TOCSY 

A proton at 7.75 ppm (br m) was lacking any correlations with any carbon in HSQC, and 

was therefore consistent with being an amide NH-proton. 
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Figure 50: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of potential TOCSY correlations for MC1037, Adda5, spin 

system 1 (left). An overview for these enlarged spectrum selections in the full TOCSY spectrum is displayed to the 

right. See “2.1.1.E TOCSY” for a detailed explanation of TOCSY, and “2.1.3.A Grid View” for a detailed explanation 

of the Grid View. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 160 ms 

In TOCSY, this proton correlated with protons at 6.09, 5.32, 4.35, 2.78 and 0.92 ppm. See 

Figure 50. 

(b) Adda5, spin system 1, COSY and HSQC 

 

Figure 51: Adda5 (spin system 1) with the TOCSY spin system illustrated by bold bonds, COSY correlations in cyan 

arrows and with corresponding carbon chemical shifts from HSQC correlations. 
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Figure 52: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections from a COSY spectrum of MC1037, Adda5, spin system 1 (left). 

An overview for these enlarged spectrum selections in the full COSY spectrum is displayed to the right. See “2.1.1.D 

COSY” for a detailed explanation of COSY, and “2.1.3.A Grid View” for a detailed explanation of the Grid View. 

 
Figure 53: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of potential HSQC correlations for MC1037, Adda5, spin system 

1 (left). An overview for these enlarged spectrum selections in the full HSQC spectrum is displayed to the right. See 

“2.1.1.G HSQC” for a detailed explanation of HSQC, and “2.1.3.A Grid View” for a detailed explanation of the Grid 

View. 

In COSY (Figure 52 and Figure 51), the proton at 7.75 ppm correlated with the proton at 

4.35 ppm (m), which further correlated with a carbon at 54.4 ppm (+) in HSQC (Figure 

53). The chemical shifts and the DEPT 135° phase from HSQC is consistent with being a 

methine proton on a tertiary carbon. The proton at 4.35 ppm also correlated to proton at 

5.32 and 2.78 ppm. The proton at 2.78 ppm (m) further correlated to a carbon at 43.1 ppm 

(+) in HSQC, being consistent with being an α-proton, and it also correlated with protons 

at 0.92 ppm in COSY. The protons at 0.92 ppm (d, J = 7.2 Hz) correlated to a carbon at 
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16.0 ppm (+) in HSQC, which make these hydrogens with the carbon consistent with 

being a methine proton. The proton at 5.32 ppm (dd, J = 16.4, 8.3 Hz) correlates to a 

carbon at 126.3 ppm (+) in HSQC, making it consistent with the carbon being an olefinic 

carbon. The proton at 5.32 ppm is correlated to a proton at 6.09 ppm (d, J = 16.4 Hz) in 

COSY, which further correlates with a carbon at 135.4 ppm (+) in HSQC. This proton 

with the carbon was also consistent with being an olefinic proton. The coupling constant 

of 16.4 Hz between the protons at 6.09 and 5.32 ppm indicated that they were trans in 

relation to each other. 

(c) Adda5, spin system 1, HMBC 

 

Figure 54: HMBC correlations of Adda5 (spin system 1) with correlations to spin system 2 of Adda5. HMBC 

correlations are illustrated by black arrows from hydrogens to carbons. Dashed lines illustrate weaker correlations. 

 

Figure 55: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of HMBC correlations for MC1037, Adda5, spin system 1 (left). 

An overview for these enlarged spectrum selections in the full HMBC spectrum is displayed to the right. See “2.1.1.H 

HMBC” for a detailed explanation of HMBC, and “2.1.3.A Grid View” for a detailed explanation of the Grid View. 
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In HMBC (Figure 54 and Figure 55), the methine proton at 0.92 ppm correlated with the 

neighboring carbon at 43.1 ppm, and it also correlated carbons at 54.4 ppm and 173.8 

ppm that were three bonds away, as methyl protons often do. The carbon at 173.8 ppm (0) 

was consistent with being a peptide bond carbonyl carbon. The hydrogen at 6.09 ppm 

correlated with the carbon at 54.4 ppm, but it also correlated with carbons at 135.3 ppm 

and 12.5 ppm, that where outside the spin system. The carbon at 135.3 ppm (+) correlated 

with a proton at 5.45 (dd, J = 10.8, 1.0 Hz) in HSQC, while the carbon at 12.5 ppm (+) 

correlated with a proton at 1.55 (d, J = 1.0 Hz) in HSQC. The proton at 5.45 ppm 

correlates back to the carbon at 135.4 ppm, which has an HSQC correlation with the 

proton at 6.09 ppm. The proton at 5.32 ppm correlated with a carbon at 132.0 ppm (0), 

which did not correlate with any protons in HSQC, making it consistent with being a 

quaternary carbon. As illustrated in Figure 54, the protons at 5.45 and 1.55, with the 

carbons at 135.3, 132.0 and 12.5 are consistent with being in the part of the second spin 

system of Adda
5
, which is the closest to this spin system (spin system 1 of Adda

5
). This 

claim is further explained in the section about spin system 2 of Adda
5
. 

(d) Adda5, spin system 1, internal ROESY 

 

Figure 56: Grid View of enlarged ROESY spectrum selections (left) for MC1037, Adda5, spin system 1 with an 

overview of the extracted selections from the full ROESY spectrum (right). The ROESY correlations appear between 

protons that are in close spatial proximity explained in: “2.1.1.F NOESY and ROESY”, while the Grid View is 

explained in more detail in “2.1.3.A Grid View”. 

As seen in Figure 56, all the protons in spin system 1 of Adda
5 

(7.75, 6.09, 5.32, 4.35, 

2.78 and 0.92 ppm), correlated to each of the other ones in ROESY, except for the lack of 

any correlation between the protons at 7.75 and 0.92 ppm. This is however consistent 

with the proton at 7.75 being the amide proton of Adda
5
 and the protons at 0.92 ppm 
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being methyl protons, thereby being structurally far away from each other and therefore 

not correlating in ROESY. This can be seen in Table 9. 

(e) Adda5, spin system 1,  external ROESY 

 

Figure 57: ROESY correlations external to spin system 1 of Adda5. Red arrows are used to illustrate correlations, while 

dashed lines represent weaker correlations. 

 

Figure 58: Grid View of enlarged ROESY spectrum selections for correlations with protons external to the spin system 

1 of MC1037, Adda5. In the left part of the figure, the local spin system is placed on the F2 (x)-axis, while the external 

protons are placed along the F1 (y)-axis. The external and local protons are placed along opposite axes in the right part 

of the figure. For explanation of ROESY, see “2.1.1.F NOESY and ROESY”, while the Grid View is explained in 

“2.1.3.A Grid View”. 

Looking at ROESY correlations external to the spin system (Figure 58), the proton at 6.09 

correlated to the protons at 1.55 and 5.45 ppm, which where both thought to be from spin 

system 2 of Adda
5
, further supporting this. The proton at 5.32 also showed a ROESY 

correlation to the proton at 1.55 ppm. The proton at 2.78 ppm correlated with a proton at 
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9.28 ppm, and the proton at 7.75 ppm correlated with protons at 4.13 and 8.83 ppm. Each 

of the protons at these three shifts were external to the spin system 1 of Adda
5
. 

 Adda5, spin system 2 4.2.5.B

 

Figure 59: illustration of the amino acid Adda, spin system 2 

(a) Adda5, spin system 2, TOCSY 

 

Figure 60: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of potential TOCSY correlations for MC1037, Adda5, spin 

system 2 (left). An overview for these enlarged spectrum selections in the full TOCSY spectrum is displayed to the 

right. See “2.1.1.E TOCSY” for a detailed explanation of TOCSY, and “2.1.3.A Grid View” for a detailed explanation 

of the Grid View. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 80 ms 

In TOCSY (Figure 60), the proton at 5.45 ppm (dd, J = 10.8, 1.0 Hz), from spin system 2 

of Adda
5
, correlated to protons at 2.74, 2.68, 3.25, 2.56, 1.55 and 0.98 ppm. And each of 

these with correlated with each other, except for the protons at 1.55 ppm which in 

TOCSY, only correlated to the proton at 5.45 ppm. 
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(b) Adda5, spin system 2, COSY and HSQC 

 

Figure 61: Adda5 (spin system 2) with the spin system illustrated by bold bonds and COSY correlations in cyan. 

 

Figure 62: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections from a COSY spectrum of MC1037, Adda5, spin system 2 (left). 

An overview for these enlarged spectrum selections in the full COSY spectrum is displayed to the right. See “2.1.1.D 

COSY” for a detailed explanation of COSY, and “2.1.3.A Grid View” for a detailed explanation of the Grid View. 
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Figure 63: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of potential HSQC correlations for MC1037, Adda5, spin system 

2 (left). An overview for these enlarged spectrum selections in the full HSQC spectrum is displayed to the right. See 

“2.1.1.G  HSQC” for a detailed explanation of HSQC, and “2.1.3.A Grid View” for a detailed explanation of the Grid 

View. 

Looking at the COSY correlations in Figure 62 and at the illustration of these in Figure 

61, protons at 1.55 ppm was found to only correlate with the proton at 5.45 in COSY as 

well as in TOCSY, which however, typical for vinylic methyl groups which are four 

bonds apart. In HSQC (Figure 63), the protons at 1.55 ppm correlated with a carbon at 

12.5 ppm (+). The shifts and correlations were consistent with being a vinylic methyl 

group. The proton at 5.45 ppm correlated with a carbon at 135.3 ppm (+), as typical of an 

olefinic proton. It correlated further with the proton at 2.56 ppm (ddd, J = 10.8, 7.0, 5.4 

Hz) in COSY, which in turn correlated with a carbon at 35.4 ppm (+) in HSQC, and with 

protons at 0.98 and 3.25 ppm in COSY. The protons at 0.98 ppm (d, J = 7.0 Hz) 

correlated with a carbon at 15.8 ppm (+) in HSQC, and were consistent with being methyl 

protons with their chemical shift and the shift of the correlated carbon. The proton at 3.25 

ppm (ddd, J = 7.2, 5.4, 5.4 Hz), correlated with a carbon at 85.8 ppm (+). With the 

chemical shifts of the proton and carbon, suggested an electronegative substituent. The 

proton at 3.25 ppm (ddd, J = 7.2, 5.4, 5.4 Hz) correlated with protons at 2.74 and 2.68 

ppm. Each of the protons at 2.74 ppm (dd, J = 14.0, 5.4 Hz) and 2.68 ppm (dd, J = 14.0, 

7.2 Hz), correlated with a carbon at 37.0 ppm (-), and with each other in COSY, 

suggesting they share the carbon. 
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(c) Adda5, spin system 2, HMBC 

 

Figure 64: HMBC correlations from hydrogens in spin system 2 of Adda5, that where helpful in determining the 

structure of the part of spin system 2, which was closest to spin system 1 of Adda5 

 

Figure 65: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of HMBC correlations for MC1037, Adda5, spin system 1 (left). 

An overview for these enlarged spectrum selections in the full HMBC spectrum is displayed to the right. See “2.1.1.H 

HMBC” for a detailed explanation of HMBC, and “2.1.3.A Grid View” for a detailed explanation of the Grid View. 

There were quite a few HMBC correlations internally in the second spin system of Adda
5
 

(Figure 65), but the correlations that were the most significant of these in determining the 

structure between spin system 1 and spin system 2 of Adda
5
 were the following (see 

Figure 64). The proton at 5.45 ppm with a carbon at 135.3 ppm (+) correlated to the 

carbon at 12.5 ppm, where the proton belonging to that carbon, correlated with a carbon 

at 132.0 ppm. These correlations place the carbon at 12.5 ppm close to both the carbons at 

135.3 and 132.0 ppm. In combination with the proton at 1.55 ppm not correlating in 

COSY or TOCSY with any other proton in the spin system 2 of Adda
5
 (Figure 61 and 

Table 9), the carbon at 132.0 ppm as a double-bond quaternary carbon between the 

carbons at 135.3 and 12.5 ppm (Figure 61) is consistent with the discussed observations. 

All the three carbons mentioned here had correlations with protons from the spin system 1 
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of Adda
5
 (Figure 54), suggesting these carbons are the carbons from spin system 2 of 

Adda
5
, closest to spin system 1. This further supported the positioning of the carbons. 

 

Figure 66: HMBC correlations internal to Adda5, spin system 2 

Other internal correlations in HMBC, as seen in Figure 66, were as following. The 

protons a 0.98 correlated with carbons at 135.3, 85.8 and 35.4 ppm while the proton at 

3.25 correlated with carbons at 139.2 and 57.4. Both of the protons at 2.74 and 2.68 ppm 

correlated to each the carbons at 85.8 and 35.4 ppm. 

 

Figure 67: External HMBC from Adda5, spin system 2 

 

Figure 68: HSQC of the methoxy group that connects to Adda5, spin system 2 
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Figure 69: HMBC of the methoxy group that connects to Adda5, spin system 2 

For external HMBC correlations, not correlating back to spin system 1, the proton at 3.25 

ppm with the belonging carbon at 85.8 ppm, correlated to a carbon at 57.4 ppm (+). This 

carbon correlates with a proton at 3.19 ppm (s) in HSQC (Figure 68), which in turn 

correlated back to the carbon at 85.8 ppm in HMBC (Figure 69). These chemical shifts, 

with the lack of other further correlations through COSY or HMBC, were consistent with 

being a methoxy group. Both of the protons, belonging to the carbon at 37.0 ppm, showed 

a correlation each to a carbon at 129.3 ppm (+) (Figure 67) which in turn had an HSQC 

correlated proton at 7.19 ppm (dd, J = 8.3, 1.2 Hz) that correlated back to the carbon at 

37.0 ppm in HMBC (Figure 67). Each of the two protons belonging to the 37.0 ppm, also 

correlated to a carbon at 139.2 ppm (0) in HMBC (Figure 67). 
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(d) Adda5, spin system 2, internal ROESY 

 

Figure 70: Grid View of enlarged ROESY spectrum selections (left) for MC1037, Adda5, spin system 2 with an 

overview of the extracted selections from the full ROESY spectrum (right). The ROESY correlations appear between 

protons that are in close spatial proximity explained in: “2.1.1.F NOESY and ROESY”, while the Grid View is 

explained in more detail in “2.1.3.A Grid View”. 

With the exception of the protons at 1.55 ppm, which was separated by 3 bonds from the 

closest proton, there were ROESY correlations between most of the protons in the spin 

system. 

(e) Adda5, spin system 2, external ROESY 

    

Figure 71: ROESY correlations external to spin system 2 of Adda5. Red arrows are used to illustrate correlations, while 

dashed lines represent weaker correlations. 
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Figure 72: Grid View of enlarged ROESY spectrum selections for correlations with protons external to the spin system 

2 of MC1037, Adda5. In the left part of the figure, the local spin system is placed on the F2 (x)-axis, while the external 

protons are placed along the F1 (y)-axis. The external and local protons are placed along opposite axes in the right part 

of the figure. For explanation of ROESY, see “2.1.1.F NOESY and ROESY”, while the Grid View is explained in 

“2.1.3.A Grid View”. 

ROESY correlations external to Adda
5
, spin system 3 can be seen in Figure 72 and it is 

illustrated in Figure 71. 

 Adda5, spin system3 4.2.5.C

 

Figure 73: Illustration of the amino acid Adda, spin system 3 
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(a) Adda5, spin system 3, HSQC 

 

Figure 74: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of potential HSQC correlations for MC1037, Adda5, spin system 

3 (left). An overview for these enlarged spectrum selections in the full HSQC spectrum is displayed to the right. See 

“2.1.1.G HSQC” for a detailed explanation of HSQC, and “2.1.3.A Grid View” for a detailed explanation of the Grid 

View. 

The shifts of the carbons at 139.2 and 129.3 ppm were in the typical range for aromatic 

carbons, and that both the protons of the 37.0 ppm carbon correlated with each of the 

carbons at 139.2 and 129.3 ppm, placed the aromatic substituent on the 37.0 carbon. The 

HMBC correlation from the 3.25 ppm proton to the 139.2 supports this assumption, as 

this is the closest available position for it to be because the rest of the structure towards 

this position had been determined. The lack of a correlation from the 3.25 proton, to the 

129.3 carbon, both added some support for this as well as placing the 129.3 carbon further 

away than the 139.2 carbon. Some information that supported the positioning, was the 

lack of any existing HSQC correlation from the carbon at 139.2 ppm in combination with 

an HMBC correlation from the proton at 7.19 ppm to the carbon at 37.0 ppm. It was 

concluded that the data was consistent with the placement of the aromatic ring at the 37.0 

ppm in position 10 of Adda, as expected. 

 

Figure 75: HMBC correlations from spin system 3 of Adda5 
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(b) Adda5, spin system 3, HMBC 

 

Figure 76: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of HMBC correlations for MC1037, Adda5, spin system 3 (left). 

An overview for these enlarged spectrum selections in the full HMBC spectrum is displayed to the right. See “2.1.1.H 

HMBC” for a detailed explanation of HMBC, and “2.1.3.A Grid View” for a detailed explanation of the Grid View. 

The proton at 7.19 ppm had an HMBC correlation to a carbon at 128.1 ppm (+). This 

carbon had an HSQC correlation to a proton at 7.27 ppm (dd, J = 8.3, 7.3 Hz). In HMBC, 

each of these protons correlated with a carbon at the same shift as the carbon they 

correlated with in HSQC. This suggested symmetry. Matching this, the proton at 7.27 

ppm integrated for 2 protons. The proton at 7.19 ppm integrated for 3 protons together 

with an overlapping proton at 7.18 ppm (dt, J = 7.3, 1.2 Hz). As this extra proton 

occurred in the aromatic region, and matching the shifts of the protons at 7.19 and 7.27 

ppm, it was examined more closely to see if it was a part of the same aromatic system. 

(c) Adda5, spin system 3, COSY and J couplings 

 

Figure 77: Adda5 (spin system 3) with the spin system illustrated by bold bonds and found by J-splitting pattern in 1H-

spectrum because of the resolution in the COSY spectrum did not prove to be sufficient. 
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Because of how close the shifts of the protons at 7.19 and 1.18 ppm were, COSY would 

have too low resolution to show a correlation between these as the correlation would 

practically be indistinguishable from the diagonal. A correlation between the proton at 

7.18 and 7.27 ppm would be indistinguishable from a correlation between the protons at 

7.19 and 7.27 ppm. Because of this, J-splitting pattern was closely examined in the 1-

dimensional 
1
H spectrum. Ignoring the J-splitting at 8.3 that both the protons at 7.19 and 

7.27 ppm shared, the proton at 7.18 had J-couplings of 7.3 and 1.2 Hz, that it shared with 

the protons at 7.27 and 7.19 ppm respectively. The small splitting between the protons at 

7.19 and 7.18 ppm, established that they were not immediate neighbors (Figure 77). The 

proton at 7.18 correlated with a carbon at 125.9 ppm in HSQC. 

 Adda5, summary Adda5 and external correlations 4.2.5.D

 

Figure 78: ROESY correlations providing relations outside of the amino acid Adda5 

The hydrogen at 2.78 ppm had a ROESY correlation to an external proton at 9.28 ppm. 

Due to of the position of the 2.78 ppm hydrogen, and the chemical shift of the 9.28 ppm, 

the 9.28 ppm hydrogen would be consistent with being the amino NH-hydrogen of the 

next amino acid. The proton at 7.75 ppm correlated to two external protons, at 4.13 and 

5.83 ppm. These correlations could come from the previous amino acid. 
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Figure 79: Spin systems of Adda5 represented with bold bonds, and chemical shifts of Adda5 

The chemical shift values of Adda
5
 are displayed in Figure 79.
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(a) Adda5, correlations tables 

Table 9: NMR data for MC1037, Adda5: Chemical shifts (δ, ppm in D6-DMSO), coupling constants (Hz) and COSY, HSQC and HMBC correlations* 

Amino acid Atom C H Mult. (Hz) COSY HSQC Phase HMBC 

Adda
5
 1 173.8 -    0  

 2 43.1 2.78 br m 4.35, 0.92 43.1 +  

 2-Me 16.0 0.92 d (7.2) 2.78 16.0 + 173.8, 54.4, 43.1 

 3 54.4 4.35 m 7.75, 5.32, 2.78 54.4 +  

 3-NH  7.75 br m 4.35    

 4 126.3 5.32 dd (16.4, 8.3) 6.09, 4.35 126.3 + 132.0, 54.4 

 5 135.4 6.09 d (16.4) 5.32 135.4 + 135.3, 132.0, 54.4, 12.5 

 6 132.0     0  

 6-Me 12.5 1.55 d (1.0) 5.45 12.5 + 132.0 

 7 135.3 5.45 dd (10.8, 1.0) 2.56, 1.55 135.3 + 135.4, 85.8, 12.5 

 8 35.4 2.56 ddd (10.8, 7.0, 5.4) 5.45, 3.25, 0.98 35.4 + 135.3, 85.8, 15.8 

 8-Me 15.8 0.98 d (7,0) 2.56 15.8 + 135.3, 85.8, 35.4 

 9 85.8 3.25 ddd (7.2, 5.4, 5.4) 2.74, 2.68, 2.56 85.8 + 139.2, 135.3, 57.4, 

35.4, 15.8  9-OMe 57.4 3.19 s  57.4 + 85.8 

 10 37.0 2.74 dd (14.0, 5.4) 3.25, 2.68 37.0 - 139.2, 129.3, 85.8, 35.4 

   2.68 dd (14.0, 7.2) 3.25, 2.74 37.0  139.2, 129.3, 85.8, 35.4 

 11 139.2     0  

 12 129.3 7.19 dd (8.3, 1.2) n.d. 129.3 + 129.3, 125.9, 37.0 

 13 128.1 7.27 dd (8.3, 7.3) n.d. 128.1 + 139.2, 128.1 

 14 125.9 7.18 dt (7.3, 1.2) n.d. 125.9 +  
* n.d. indicates that the current carbon, hydrogen or correlation was not detected while 0 indicates a DEPT phase that was expectedly not detected. 
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Table 10: NMR data for MC1037 Adda5: TOCSY and ROESY correlations* 

Amino acid Atom H TOCSY ROESY 

Adda
5
 1    

 2 2.78 7.75, 6.09, 5.32, 4.35, 0.92 9.28, 7.75, 6.09, 5.32, 4.35, 0.92 

 2-Me 0.92 7.75, 6.09, 5.32, 4.35, 2.78 6.09, 5.32, 4.35, 2.78 

 3 4.35 7.75, 6.09, 5.32, 2.78, 0.92 9.28, 7.75, 6.09, 2.78, 1.55, 0.92 

 3-NH 7.75 6.09, 5.32, 4.35, 2.78, 0.92 8.83, 6.09, 5.32, 4.35, 4.13, 2.78 

 4 5.32 7.75, 6.09, 4.35, 2.78, 0.92 7.75, 6.09, 2.78, 1.55, 0.92 

 5 6.09 7.75, 5.32, 4.35, 2.78, 0.92 7.75, 5.45, 5.32, 4.35, 2.78, 1.55, 0.92 

 6    

 6-Me 1.55 5.45 6.09, 5.45, 5.32, 4.35, 2.56 

 7 5.45 3.25, 2.74, 2.68, 2.56, 1.55 6.09, 3.25, 3.19, 2.74, 2.68, 2.56, 1.55, 0.98 

 8 2.56 5.45, 3.25, 2.74, 2.68, 0.98 7.19, 5.45, 3.25, 3.19, 1.55 

 8-Me 0.98 3.25, 2.74, 2.68, 2.56 5.45, 3.25, 2.74, 2.68 

 9 3.25 5.56, 5.45, 2.74, 2.68, 2.56, 0.98 7.19, 5.45, 2.56, 0.98 

 9-OMe 3.19 n.d. 7.19, 5.45, 2.56 

 10 2.74 5.45, 3.25, 2.68, 2.56, 0.98 7.19, 5.45, 0.98 

  2.68 5.45, 3.25, 2.74, 2.56, 0.98 7.19, 5.45, 0.98 

 11    

 12 7.19 n.d. 3.25, 3.19, 2.74, 2.68, 2.56 

 13 7.27 n.d. 3.19, 3.01 

 14 7.18 n.d. n.d. 
* n.d. indicates that the current hydrogen or correlation was not detected
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4.2.6 Glutamine6 

 

Figure 80: Illustration of the amino acid Glutamine (Glu) 

(a) Glu6 TOCSY 

 

Figure 81: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of potential TOCSY correlations for MC1037, Glu6 (left). An 

overview for these enlarged spectrum selections in the full TOCSY spectrum is displayed to the right. See “2.1.1.E 

TOCSY” for a detailed explanation of TOCSY, and “2.1.3.A Grid View” for a detailed explanation of the Grid View. 

TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 80 ms 

At 9.28 (m br), a proton without an HSQC was found to be consistent with being a 2-NH. 

This proton showed TOCSY correlations to protons at 4.35, 2.31, 2.21 and 1.88, (Figure 

82). Each of these showed TOCSY correlations to each of each other, with the exception 

of the lack of a TOCSY correlation between the protons at 2.21 and 2.31 ppm. 
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(b) Glu6 COSY and HSQC 

 

Figure 82: Glutamine with the spin system illustrated by bold bonds, and with COSY correlations with cyan arrows. 

 

Figure 83: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections from a COSY spectrum of MC1037, Glu6 (left). An overview for 

these enlarged spectrum selections in the full COSY spectrum is displayed to the right. See “2.1.1.D COSY” for a 

detailed explanation of COSY, and “2.1.3.A Grid View” for a detailed explanation of the Grid View. 
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Figure 84: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of potential HSQC correlations for MC1037, Glu6 (left). An 

overview for these enlarged spectrum selections in the full HSQC spectrum is displayed to the right. See “2.1.1.G 

HSQC” for a detailed explanation of HSQC, and “2.1.3.A Grid View” for a detailed explanation of the Grid View. 

The proton at 9.28 showed a COSY correlation to a proton at 4.35 ppm (m), which in turn 

correlated to a carbon at 52.8 ppm (m) in HSQC (Table 11). The proton at 4.35 ppm 

correlated to a proton at 1.88 ppm (m) in COSY (Figure 82). The expected HSQC 

correlation from 1.88 was not found, but in COSY, it correlated further to a proton at 2.21 

ppm (m). The proton at 2.21 ppm is one of two protons that each correlated to a carbon at 

31.3 ppm (m) in HSQC, the other proton having a shift of 2.31 ppm (m) (Figure 82). 

(c) Glu6 HMBC 

There were no HMBC correlations observed from any of the protons in the spin system of 

Glu
6
. The carbon at 175.1 ppm (0) was observed via an HMBC correlation from the 

presumed neighboring protons of Mdha
7
 at 3.12 ppm. ROESY correlations were used to 

support the proximity of Mdha
7
 to Glu

6
 (below). 
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(d) Glu6 internal ROESY 

 

Figure 85: ROESY correlations internal to the spin system of Glu6. Red arrows are used to illustrate correlations. 

 

Figure 86: Grid View of enlarged ROESY spectrum selections (left) for MC1037, Glu6 with an overview of the 

extracted selections from the full ROESY spectrum (right). The ROESY correlations appear between protons that are in 

close spatial proximity explained in: “2.1.1.F NOESY and ROESY”, while the Grid View is explained in more detail in 

“2.1.3.A Grid View”. 

(e) Glu6 external ROESY 

The internal ROESY correlations observed for the Glu
6
 spin system are correlations from 

the proton 4.35 ppm, to each of the other protons in the spin system (Figure 85). 
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Figure 87: ROESY correlations internal to the spin system of Glu6. Red arrows are used to illustrate correlations, while 

dashed lines represent weaker correlations. 

 

Figure 88: Grid View of enlarged ROESY spectrum selections for correlations with protons external to the spin system 

of MC1037, Glu6. In the left part of the figure, the local spin system is placed on the F2 (x)-axis, while the external 

protons are placed along the F1 (y)-axis. The external and local protons are placed along opposite axes in the right part 

of the figure. For explanation of ROESY, see “2.1.1.F NOESY and ROESY”, while the Grid View is explained in 

“2.1.3.A Grid View”. 

There were observed a few ROESY correlations out from the spin system of Glu
6
 (Figure 

87). The proton at 9.28 ppm showed an external ROESY correlation to a proton at 2.78 

ppm, the proton at 4.35 ppm showed a correlation to a proton at 1.74 ppm, and the proton 

at 1.88 ppm showed a weak ROESY correlation to a proton at 7.87 ppm. Both protons at 

2.21 and 2.31 ppm, showed a ROESY correlation to a proton at 3.12 ppm. This proton 

was determined to belong to Mdha
7
 (see “4.2.7 Mdha

7
”, page 90). The proton at 2.31 ppm, 

also displayed a correlation to a proton at 4.13 ppm.
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(f) Glu6 correlation tables 

Table 11: NMR data for MC1037, Glu6: Chemical shifts (δ, ppm in D6-DMSO), coupling constants (Hz) and COSY, HSQC and HMBC correlations* 

Amino acid Atom C H Mult. (Hz) COSY HSQC Phase HMBC 

Glu
6
 1 n.d.     0  

 2 52.8 4.35 m 9.28, 1.88 52.8 + n.d. 

 2-NH  9.28 m br 4.35   n.d. 

 3 n.d. 1.88 m 4.35, 2.21  n.d. n.d. 

 4 31.3 2.21  2.31, 1.88 31.3 - n.d. 

   2.31 m 2.21 31.3 - n.d. 

 5 175.1     0  
* n.d. indicates that the current carbon, hydrogen or correlation was not detected while 0 indicates a DEPT phase that was expectedly not detected. 

Table 12: NMR data for MC1037 Glu6: TOCSY and ROESY correlations* 

Amino acid Atom H TOCSY ROESY 

Glu
6
 1    

 2 4.35 9.28, 2.31, 2.21, 1.88 9.28, 2.78, 2.31, 2.21, 1.88, 1.74 

 2-NH 9.28 4.35, 2.31, 2.21, 1.88 4.35, 2.78, 1.88 

 3 1.88 9.28, 4.35, 2.31, 2.21 9.28, 7.87, 4.35 

 4 2.21 9.28, 4.35, 1.88 4.35, 3.12 

  2.31 9.28, 4.35, 1.88 4.35, 4.13, 3.12 

 5    
* n.d. indicates that the current hydrogen or correlation was not detected
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4.2.7 Mdha7 

Mdha has a full name of N-methyldehydroalanine. 

(a) Mdha7 HSQC 

 

Figure 89: Mdha7 with the spin system illustrated by bold bonds 

 

Figure 90: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of potential HSQC correlations for MC1037, Mdha7 (left). An 

overview for these enlarged spectrum selections in the full HSQC spectrum is displayed to the right. See “2.1.1.G 

HSQC” for a detailed explanation of HSQC, and “2.1.3.A Grid View” for a detailed explanation of the Grid View. 

Two proton singlets at 5.39 (s) and 5.81 (s) ppm both correlated to a carbon at 113.9 ppm. 

This is typical and quite unique for a CH2 in position 3 of Mdha
7
 in MCs (Figure 91). 

Neither of the protons showed any COSY correlations, but they correlated with each-

other in TOCSY (Figure 91). 
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(b) Mdha7 HMBC 

 

Figure 91: Mdha7 with HMBC correlations 

 

Figure 92: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of HMBC correlations for MC1037, Mdha7 (left). An overview 

for these enlarged spectrum selections in the full HMBC spectrum is displayed to the right. See “2.1.1.H HMBC” for a 

detailed explanation of HMBC, and “2.1.3.A Grid View” for a detailed explanation of the Grid View. 

The protons at 5.39 and 5.81 ppm correlates to a carbon at 163.0, and the proton at 5.39 

also correlates to a carbon at 144.8 ppm (Figure 91a). The carbons at 163.0 ppm and 

144.8 ppm were consistent with being the carbons in respectively 1 and 2 positions of 

Mdha
7
. A proton at 3.12 ppm (s) is correlated to a carbon at 37.3 ppm in HSQC 

(consistent with being the 2-N-CH3 proton). The proton confirms the position of the 144.8 

ppm carbon by showing an HMBC correlation to this carbon (Figure 91b). The proton at 

3.12 also correlates to a carbon of 175.1 ppm that would belong to the preceding amino 

acid (Figure 91b). 
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(c) Mdha7 internal ROESY 

 

Figure 93: Mdha7 with ROESY correlations 

 

Figure 94: Grid View of enlarged ROESY spectrum selections (left) for MC1037, Mdha7 with an overview of the 

extracted selections from the full ROESY spectrum (right). The ROESY correlations appear between protons that are in 

close spatial proximity explained in: “2.1.1.F NOESY and ROESY”, while the Grid View is explained in more detail in 

“2.1.3.A Grid View”. 

The proton at 5.39 ppm shows a ROESY correlation to the proton at 5.81 ppm (Figure 

93). The proton at 5.39 ppm showed a ROESY correlation to the protons at 3.12 (Figure 

93). Being a singlet with an integral of ca 3 protons, and an HSQC correlation to a carbon 

at 37.3 ppm (Figure 93), the carbon and protons of 3.12 and 37.3 ppm respectively are 

consistent with being the methyl group of Mdha
7
. 
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(d) Mdha7 external ROESY 

 

Figure 95: Ppm values and outwards correlations found for Mdha7. Red arrows (two-way arrows) are used to illustrate 

correlations, while black arrows (one-way arrows) represent weaker correlations. 

 

Figure 96: Grid View of enlarged ROESY spectrum selections for correlations with protons external to the spin system 

of MC1037, Mdha7. In the left part of the figure, the local spin system is placed on the F2 (x)-axis, while the external 

protons are placed along the F1 (y)-axis. The external and local protons are placed along opposite axes in the right part 

of the figure. For explanation of ROESY, see “2.1.1.F NOESY and ROESY”, while the Grid View is explained in 

“2.1.3.A Grid View”. 

The protons at 3.12 ppm has a ROESY correlation to 2.31 and 2.21 ppm, which were not 

part Mdha
7
 (Figure 95).
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(e) Mdha7 correlation tables 

Table 13: NMR data for MC1037, Mdha7: Chemical shifts (δ, ppm in D6-DMSO), coupling constants (Hz) and COSY, HSQC and HMBC correlations* 

Amino acid Atom C H Mult. (Hz) COSY HSQC Phase HMBC 

Mdha
7
 1 163.0     0  

 2 144.8     0  

 2-N-Me 37.3 3.12 s n.d. 37.3 + 175.1, 144.8 

 3 113.9 5.81 s n.d. 113.9 - 163.0 

   5.39 s n.d. 113.9  163.0, 144.8 
* n.d. indicates that the current carbon, hydrogen or correlation was not detected while 0 indicates a DEPT phase that was expectedly not detected. 

Table 14: NMR data for MC1037 Mdha7: TOCSY and ROESY correlations* 

Amino acid Atom H TOCSY ROESY 

Mdha
7
 1    

 2    

 2-N-Me 3.12 n.d. 5.39, 2.31, 2.21 

 3 5.81 5.39 5.39 

  5.39 5.81 5.81, 3.12 
* n.d. indicates that the current hydrogen or correlation was not detected  
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4.3 The elucidation of the order of the amino 

acids in relation to each-other 

 

 

Figure 97: Illustration of HMBC correlations for linking together the amino acids of MC1037 

(a) HMBC for ordering the amino acids 

 

Figure 98: HMBC correlations to the 1-carbonyl carbons of Adda5 and Glu6, and to the 4-carbonyl carbon of Me-Asp3 

from Methyl groups. 
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For linking together the amino acids, the information gained from HMBC was limited to 

determining the position 1 carbonyl carbons belonging to the amino acids with Methyl 

groups close to the amide-bonds (Figure 97). Because of the lack of information gained 

from HMBC, ROESY correlations were relied on to explore if the preliminary amino acid 

linkages were consistent with the data. 

(b) ROESY for ordering the amino acids 

 

Figure 99: ROESY correlations that supports the suggested ordering of the amino acids. 

The ROESY correlations illustrated in Figure 99 support the ordering of the amino acids 

of MC1037. These correlations are elaborated on, in greater detail below. 
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Figure 100: Grid View of ROESY correlations between Leu1 and Leu2 

In Figure 100, the protons at 7.14 and 4.50 ppm of Leu
1
 can both be seen to correlate to 

the amide proton at 7.64 ppm of Leu
2
. 

 

Figure 101: Grid View of ROESY correlations between Leu2 and Me-Asp3 

Correlations between Leu
2
 and Me-Asp

3
 are protons of Leu

2
 at 1.49 and 7.64 correlating 

to the amide proton of Me-Asp
3
 at 7.87 ppm as seen in Figure 101. 
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Figure 102: Grid View of ROESY correlations between Me-Asp3 and Arg4 

A correlation can be seen to the amide proton of Arg
4
 at 8.83 ppm from each of the 

protons at 3.12 and 0.89 of Me-Asp
3
 (see Figure 102). 

 

Figure 103: Grid View of ROESY correlations between Arg4 and Adda5 

The protons of Arg
4
 at 8.83 and 4.13 ppm both correlated to the amide proton of Adda

5
, 

as seen in Figure 103. 
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Figure 104: Grid View of ROESY correlations between Adda5 and Glu6 

A correlation between the proton at 2.78 ppm of Adda
5
 and the amide proton of Glu

6
 at 

9.28 ppm can be seen in Figure 104. 

 

 

Figure 105: Grid View of ROESY correlations between Glu6 and Mdha7 

As seen in figures from Figure 97 to Figure 105, there were ROESY correlations 

supporting the close proximity of hydrogens from each side of each peptide-bond with the 

exception of the bond between Mdha
7
 and Leu

1
. 
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Figure 106: ROESY correlations that could either challenge the preliminary structure or be used to gain information of 

the 3D structure of MC1037. 

 

Figure 107: Grid View of ROESY correlations  

In Figure 106, three ROESY correlations were observed. If there were observed more of 

these, they could gove some insight to the 3D structure of MC1037.
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4.4 Comparison to literature 

The chemical shift values and coupling constants for MC1037 were compared to literature values found in the articles of Scripshema, J
18

 and 

Park et al.
19

, and found to be consistent with values found in these articles (see Table 15). 

Table 15: Comparison of shifts (ppm) with literature values18, 19. 

 Jaabaek Scripshema, J
18

 Park et al.
19

 

Atom C (ppm) H (ppm)  C (ppm) H (ppm)  C H  

          

Leu
1
          

1 n.d.   171.9   171.9   

2 50.1 4.50 m 50.0 4.49 ddd (12, 9, 3.5) 50.0 4.50 m 

2-NH  7.14 m br  7.13 dbr (9.7)  7.13 d (9,2) 

3 39.4 1.80 m 39.4 1.79 m 39.4 1.12 m 

  1.13 m  1.12 m  1.78 m 

4 24.5 1.44 m 24.5 1.43 m 24.5 1.43 m 

5a 23.1 0.78 d (7.2) 21.0 0.76 d (6.6) 21.0 0.77 d (6,9) 

5b 21.0 0.78 d (7.0) 21.0 0.76 d (6.6) 21.0 0.77 d (6,9) 

          

Leu
2
          

1 n.d.   171.1   171.1   

2 53.5 4.00 m  53.5 3.99 m 53.5 4.00 m 

2-NH  7.64 d (6.2)  7.63 dbr (7.5)  7.63 d (7,3) 

3 39.2 1.74 m  39.1 1.73 m 39.1 1.48 m 

  1.49 m   1.48 m  1.75 m 

4 24.2 1.66 m  24.2 1.65 m 24.2 1.65 m 

5a 23.0 0.86 d (6.8) 23.1 0.85 d (6.1) 23.1 0.78 d (6,5) 

5b 21.0 0.80 d (6.8) 23.0 0.78 d (6.6) 23.0 0.84 d (6,5) 
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 Jaabaek Scripshema, J
18

 Park et al.
19

 

Atom C (ppm) H (ppm)  C (ppm) H (ppm)  C H  

          

Me-Asp
3
          

1 n.d.   174.4   174.4   

2 55.4 4.12 m 55.4 4.09 m 55.4 4.10 m 

2-NH  7.87 d (10.7)  7.86 dbr (10.1)  7.87 d (9.2) 

3 39.4 3.12 m 39.6 3.11 m 39.6 3.12 m 

3-Me 15.1 0.89 d (7.8) 15.1 0.87 d (7.5) 15.1 0.87 d (7.3) 

4 178.4   178.3   178.3   

          

Arg
4
          

1 n.d.   170.2   170.2   

2 51.6 4.13 td (10.1, 3.6) 51.6 4.12 m 51.6 4.11 m 

2-NH  8.83 d (10.5)  8.85 dbr (9.6)  8.83 d (8.8) 

3 28.4 1.97 m 28.4 1.96 m 28.4 1.31 m 

  1.30 m  1.37 m  1.96 m 

4 25.9 1.37 m 25.8 1.29 m 25.8 1.31 m 

  1.30 m     1.37 m 

5 40.5 3.01 m 40.5 3.00 m 40.5 3.00 m 

5-NH  7.37 m  7.42 sbr  7.38 br s 

    156.5   156.5   

          

Adda
5
          

1 173.8   173.9   173.9   

2 43.1 2.78 br m 43.1 2.78 m 43.1 2.78 m 

2-Me 16.0 0.92 d (7.2) 16.0 0.90 dbr (6.6) 16.0 0.91 d (6.9) 

3 54.4 4.35 m 54.4 4.36 m 54.4 4.35 m 

3-NH  7.75 br m  7.76 dbr (7.9)  7.73 br d (7.7) 

4 126.3 5.32 dd (16.4, 8.3) 126.3 5.31 dd (15.8, 7.9) 126.3 5.32 dd (15.8, 8.0) 

5 135.4 6.09 d (16.4) 135.4 6.08 d (15.4) 135.4 6.08 d (15.8) 
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 Jaabaek Scripshema, J
18

 Park et al.
19

 

Atom C (ppm) H (ppm)  C (ppm) H (ppm)  C H  

6 132.0   131.9   131.9   

6-Me 12.5 1.55 d (1.0) 12.5 1.54 s 12.5 1.54 s 

7 135.3 5.45 dd (10.8, 1.0) 135.3 5.44 d (9.6) 135.3 5.44 d (9.6) 

8 35.4 2.56 ddd (10.8, 7.0, 5.4) 35.3 2.54 m 35.3 2.54 m 

8-Me 15.8 0.98 d (7,0) 15.8 0.97 d (7.0) 15.8 0.97 d (6.9) 

9 85.8 3.25 ddd (7.2, 5.4, 5.4) 85.8 3.24 m 85.8 3.24 m 

9-OMe 57.4 3.19 s 57.4 3.16 s 57.4 3.18 s 

10 37.0 2.74 dd (14.0, 5.4) 37.0 2.73 m 37.0 2.73 dd (14.0, 5.0) 

  2.68 dd (14.0, 7.2)  2.66 m  2.66 dd (14.0, 7.0) 

11 139.2   139.2   139.2   

12 129.3 7.19 dd (8.3, 1.2) 129.2 7.17 m 129.2 7.18 m 

13 128.1 7.27 dd (8.3, 7.3) 128.0 7.27 t 128.0 7.26 m 

14 125.9 7.18 dt (7.3, 1.2) 125.8 7.17 m 125.8 7.17 m 

          

Glu
6
          

1 n.d.   172.8   172.8   

2 52.8 4.35 m 52.8 4.31 m 52.8 4.34 m 

2-NH  9.28 m br  9.24 d br (8.7)  9.19 d (8.0) 

3 n.d. 1.88 m 25.8 1.87 m 25.8 1.75 m 

     1.74 m  1.86 m 

4 31.3 2.21 m 31.2 2.31 m 31.2 2.21 m 

  2.31 m  2.20 m  2.30 m 

5 175.1   175.1   175.1   

          

Mdha
7
          

1 163.0   163.0   163.0   

2 144.8   144.8   144.8   

3 113.9 5.81 s 113.8 5.80 s 113.8 5.38 s 
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 Jaabaek Scripshema, J
18

 Park et al.
19

 

Atom C (ppm) H (ppm)  C (ppm) H (ppm)  C H  

  5.39 s  5.38 s  5.80 s 

2-N-Me 37.3 3.12 s 37.3 3.18 s 37.3 3.11 s 
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4.5 Summary tables for MC1037 

Table 16: Summary table of NMR data for MC1037 (1 of 2): Chemical shifts (δ, ppm in D6-DMSO), coupling constants (Hz) and COSY, HSQC and HMBC correlations* 

Amino acid Atom C (ppm) H (ppm) Mult. (Hz) COSY HSQC Phase HMBC 

Leu
1
 1 n.d.     0  

 2 50.1 4.50 m 7.14, 1.80, 1.13 50.1 +  

 2-NH  7.14 m br 4.50    

 3 39.4 1.80 m 4.50, 1.44, 1.13 39.4 -  

   1.13 m 4.50, 1.80 39.4 -  

 4 24.5 1.44 m 1.80, 0.78 24.5 +  

 5a 23.1 0.78 d (7.2) 1.44 23.1 +  

 5b 21.0 0.78 d (7.0) 1.44 21.0 +  

Leu
2
 1 n.d.     0  

 2 53.5 4.00 m  7.64, 1.74, 1.49 53.5 +  

 2-NH  7.64 d (6.2) 4.00    

 3 39.2 1.74 m  4.00, 1.49 39.2 -  

   1.49 m  4.00, 1.74, 1.66 39.2 -  

 4 24.2 1.66 m  1.49, 0.86, 0.80 24.2 +  

 5a 23.0 0.86 d (6.8) 1.66 23.0 + 39.2, 21.0 

 5b 21.0 0.80 d (6.8) 1.66 21.0 + 39.2 

Me-Asp
3
 1 n.d.     0  

 2 55.4 4.12 m 7.87 55.4 +  

 2-NH  7.87 d (10.7) 4.12    

 3 39.4 3.12 m 0.89 39.4 n.d.  

 3-Me 15.1 0.89 d (7.8) 3.12 15.1 + 178.4, 55.4, 39.4 

 4 178.4     0  

Arg
4
 1 n.d.     0  

 2 51.6 4.13 td (10.1, 3.6) 8.83, 1.97, 1.30 51.6 +  

 2-NH  8.83 d (10.5) 4.13    
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Amino acid Atom C (ppm) H (ppm) Mult. (Hz) COSY HSQC Phase HMBC 

 3 28.4 1.97 m 4.13, 1.37, 1.30 28.4 -  

   1.30 m 4.13, 1.97 28.4   

 4 25.9 1.37 m 3.01, 1.97 25.9 -  

   1.30 m 3.01, 1.97 25.9   

 5 40.5 3.01 m 7.37, 1.37, 1.30 40.5 -  

 5-NH  7.37 m 3.01   128.1 

Adda
5
 1 173.8 -    0  

 2 43.1 2.78 br m 4.35, 0.92 43.1 +  

 2-Me 16.0 0.92 d (7.2) 2.78 16.0 + 173.8, 54.4, 43.1 

 3 54.4 4.35 m 7.75, 5.32, 2.78 54.4 +  

 3-NH  7.75 br m 4.35    

 4 126.3 5.32 dd (16.4, 8.3) 6.09, 4.35 126.3 + 132.0, 54.4 

 5 135.4 6.09 d (16.4) 5.32 135.4 + 135.3, 132.0, 54.4, 12.5 

 6 132.0     0  

 6-Me 12.5 1.55 d (1.0) 5.45 12.5 + 132.0 

 7 135.3 5.45 dd (10.8, 1.0) 2.56, 1.55 135.3 + 135.4, 85.8, 12.5 

 8 35.4 2.56 ddd (10.8, 7.0, 5.4) 5.45, 3.25, 0.98 35.4 + 135.3, 85.8, 15.8 

 8-Me 15.8 0.98 d (7,0) 2.56 15.8 + 135.3, 85.8, 35.4 

 9 85.8 3.25 ddd (7.2, 5.4, 5.4) 2.74, 2.68, 2.56 85.8 + 139.2, 135.3, 57.4, 35.4, 15.8 

 9-OMe 57.4 3.19 s  57.4 + 85.8 

 10 37.0 2.74 dd (14.0, 5.4) 3.25, 2.68 37.0 - 139.2, 129.3, 85.8, 35.4 

   2.68 dd (14.0, 7.2) 3.25, 2.74 37.0  139.2, 129.3, 85.8, 35.4 

 11 139.2     0  

 12 129.3 7.19 dd (8.3, 1.2) n.d. 129.3 + 129.3, 125.9, 37.0 

 13 128.1 7.27 dd (8.3, 7.3) n.d. 128.1 + 139.2, 128.1 

 14 125.9 7.18 dt (7.3, 1.2) n.d. 125.9 +  

Glu
6
 1 n.d.     0  

 2 52.8 4.35 m 9.28, 1.88 52.8 + n.d. 

 2-NH  9.28 m br 4.35   n.d. 

 3 n.d. 1.88 m 4.35, 2.21  n.d. n.d. 
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Amino acid Atom C (ppm) H (ppm) Mult. (Hz) COSY HSQC Phase HMBC 

 4 31.3 2.21  2.31, 1.88 31.3 - n.d. 

   2.31 m 2.21 31.3 - n.d. 

 5 175.1     0  

Mdha
7
 1 163.0     0  

 2 144.8     0  

 2-N-Me 37.3 3.12 s n.d. 37.3 + 175.1, 144.8 

 3 113.9 5.81 s n.d. 113.9 - 163.0 

   5.39 s n.d. 113.9  163.0, 144.8 
* n.d. indicates that the current carbon, hydrogen or correlation was not detected while 0 indicates a DEPT phase that was expectedly not detected. 
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Table 17: Summary table of NMR data for MC1037 (2 of 2): TOCSY and ROESY correlations* 

Amino acid Atom H TOCSY ROESY 

Leu
1
 1    

 2 4.50 7.14, 1.80, 1.44, 1.13, 0.78 7.64, 7.14, 1.80, 1.44, 1.13, 0.78 

 2-NH 7.14 4.50, 1.80, 1.44, 1.13, 0.78 7.64, 4.50, 4.13, 1.44, 1.13 

 3 1.80 7.14, 4.50, 1.44, 1.13 4.50, 1.13, 0.78 

  1.13 7.14, 4.50, 1.80 7.14, 4.50, 1.80 

 4 1.44 7.14, 4.50, 1.80, 0.78 7.14, 4.50 

 5a 0.78 7.14, 4.50, 1.44 4.50, 1.80 

 5b 0.78 7.14, 4.50, 1.44 4.50, 1.80 

Leu
2
 1    

 2 4.00 7.64, 1.74, 1.66, 1.49, 0.86, 0.80 7.87, 7.64, 1.66, 1.49, 0.80 

 2-NH 7.64 4.00, 1.74, 1.66, 1.49, 0.86, 0.80 7.87, 7.14, 4.50, 4.00, 1.74, 1.66 

 3 1.74 7.64, 4.00, 1.49, 0.86, 0.80 7.87, 7.64, 4.35, 1.49 

  1.49 7.64, 4.00, 1.74, 1.66, 0.86, 0.80 7.87, 4.00, 1.74, 0.86, 0.80 

 4 1.66 7.64, 4.00, 1.49, 0.86, 0.80 7.64, 4.00 

 5a 0.86 7.64, 4.00, 1.74, 1.66, 1.49 1.49 

 5b 0.80 7.64, 4.00, 1.74, 1.66, 1.49 4.00, 1.49 

Me-Asp
3
 1    

 2 4.12 7.87, 3.12, 0.89 7.87, 3.12, 0.89 

 2-NH 7.87 4.12, 3.12, 0.89 7.64, 7.14, 4.12, 4.00, 3.12, 1.88, 1.74, 1.49, 0.89 

 3 3.12 7.87, 4.12, 0.89 8.83, 7.87, 4.13, 4.12, 0.89 

 3-Me 0.89 7.87, 4.12, 3.12 8.83, 7.87, 4.12, 3.12 

 4    

Arg
4
 1    

 2 4.13 8.83, 7.37, 3.01, 1.97, 1.37, 1.30 8.83, 7.75, 7.14, 3.12, 3.01, 2.31, 1.97, 1.37, 1.30 

 2-NH 8.83 4.13, 3.01, 1.97, 1.37, 1.30 7.75, 4.13, 3.12, 1.37, 1.30, 0.89 

 3 1.97 8.83, 7.37, 4.13, 3.01, 1.37, 1.30 7.37, 4.13, 3.01 

  1.30 8.83, 7.37, 4.13, 3.01, 1.97 8.83, 4.13 

 4 1.37 8.83, 7.37, 4.13, 3.01, 1.97 8.83, 7.37, 4.13, 3.01 

  1.30 8.83, 7.37, 4.13, 3.01, 1.97 7.37, 3.01 

 5 3.01 8.83, 7.37, 4.13, 1.97, 1.37, 1.30 7.37, 7.27, 4.13, 1.97, 1.37, 1.30 
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Amino acid Atom H TOCSY ROESY 

 5-NH 7.37 4.13, 3.01, 1.97, 1.37, 1.30 3.01, 1.97, 1.37, 1.30 

Adda
5
 1    

 2 2.78 7.75, 6.09, 5.32, 4.35, 0.92 9.28, 7.75, 6.09, 5.32, 4.35, 0.92 

 2-Me 0.92 7.75, 6.09, 5.32, 4.35, 2.78 6.09, 5.32, 4.35, 2.78 

 3 4.35 7.75, 6.09, 5.32, 2.78, 0.92 9.28, 7.75, 6.09, 2.78, 1.55, 0.92 

 3-NH 7.75 6.09, 5.32, 4.35, 2.78, 0.92 8.83, 6.09, 5.32, 4.35, 4.13, 2.78 

 4 5.32 7.75, 6.09, 4.35, 2.78, 0.92 7.75, 6.09, 2.78, 1.55, 0.92 

 5 6.09 7.75, 5.32, 4.35, 2.78, 0.92 7.75, 5.45, 5.32, 4.35, 2.78, 1.55, 0.92 

 6    

 6-Me 1.55 5.45 6.09, 5.45, 5.32, 4.35, 2.56 

 7 5.45 3.25, 2.74, 2.68, 2.56, 1.55 6.09, 3.25, 3.19, 2.74, 2.68, 2.56, 1.55, 0.98 

 8 2.56 5.45, 3.25, 2.74, 2.68, 0.98 7.19, 5.45, 3.25, 3.19, 1.55 

 8-Me 0.98 3.25, 2.74, 2.68, 2.56 5.45, 3.25, 2.74, 2.68 

 9 3.25 5.56, 5.45, 2.74, 2.68, 2.56, 0.98 7.19, 5.45, 2.56, 0.98 

 9-OMe 3.19 n.d. 7.19, 5.45, 2.56 

 10 2.74 5.45, 3.25, 2.68, 2.56, 0.98 7.19, 5.45, 0.98 

  2.68 5.45, 3.25, 2.74, 2.56, 0.98 7.19, 5.45, 0.98 

 11    

 12 7.19 n.d. 3.25, 3.19, 2.74, 2.68, 2.56 

 13 7.27 n.d. 3.19, 3.01 

 14 7.18 n.d. n.d. 

Glu
6
 1    

 2 4.35 9.28, 2.31, 2.21, 1.88 9.28, 2.78, 2.31, 2.21, 1.88, 1.74 

 2-NH 9.28 4.35, 2.31, 2.21, 1.88 4.35, 2.78, 1.88 

 3 1.88 9.28, 4.35, 2.31, 2.21 9.28, 7.87, 4.35 

 4 2.21 9.28, 4.35, 1.88 4.35, 3.12 

  2.31 9.28, 4.35, 1.88 4.35, 4.13, 3.12 

 5    

Mdha
7
 1    
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Amino acid Atom H TOCSY ROESY 

 2    

 2-N-Me 3.12 n.d. 5.39, 2.31, 2.21 

 3 5.81 5.39 5.39 

  5.39 5.81 5.81, 3.12 
* n.d. indicates that the current hydrogen or correlation was not detected
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5 Elucidation of MC1051 

 

Figure 108: Preliminary structure of MC1051 

MC1051 appeared in the solution containing MC1037 after a few years storage with methanol 

as solvent. This was discovered as explained in “3 Personal communication from Dr. 

Christopher O. Miles” (page 29) while using LC-MS to test if the sample was still intact. It 

was also communicated that LC-MS data of this derivative of MC1037, was consistent with a 

hydrogen being replaced with a methyl group. This would most likely be due to esterification 

of one of the carboxylic acid groups with the methanol. Literature sources report methyl ester 

microcystins with the methylated ester on the Glu
6
 carboxylic group. As literature also report 

microcystins with a methylated Glu
6
 carboxylic group, as non-toxic, it would be interesting to 

find if this carboxylic group is the default position for the reaction to occur. LC-MS data was 

found to be consistent with the methyl ester being on the Glu
6
, by Chris O. Miles “3 Personal 

communication from Dr. Christopher O. Miles”. The interpretation of LC-MS-data was not 

within the scope of this thesis. 
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5.1 General elucidation of MC1051 

 

Figure 109: MC1051 with ppm values for protons and carbons 

The MC1051 was elucidated in the same manner as MC1037, and the chemical shift values as 

well as the correlations were found to be consistent with MC1051 having the same structure 

as MC1037 as expected (see “Appendix V: MC1051:  at” page 188 for Grid View of the 

correlation pattern of the spin systems), with the exception of an extra methyl group (See 

Figure 109 and Table 18). 
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5.2 Linking together the amino acids of MC1051 

5.2.1 HMBC correlations that support the order of the amino acids 

for MC1051 

 

Figure 110: Illustration of HMBC correlations explored in order to determine the order of the amino acids 

 

Figure 111: Grid View of HMBC correlations that show consistency with Mdha7 and Leu1 being ordered in the right order 

compared to the preliminary structure (Figure 108). 
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While exploring HMBC in order to connect the amino acids together, a few more of the 

carbonyl carbons were found due to a better HMBC spectrum for MC1051, than for MC1037 

(Figure 110). There were however, not enough HMBC correlations to link together more than 

Mdha
7
 with Leu

1
, using HMBC (See Figure 111). 

Due to the lack of sufficient HMBC correlations to fully determine the order of the amino 

acids, ROESY was again utilized for this. 

5.2.2 ROESY correlations that support the order of the amino acids 

for MC1051 

 

Figure 112: Illustration of ROESY correlations that support the order of amino acids 

Figure 112 contains illustrations of the ROESY correlations that help support the order of the 

amino acids. These correlations will be supported below. 
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(a) Leu1 - Leu2 

   

Figure 113: Grid View of ROESY correlations that supports the proximity of Leu1 with Leu2 

Figure 113 displays correlations between protons of Leu
1
 at 7.36 and 4.43 ppm, and a proton 

of Leu
2
 at 7.69 ppm. 

(b) Leu2 - Me-Asp3 

 

Figure 114: Grid View of ROESY correlations that supports the proximity of Leu2 with Me-Asp3 

Figure 114 displays correlations between protons of Leu
2
 at 7.69 and 4.01 ppm, and protons 

of Me-Asp
3
 at 7.42 and 0.82 ppm. 
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(c) Me-Asp3 - Arg4 

 

Figure 115: Grid View of ROESY correlations that supports the proximity of Me-Asp3 with Arg4 

Figure 115 displays correlations between a proton of Me-Asp
3
 at 3.20 ppm, and a proton of 

Arg
4
 at 8.59 ppm. 

(d) Arg4 - Adda5 

 

Figure 116: Grid View of ROESY correlations that supports the proximity of Arg4 with Adda5 

Figure 116 displays correlations between protons of Arg
4
 at 8.59 and 4.14 ppm, and a proton 

of Adda
5
 at 8.39 ppm. 
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(e) Adda5 - Glu6 

 

Figure 117: Grid View of ROESY correlations that supports the proximity of Adda5 with Glu6 

Figure 117 displays correlations between protons of Adda
5
 at 3.26 and 0.88 ppm, and protons 

of Glu
6
 at 9.65 and 4.34 ppm. 

(f) Glu6 - Mdha7 

 

Figure 118: Grid View of ROESY correlations that supports the proximity of Glu6 with Mdha7 

Figure 118 displays correlations between protons of Glu
6
 at 2.41 and 2.24 ppm, and a proton 

of Mdha
7
 at 3.16 ppm. 
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(g) Mdha7 - Leu1 

There were no ROESY correlations observed that evidenced a close proximity between 

protons of Mdha
7
 and protons of Leu

1
. 

5.2.3 Summary of evidence for determining the order of the amino 

acids of MC1051 

The ROESY correlations in Figure 112 supports the ordering of the amino acids being Leu
1 

- 

Leu
2
 - Me-asp

3
 - Arg

4
 - Adda

5
 - Glu

6
 - Mdha

7
. Finally, the HMBC correlations in Figure 110 

support the syclic nature of MC1051 by linking together Mdha
7
 and Leu

1
. 

5.3 The methyl ester 

 

Figure 119: Grid View of the HSQC signal between the protons and the carbon of the methyl ester group 
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Figure 120: Grid View of the HMBC signal between the protons and the carbon of the methyl ester group 

As LC-MS data suggested, an extra methyl group was present in the structure. This was seen 

in the proton spectrum with a methyl proton at 3.58 ppm (s), which in turn showed an HSQC 

correlation to a carbon at 51.6 ppm (+) (Figure 119) and an HMBC correlation to a carbonyl 

carbon at 172.4 ppm (0) (Figure 120). 

(a) Methyl ester, HMBC correlations 

 

Figure 121:  HMBC correlations from the proton at 4.34 ppm in position 2 of Glu6 and from the protons of the methyl ester 

at 3.58 ppm 
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A weak HMBC correlation from the proton at 4.34 ppm in position 2 of Glu
6
 was observed 

close to the carbonylic carbon at 172.4 ppm (Figure 121). This would be consistent with the 

methyl-ester group being located at the carbonylic carbon in position 1 of Glu
6
. However, 

there where another carbon in the immediate proximity. As the resolution of the HMBC 

spectrum did not have a high enough resolution along the carbon axis to determine if the two 

protons at 4.34 and 3.58 ppm correlated to the same carbonyl, the next step would be to 

exclude the other carbonyl carbon. This would be done by assigning it to a position where the 

esterification could take place. Due to a low signal- to noise ratio, several of the carbonyl 

carbons could not be assigned. Therefore, the NMR-data alone did not provide sufficient to 

determine the position of the methyl-ester group. 

(b) Methyl ester, ROESY correlations 

 

Figure 122: ROESY correlations from the ester group with protons at 3.58 ppm to the proton of Glu6 at 4.34 ppm 

One weak ROESY correlation was observed between the methyl ester protons at 3.58 ppm 

and the proton at 4.34 ppm in position 2 of Glu
6
. This is consistent with, but not an evidence 

for the location of the methyl ester being located in position 1 of Glu
6
.
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5.4 Summary tables for MC1051 

Table 18: Summary table of NMR data for MC1051 (1 of 2): Chemical shifts (δ, ppm in D6-DMSO), and COSY, HSQC and HMBC correlations* 

Amino acid Atom C (ppm) H (ppm) COSY HSQ

C 

HMBC 

Leu
1
 1 171.6     

 2 50.4 4.43 7.36, 1.76, 1.26 50.4 n.d. 

 2-NH  7.36 4.43  163.0 

 3 39.5 1.76 4.43, 1.45, 1.26 39.5 n.d. 

   1.26 4.43, 1.76 39.5 n.d. 

 4 24.4 1.45 1.76, 0.78 24.4 n.d. 

 5a 21.0 0.78 1.45 21.0 39.5, 24.4, 21.0 

 5b  0.78 1.45 21.0 39.5, 24.4, 21.0 

Leu
2
 1 n.d.     

 2 53.4 4.01 7.69, 1.81, 1.46 53.4 n.d. 

 2-NH  7.69 4.01  171.6 

 3 39.2 1.46 4.01, 1.81, 1.68 39.2 n.d. 

   1.81 4.01, 1.46 39.2 n.d. 

 4 24.0 1.68 1.46, 0.86, 0.80 24.0 n.d. 

 5a 22.9 0.86 1.68 22.9 39.2, 24.0, 20.8 

 5b 20.8 0.80 1.68 20.8 39.2, 24.0, 22.9 

Me-Asp
3
 1 n.d.     

 2 55.8 3.99 7.42 55.8 n.d. 

 2-NH  7.42 3.99  n.d. 

 3 40.5 3.20 0.82 40.5 n.d. 

 3-Me 14.8 0.82 3.20 14.8 177.6, 55.8, 40.5 

 4 177.6     

Arg
4
 1 n.d.     

 2 51.2 4.14 8.59, 1.99 51.2 n.d. 

 2-NH  8.59 4.14  n.d. 

 3 28.2 1.99 4.14, 1.35 28.2 n.d. 
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 4 25.6 1.35 3.00, 1.99 25.6 n.d. 

   1.28 3.00 25.6 n.d. 

 5 40.5 3.00 7.37, 1.35, 1.28 40.5 n.d. 

 5-NH  7.37 3.00  n.d. 

Adda
5
 1 174.4     

 2 41.8 3.26 4.37, 0.88 41.8 n.d. 

 2-Me 16.2 0.88 3.26 16.2 174.4, 54.5, 41.8 

 3 54.5 4.37 8.39, 5.32, 3.26 54.5 n.d. 

 3-NH  8.39 4.37  n.d. 

 4 126.8 5.32 6.06, 4.37 126.8 132.0 

 5 135.3 6.06 5.32 135.3 135.0, 54.5, 12.5 

 6 132.0     

 6-Me 12.5 1.55 n.d. 12.5 135.0 

 7 135.0 5.45 2.55 135.0 35.3, 12.5 

 8 35.3 2.55 5.45, 3.26, 0.98 35.3 135.0, 132.0, 85.7, 15.9 

 8-Me 15.9 0.98 2.55 15.9 135.0, 85.7, 35.3 

 9 85.7 3.26 2.74, 2.69, 2.55 85.7 139.2, 135.0, 57.3, 35.3 

 9-OMe 57.3 3.19 n.d. 57.3 85.7 

 10 37.0 2.74 3.26 37.0 139.2, 129.2, 85.7, 35.3 

   2.69 3.26 37.0 139.2, 129.2, 85.7, 35.3 

 11 139.2     

 12 129.2 7.19 n.d. 129.2 129.2, 125.9, 37.0 

 13 128.1 7.27 n.d. 128.1 139.2, 128.1 

 14 125.9 7.18 n.d. 125.9 n.d. 

Glu
6
 1 n.d.     

 2 51.0 4.34 9.65, 1.99, 1.92 51.0 n.d. 

 2-NH  9.65 4.34  n.d. 

 3 25.7 1.99 4.34, 2.41, 2.24 25.7 n.d. 

   1.92 4.34, 2.41, 2.24 25.7 n.d. 

 4 31.3 2.41 1.99, 1.92 31.3 n.d. 
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   2.24 1.99, 1.92 31.3 n.d. 

 5 175.0     

Mdha
7
 1 163.0     

 2 145.0     

 2-N-Me 37.4 3.16 n.d. 37.4 175.0, 145.0 

 3 113.0 5.75 n.d. 113.0 163.0 

   5.35 n.d. 113.0 172.4, 163.0, 145.0 
* n.d. indicates that the current carbon, hydrogen or correlation was not detected while 0 indicates a DEPT phase that was expectedly not detected. 
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Table 19: Summary table of NMR data for MC1051 (2 of 2): TOCSY and ROESY correlations* 

Amino acid Atom name H TOCSY ROESY 

Leu
1
 1    

 2 4.43 7.36, 1.76, 1.45, 1.26, 0.78 7.69, 7.36, 1.76, 1.45, 0.78 

 2-NH 7.36 4.43, 1.76, 1.45, 1.26, 0.78 7.69, 4.43, 1.45, 1.26, 0.78 

 3 1.76 7.36, 4.43, 1.45, 1.26, 0.78 4.43, 1.45, 1.26 

  1.26 7.36, 4.43, 1.76, 1.45, 0.78 8.59, 7.36, 1.76 

 4 1.45 7.36, 4.43, 1.76, 1.26, 0.78 7.36, 4.43, 1.76 

 5a 0.78 7.36, 4.43, 1.76, 1.45, 1.26 7.36, 4.43 

 5b 0.78 7.36, 4.43, 1.76, 1.45, 1.26 7.36, 4.43 

Leu
2
 1    

 2 4.01 7.69, 1.81, 1.68, 1.46, 0.86, 0.80 7.69, 1.81, 1.68, 1.46, 0.82, 0.80 

 2-NH 7.69 4.01, 1.81, 1.68, 1.46 7.42, 7.36, 4.43, 4.01, 1.81, 1.68 

 3 1.46 7.69, 4.01, 1.81, 1.68, 0.86, 0.80 4.01, 1.81 

  1.81 7.69, 4.01, 1.68, 1.46, 0.86, 0.80 7.69, 4.01, 1.46 

 4 1.68 7.69, 4.01, 1.81, 1.46, 0.86, 0.80 7.69 

 5a 0.86 4.01, 1.81, 1.68, 1.46, 0.80 n.d. 

 5b 0.80 4.01, 1.81, 1.68, 1.46, 0.86 7.60, 4.01 

Me-Asp
3
 1    

 2 3.99 7.42, 3.20, 0.82 7.42, 3.20, 0.82 

 2-NH 7.42 3.99, 3.20, 0.82 7.69, 3.99, 0.82 

 3 3.20 7.42, 3.99, 0.82 8.59, 3.99, 0.82 

 3-Me 0.82 7.42, 3.99, 3.20 7.42, 4.01, 3.99, 3.20 

 4    

Arg
4
 1    

 2 4.14 8.83, 8.59, 7.37, 3.00, 1.99, 1.35 8.59, 8.39, 7.37, 3.16, 3.11, 3.00, 1.99, 1.35, 1.28 

 2-NH 8.59 4.14, 3.00, 1.99, 1.35 8.39, 4.14, 3.20, 3.19, 1.35, 1.28, 1.26 

 3 1.99 8.83, 8.59, 7.37, 4.14, 3.00, 1.35 7.37, 4.14, 3.00, 1.28 

 4 1.35 8.83, 8.59, 7.37, 4.14, 3.00, 1.99 8.59, 7.37, 4.14, 3.00 

  1.28 8.59, 7.37, 4.14, 3.00, 1.99 8.59, 7.37, 4.14, 3.00, 1.99 

 5 3.00 8.83, 8.59, 7.37, 4.14, 1.99, 1.35 7.37, 4.14, 1.99, 1.35, 1.28 

 5-NH 7.37 4.14, 3.00, 1.99, 1.35 4.14, 3.00, 1.99, 1.35, 1.28 

Adda
5
 1    

 2 3.26 8.39, 6.06, 5.32, 4.37 9.65, 8.39, 5.32, 4.37, 4.34, 0.88 

 2-Me 0.88 8.39, 6.06, 5.32, 4.37 5.32, 4.37, 4.34, 3.26 

 3 4.37 8.39, 6.06, 5.32, 3.26, 0.88 6.06, 5.32, 3.26, 1.55, 0.88 

 3-NH 8.39 6.06, 5.32, 4.37, 3.26, 0.88 4.14, 3.26 

 4 5.32 8.39, 6.06, 4.37, 3.26, 0.88 4.37, 3.26, 1.55, 0.88 

 5 6.06 8.39, 5.32, 4.37, 3.26, 0.88 5.45, 4.37 

 6    

 6-Me 1.55 5.45, 2.55, 0.98 5.32, 4.37, 2.55 

 7 5.45 3.26, 2.74, 2.69, 2.55, 0.98 6.06, 3.26, 3.19, 2.74, 2.69, 2.55, 1.55, 0.98 

 8 2.55 5.45, 3.26, 2.74, 2.69, 0.98 5.45, 3.26, 3.19, 1.55, 0.98 

 8-Me 0.98 5.45, 3.26, 2.74, 2.69, 2.55 5.45, 3.26, 3.19, 2.74, 2.55, 1.55 

 9 3.26 5.45, 2.74, 2.69, 2.55, 0.98 5.45, 2.74, 2.69, 2.55, 1.55, 0.98 

 9-OMe 3.19 n.d. 8.59, 3.99, 2.74, 2.69, 2.55 

 10 2.74 5.45, 3.26, 2.69, 2.55, 0.98 7.19, 5.45, 3.26, 3.19, 0.98 
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Amino acid Atom name H TOCSY ROESY 

  2.69 5.45, 3.26, 2.74, 2.55, 0.98 7.19, 5.45, 3.26, 3.19 

 11    

 12 7.19 n.d. 2.74, 2.69 

 13 7.27 n.d. n.d. 

 14 7.18 n.d. n.d. 

Glu
6
 1    

 2 4.34 9.65, 2.41, 2.24, 1.99, 1.92 9.65, 3.26, 2.41, 2.24, 1.99, 0.88 

 2-NH 9.65 4.34, 2.41, 2.24, 1.99, 1.92 4.34, 3.26, 1.99 

 3 1.99 9.65, 4.34, 2.41, 2.24 9.65, 4.34, 2.41 

  1.92 9.65, 4.34, 2.41, 2.24  

 4 2.41 9.65, 4.34, 2.41, 2.24, 1.99, 1.92 4.34, 3.16, 2.24, 1.99 

  2.24 9.65, 4.34, 2.41, 1.99, 1.92 4.34, 3.16, 2.41 

 5    

Mdha
7
 1    

 2    

 2-N-Me 3.16 n.d. 5.35, 4.14, 2.41, 2.24 

 3 5.75 n.d. 5.35 

  5.35 n.d. 5.75, 3.16 
* n.d. indicates that the current hydrogen or correlation was not detected. 
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6 Elucidation of MC1031 

 

Figure 123: Preliminary structure of MC1031. 

The tentative structure for MC1037 was proposed by Miles et al.
20

 based on MS data. 

Grid View figures supporting the reported correlations that support the elucidation of each 

amino acid can be found in “Appendix I: MC1031: Grid View of Spectra”, page 226. The 

detailed elucidation of this molecule was performed using nomenclature for protein 

elucidation and due to time limitations, not all of this detailed elucidation of MC1031 could 

be changed to fit the numeric notation which was used in the rest of this thesis for the atoms 

in each amino acid. In case the reader would like to inspect figures which illustrate where the 

different correlations are found in the spectra, these illustrations are included in “Appendix V: 

Detailed illustrations of the elucidation of MC1031 in nomenclature for protein elucidation”, 

page 322. However, due to the use of different momenclature and chemical shifts having been 

adjusted after these figures were made, they are only recommended to be used for a visual 

overview to be able to locate correlations in the spectra. 
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6.1 Linking together the amino acids of MC1031 

HMBC correlations and ROESY correlations were used to link the amino acids of MC1031 

together. 

 

Figure 124: Illustration of HMBC correlations used for linking together the amino acids of MC1031 

 

Figure 125: Illustration of ROESY correlations used for linking together the amino acids of MC1031 
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Figure 126: HMBC correlation for Glu6: carbonyl in position 1 at 179.3 ppm found from the proton in position 2, at 4.25 

ppm. 

 

Figure 127: HMBC correlation for Arg2: carbonyl in position 6 at 158.8 ppm found from the proton in position 5, at 3.19 

ppm. 
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(a) Ala1 - Arg2 

 

Figure 128: Grid View of the HMBC correlations from Ala1 and Arg2 to the carbonyl in position 1 of Ala1. 

     

Figure 129: Grid View of ROESY correlations that supports the proximity of Ala1 with Arg2 
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(b) Arg2 - Asp3 

 

Figure 130: Grid View of the HMBC correlations from Arg2 and Asp3 to the carbonyl in position 1 of Arg2. 

 

Figure 131: Grid View of ROESY correlations that supports the proximity of Arg 2 with Asp3 
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(c) Asp3 - Tyr4 

 

Figure 132: Grid View of the HMBC correlations consistent with being from Asp3 and Tyr4 to the carbonyl in position 4 of 

Asp3. 

 

Figure 133: Grid View of ROESY correlations that supports the proximity of Asp3 with Tyr4 
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(d) Tyr4 - Adda5 

 

Figure 134: Grid View of the HMBC correlations from Adda5 to the carbonyl in position 1 of Tyr4. 

 

Figure 135: Grid View of ROESY correlations that supports the proximity of Tyr4 with Adda5 
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(e) Adda5 - Glu6 

 

Figure 136: Grid View of the HMBC correlations from Adda5 and Glu6 to the carbonyl in position 1 of Adda5. 

 

 

Figure 137: Grid View of ROESY correlations that supports the proximity of Adda5 with Glu6 
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(f) Glu6 - Mdha7 

 

Figure 138: Grid View of the HMBC correlations from Glu6 and Mdha7 to the carbonyl in position 5 of Glu6. 

There were not any ROESY correlations observed between protons of Glu
6
, protons of 

Mdha
7
. 

(g) Mdha7 - Ala1 

 

Figure 139: Grid View of the HMBC correlations from Mdha7 and Ala1 to the carbonyl in position 1 of Mdha7. 

There were not any ROESY correlations observed between protons of Mdha
7
 and protons of 

Ala
1
. 
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6.1.2 Summary for linking together the amino acids of MC1031 

Figure 124 illustrates the HMBC correlations that was used to link together the amino acids. 

From Figure 125, it can be seen that there was observed ROESY correlations that support the 

order of the amino acids of MC1031.
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6.2 Summary tables for MC1031 

Table 20: Table of MC1031: COSY, HSQC, HMBC 

Amino acid Atom C H COSY HSQC HMBC 

Ala
1
 1 175.1     

 2 49.2 4.52 7.50, 0.91 49.2 175.1, 16.5 

 2-NH  7.50 4.52  166.1 

 3 16.5 0.91 4.52 16.5 175.1, 49.2 

Arg
2
 1 173.9     

 2 57.6 4.01 8.06, 1.94 57.6 173.9, 29.0 

 2-NH  8.06 4.01  175.1, 57.6, 29.0 

 3 29.0 1.94 4.01, 1.71 29.0 57.6 

 4 26.6 1.71 3.19, 1.94 26.6 n.d. 

 5 42.0 3.19 1.71 42.0 29.0, 26.6 

Asp
3
 1 176.4     

 2 52.7 4.52 7.93, 2.83, 1.91 52.7 175.2 

 2-NH  7.93 4.52  173.9 

 3 39.1 2.83 4.52, 1.91 39.1 175.2, 52.7 

   1.91 4.52, 2.83 39.1 175.2, 52.7 

 4 175.2     

Tyr4 1 171.8     

 2 55.8 4.54 8.69, 3.34, 2.48 55.8 175.2, 171.8 

 2-NH  8.69 4.54  175.2, 55.8 

 3 37.1 3.34 4.54, 2.48 37.1 130.9, 55.8 

   2.48 4.54, 3.34 37.1 130.9, 55.8 

 4 130.0     

 5/9 130.9 6.95 6.58 130.9 157.2, 130.9, 116.2 

 6/8 116.2 6.58 6.95 116.2 130.0, 116.2 

 7 157.2     
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Amino acid Atom C H COSY HSQC HMBC 

Adda
5
 1 176.7     

 2 44.8 3.19 4.65, 1.08 44.8 176.5, 16.1 

 2-Me 16.1 1.08 3.19 16.1 176.7, 56.7, 44.8 

 3 56.7 4.65 8.11, 5.52, 3.19 56.7 127.1, 44.8 

 3-NH  8.11 4.65  171.8 

 4 127.1 5.52 6.29, 4.65 127.1 133.9, 56.7 

 5 138.5 6.29 5.52 138.5 136.6, 133.9, 56.7, 12.8 

 6 133.9     

 6-Me 12.8 1.64 5.45 12.8 138.5, 136.6, 133.9, 88.3 

 7 136.6 5.45 2.61, 1.64 136.6 138.5, 88.3, 37.6, 12.8 

 8 37.6 2.61 5.45, 3.27, 1.03 37.6 136.6, 88.3, 16.5 

 8-Me 16.5 1.03 2.61 16.5 136.6, 88.3, 37.6 

 9 88.3 3.27 2.84, 2.69, 2.61 88.3 58.6, 16.5 

 9-OMe 58.6 3.25 n.d. 58.6 136.6, 88.3 

 10 38.9 2.69 3.27, 2.84 38.9 140.5, 130.5, 88.3, 37.6 

   2.84 3.27, 2.69 38.9 140.5, 130.5, 88.3, 37.6 

 11 140.5     

 12/16 130.5 7.19 n.d. 130.5 130.5, 126.9, 38.9 

 13/15 129.1 7.24 7.16 129.1 140.5, 129.1 

 14 126.9 7.16 7.24 126.9 140.5 

Glu
6
 1 179.3     

 2 55.6 4.25 8.31, 2.15, 1.83 55.6 179.3, 176.7, 29.8 

 2-NH  8.31 4.25  176.7 

 3 29.8 1.83 4.25, 2.61, 2.50, 2.15 29.8 n.d. 

   2.15 4.25, 2.61, 2.50, 1.83 29.8 n.d. 

 4 33.7 2.50 2.61, 2.15, 1.83 33.7 55.6, 29.8 

   2.61 2.50, 2.15, 1.83 33.7 177.5, 29.8 

 5 177.5     

Mdha
7
 1 166.1     

 2 146.4     
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Amino acid Atom C H COSY HSQC HMBC 

 2-NMe 38.4 3.36 n.d. 38.4 177.5, 146.4 

 3 113.6 5.42 5.84 - 177.5, 166.1, 146.4 

   5.84 5.42 113.6 166.1, 146.4 

* n.d. indicates that the current carbon, hydrogen or correlation was not detected while 0 indicates a DEPT phase that was expectedly not detected. 
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Table 21: Tables of MC1031: TOCSY, ROESY 

Amino acid Atom H TOCSY ROESY 

Ala1 1    

 2 4.52 7.50, 0.91 8.06, 4.01 

 2-NH 7.50 4.52, 0.91 8.06 

 3 0.91 7.50, 4.52 n.d. 

Arg2 1    

 2 4.01 8.06, 3.19, 1.94, 1.71 7.93, 4.52 

 2-NH 8.06 4.01, 3.19, 1.94, 1.71 7.93, 7.50, 4.52 

 3 1.94 8.06, 4.01, 3.19, 1.71 n.d. 

 4 1.71 8.06, 4.01, 3.19, 1.94 n.d. 

 5 3.19 8.06, 4.01, 1.94, 1.71 n.d. 

Asp3 1    

 2 4.52 7.93, 2.83, 1.91 n.d. 

 2-NH 7.93 4.52, 2.83, 1.91 8.06, 4.01 

 3 2.83 7.93, 4.52, 1.91 8.69 

  1.91 7.93, 4.52, 2.83 n.d. 

 4    

Tyr4 1    

 2 4.54 8.69, 3.34, 2.48 8.11 

 2-NH 8.69 4.54, 3.34, 2.48 8.11, 2.83 

 3 3.34 8.69, 4.54, 2.48 n.d. 

  2.48 8.69, 4.54, 3.34 n.d. 

 4   n.d. 

 5 6.95 6.58 n.d. 

 6 6.58 6.59 n.d. 

 7    

Adda
5
 1    

 2 3.19 8.11, 6.29, 5.52, 4.65, 1.08 8.31 

 2-Me 1.08 8.11, 6.29, 5.52, 4.65, 3.19 n.d. 

 3 4.65 8.11, 6.29, 5.52, 3.19, 1.08 n.d. 
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Amino acid Atom H TOCSY ROESY 

 3-NH 8.11 6.29, 5.52, 4.65, 3.19, 1.08 8.69, 4.54 

 4 5.52 8.11, 6.29, 4.65, 3.19, 1.08 n.d. 

 5 6.29 8.11, 5.52, 4.65, 3.19, 1.08 n.d. 

 6    

 6-Me 1.64 5.45, 3.27, 2.84, 2.69, 2.61, 1.03 n.d. 

 7 5.45 3.27, 2.84, 2.69, 2.61, 1.64, 1.03 n.d. 

 8 2.61 5.45, 3.27, 2.84, 2.69, 1.64, 1.03 n.d. 

 8-Me 1.03 5.45, 3.27, 2.84, 2.69, 2.61, 1.64 n.d. 

 9 3.27 5.45, 2.84, 2.69, 2.61, 1.64, 1.03 n.d. 

 9-OMe 3.25  n.d. 

 10 2.69 7.19, 5.45, 3.27, 2.84, 2.61, 1.64, 1.03 n.d. 

  2.84 7.19, 5.45, 3.27, 2.69, 2.61, 1.64, 1.03 n.d. 

 11    

 12 7.19 7.19, 2.84, 2.69 n.d. 

 13 7.24 n.d. n.d. 

 14 7.16 n.d. n.d. 

Glu
6
 1    

 2 4.25 8.31, 2.61, 2.50, 2.15, 1.83 n.d. 

 2-NH 8.31 4.25, 2.61, 2.50, 2.15, 1.83 3.19 

 3 1.83 8.31, 4.25, 2.61, 2.50, 2.15 n.d. 

  2.15 8.31, 4.25, 2.61, 2.50, 1.83 n.d. 

 4 2.50 8.31, 4.25, 2.61, 2.15, 1.83 n.d. 

  2.61 8.31, 4.25, 2.50, 2.15, 1.83 n.d. 

 5    

Mdha
7
 1    

 2    

 2-NMe 3.36 n.d. n.d. 

 3 5.42 5.84 n.d. 

  5.84 5.42 n.d. 
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7 Experimental 

7.1 Samples 

The samples where provided to the author in NMR-tubes, ready to insert into the NMR 

instruments. This is with the exception of MC1045 wich was not included in this thesis. 

7.1.1 MC1037 and MC1051 

The samples of MC1037 and MC1051 provided to the author, each contained about 500 

µg of sample. Both of these were dissolved in D6-DMSO for all the spectra used for the 

elucidation of them in this Thesis. 

7.1.2 MC1031 

About 290 µg of MC1031 was dissolved in deuturated methanol. The sample was 

extracted and purified by Dr Miles from a Microcystis aeruginosa culture NIVA-CYA 

548 with according to the procedure in reported by Samdal et al.
21

. 

7.2 Spectra 

7.2.1 Acquiring and collaboration 

There was a high amount of collaboration between the author and the supervisors in order 

to limit any waste of valuable instrumentation time. In some instances when the author 

needed to attend courses relevant to his master study, and the instrument would be vacant, 

supervisors set up and started experiments that would utilize all of the available time until 

the instrument was scheduled for other tasks. This was decided to be the most efficient 

use of instrumentation time. 

A reason why there was a continued need for a high degree of collaboration between the 

author and the supervisors during the duration of the author’s master study was the need 

of the implementation of NMR pulse programs that did not exist on the instruments 

previous to this Thesis. This required some amount of work where the author played only 

a minor part, but as these experiments had not seen general use before they were applied 
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to the compounds in the reaseatch that led up to this Thesis, they required an increased 

amount of trouble-shooting. For this, the knowledge of the supervisors was essential. 

Especially with the need to not waste instrumentation time. 

The author obtaining spectra for the compounds MC1037 and MC1051 dissolved in 

deuterated methanol, but a choice was made to change the solvent to D6-DMSO. This 

was in an attempt to increase the signal strength of the NH protons because they 

eventually proved to be of insufficient strength to fully elucidate the molecular structure 

of MC1037 and MC1051. The author further recorded spectra for the known microcystin-

LR which was not included in this thesis because of not being prioritized due to a low 

amount of sample and challenges in obtaining spectra with sufficient signal to noise ratio. 

In the end, a majority of spectra used for elucidation of MC1037, MC1051 and MC1031 

were acquired by the supervisors, however data analyses of these spectra was undertaken 

by the author. 

7.2.2 Settings 

Settings used for recording and processing the spectra are included in “Appendix II: 

MC1037: Settings for recording and processing spectra”, “Appendix III: MC1051: 

Settings for recording and processing spectra” and “Appendix IV: MC1031: Settings for 

recording and processing spectra”. 

7.3 Instrumentation 

Instruments used for recording NMR-spectra were the AVI600 (TopSpin 2.1), AVII600 

(TopSpin 3.2) and AVIII800 (TopSpin 3.5) instruments of the Department of Chemistry, 

University of Oslo.  
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8 Conclusion 

8.1 MC1037 

Based on the elucidation of MC1037 (“4 Detailed elucidation of MC1037”, page 34) and 

the comparison to literature values (“5.4 Summary tables for MC1051”, page 122), 

MC1037 was concluded to be the microcystin [Leu
1
]MC-LR. 

8.2 MC1051 

NMR data showed that MC1051 was intact, and that it had the same structure as MC1037 

with the exception that it contained an extra methyl group which was present as a methyl 

ester. The NMR data was however not sufficient to unequivocally determine the position 

of the methyl group.  

The two plausible places for the methyl group to have been added were position 1 of Glu
6
 

and position 1 of Me-Asp
3
 as a methyl ester, and MS data strongly indicated that the was 

located in Glu
6
 (“3 Personal communication from Dr. Christopher O. Miles”, page 29) 

8.3 MC1031 

MC1031 was elucidated in this thesis by the author to be [Asp
3
]MC-RY (“6 Elucidation 

of MC1031”, page 127), and reported by Miles et al.
22

.
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Appendix II:  MC1037: TopSpin Spectra 
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i. MC1037 Proton spectrum 

 

Figure 140: MC1037, Proton 
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ii. MC1037 Carbon spectrum 

 

Figure 141: MC1037, Carbon 
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iii. MC1037 DEPT spectrum 

 

Figure 142: MC1037, DEPT 
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iv. MC1037 TOCSY spectra 

 

Figure 143: MC1037, TOCSY80 
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Figure 144: MC1037, TOCSY160 
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v. MC1037 COSY spectrum 

 

 Figure 145: MC1037, COSY 
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vi. MC1037 NOESY spectrum 

 

Figure 146: MC1037, NOESY 
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vii. MC1037 ROESY spectrum 

 

 Figure 147: MC1037, ROESY 
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viii. MC1037 HSQC spectrum spectrum 

 

Figure 148: MC1037, HSQC 
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ix. MC1037 HMBC spectra 

 

Figure 149: MC1037, HMBC 
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Figure 150: MC1037, HMBC2 
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Appendix III:  MC1037: Grid View of 

Spectra 

i.MC1037 Leu1 

 

Figure 151: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1037, Leu1: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As the 

spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system as 

the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 160 ms 

 

Figure 152: NOESY 
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ii.MC1037 Leu2 

 

Figure 153: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1037, Leu2: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As the 

spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system as 

the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 80 ms 

 

Figure 154: NOESY 
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iii.MC1037 Me-Asp3 

 

Figure 155: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1037, Me-Asp3: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As the 

spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system as 

the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 80 ms 

 

Figure 156: NOESY 
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iv.MC1037 Arg4 

 

Figure 157: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1037, Arg4: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As the 

spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system as 

the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 80 ms 

 

Figure 158: NOESY 
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v.MC1037 Adda5, spin system 1 

 

Figure 159: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1037, Adda5, spin system 1: An 

overview of the enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the 

left. The selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As 

the spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system 

as the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 80 ms 

 

Figure 160: NOESY 
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vi.MC1037 Adda5, spin system 2 

 

Figure 161: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1037, Adda5, spin system 2: An 

overview of the enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the 

left. The selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As 

the spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system 

as the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 160 ms 

 

Figure 162: ROESY external 
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Figure 163: NOESY   

  

Figure 164:  
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vii.MC1037 Adda5, spin system 3 

 

Figure 165: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1037, Adda5, spin system 3: An 

overview of the enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the 

left. The selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As 

the spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system 

as the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 80 ms 

 

Figure 166: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1037, Adda5, spin system 3: An 

overview of the enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the 

left. The selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As 

the spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system 

as the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 160 ms 
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Figure 167: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections from a COSY spectrum of MC1037, Adda5, spin system 3: An 

overview of the enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the 

left. The selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As 

the spectrum type is COSY, the non-diagonal correlations generally shows correlations between “unequal” protons that 

are on same or adjacent carbon or heteroatom. There are cases where a COSY correlation can appear between protons 

that are separated by more bonds. The squares marking the selections in the spectrum to the right do not span the exact 

size of the selections displayed to the left. The diameter of the selections size in ppm is listed in the top left corner of 

the figure. 

 

Figure 168: ROESY external 
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Figure 169: NOESY 

viii.MC1037 Glu6 

 

Figure 170: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1037, Glu6: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As the 

spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system as 

the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 160 ms 
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Figure 171: NOESY 

ix.MC1037 Mdha7 

 

Figure 172: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1037, Mdha7: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As the 

spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system as 

the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 80 ms 
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Figure 173: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1037, Mdha7: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As the 

spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system as 

the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 160 ms 

 

Figure 174: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections from a COSY spectrum of MC1037, Mdha7: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As the 

spectrum type is COSY, the non-diagonal correlations generally shows correlations between “unequal” protons that are 

on same or adjacent carbon or heteroatom. There are cases where a COSY correlation can appear between protons that 

are separated by more bonds. The squares marking the selections in the spectrum to the right do not span the exact size 

of the selections displayed to the left. The diameter of the selections size in ppm is listed in the top left corner of the 

figure. 
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Figure 175: NOESY 
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Appendix IV:  MC1051: TopSpin Spectra 
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i. MC1051 Proton spectrum 

 

Figure 176: MC1051, Proton 
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ii. MC1051 Carbon spectrum 

 

Figure 177: MC1051, Carbon 
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iii.  MC1051 DEPT spectrum 

 

Figure 178: MC1051, DEPT 
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iv. MC1051 TOCSY spectra 

 

Figure 179: MC1051, TOCSY80 
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Figure 180: MC1051, TOCSY160 
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v. MC1051 COSY spectrum 

 

 Figure 181: MC1051, COSY 
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vi. MC1051 NOESY spectrum 

 

Figure 182: MC1051, NOESY 
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vii. MC1051 ROESY spectrum 

 
 Figure 183: MC1051, ROESY 
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viii. MC1051 HSQC spectrum 

 

Figure 184: MC1051, HSQC 
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ix. MC1051 HMBC spectra 

 

Figure 185: MC1051, HMBC 
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Figure 186: MC1051, HMBC2
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Appendix V:  MC1051: Grid View of 

Spectra 

i. MC1051 Leu1 

 

Figure 187: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1051, Leu1: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As the 

spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system as 

the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 80 ms 

 

Figure 188: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1051, Leu1: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As the 

spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system as 

the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 160 ms 
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Figure 189: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections from a COSY spectrum of MC1051, Leu1: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As the 

spectrum type is COSY, the non-diagonal correlations generally shows correlations between “unequal” protons that are 

on same or adjacent carbon or heteroatom. There are cases where a COSY correlation can appear between protons that 

are separated by more bonds. The squares marking the selections in the spectrum to the right do not span the exact size 

of the selections displayed to the left. The diameter of the selections size in ppm is listed in the top left corner of the 

figure. 

  

Figure 190: ROESY internal 
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Figure 191: NOESY 

 

Figure 192: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of HSQC spectrum for MC1051, Leu1: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system, with the 

carbon shifts of this spin system. As the spectrum type is HSQC, correlations seen in the grid between the protons listed 

along the y-axis and the carbon along the x-axis represents one bond correlations between these. 
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Figure 193: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of HMBC spectrum for MC1051, Leu1: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system, with the 

carbon shifts which show a correlation to at least one of these protons in HMBC. As the spectrum type is HMBC, the 

correlations seen in the grid to the right represents correlations between hydrogens and carbons that are two or more 

bonds away. 

ii. MC1051 Leu2 

 

Figure 194: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1051, Leu2: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As the 

spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system as 

the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 80 ms 
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Figure 195: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1051, Leu2: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As the 

spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system as 

the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 160 ms 

 

Figure 196: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections from a COSY spectrum of MC1051, Leu2: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As the 

spectrum type is COSY, the non-diagonal correlations generally shows correlations between “unequal” protons that are 

on same or adjacent carbon or heteroatom. There are cases where a COSY correlation can appear between protons that 

are separated by more bonds. The squares marking the selections in the spectrum to the right do not span the exact size 

of the selections displayed to the left. The diameter of the selections size in ppm is listed in the top left corner of the 

figure. 
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Figure 197: ROESY internal 

 

Figure 198: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of HSQC spectrum for MC1051, Leu2: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system, with the 

carbon shifts of this spin system. As the spectrum type is HSQC, correlations seen in the grid between the protons listed 

along the y-axis and the carbon along the x-axis represents one bond correlations between these. 
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Figure 199: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of HMBC spectrum for MC1051, Leu2: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system, with the 

carbon shifts which show a correlation to at least one of these protons in HMBC. As the spectrum type is HMBC, the 

correlations seen in the grid to the right represents correlations between hydrogens and carbons that are two or more 

bonds away. 

iii. MC1051 Me-Asp3 

 

Figure 200: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1051, Me-Asp3: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As the 

spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system as 

the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 80 ms 
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Figure 201: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1051, Me-Asp3: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As the 

spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system as 

the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 160 ms 

 

Figure 202: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections from a COSY spectrum of MC1051, Me-Asp3: An overview of 

the enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As the 

spectrum type is COSY, the non-diagonal correlations generally shows correlations between “unequal” protons that are 

on same or adjacent carbon or heteroatom. There are cases where a COSY correlation can appear between protons that 

are separated by more bonds. The squares marking the selections in the spectrum to the right do not span the exact size 

of the selections displayed to the left. The diameter of the selections size in ppm is listed in the top left corner of the 

figure. 
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Figure 203: ROESY internal 

 

Figure 204: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of HSQC spectrum for MC1051, Me-Asp3: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system, with the 

carbon shifts of this spin system. As the spectrum type is HSQC, correlations seen in the grid between the protons listed 

along the y-axis and the carbon along the x-axis represents one bond correlations between these. 
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Figure 205: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of HMBC spectrum for MC1051, Me-Asp3: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system, with the 

carbon shifts which show a correlation to at least one of these protons in HMBC. As the spectrum type is HMBC, the 

correlations seen in the grid to the right represents correlations between hydrogens and carbons that are two or more 

bonds away. 

iv. MC1051 Arg4 

 

Figure 206: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1051, Arg4: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As the 

spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system as 

the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 80 ms 
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Figure 207: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1051, Arg4: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As the 

spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system as 

the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 160 ms 

 

Figure 208: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections from a COSY spectrum of MC1051, Arg4: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As the 

spectrum type is COSY, the non-diagonal correlations generally shows correlations between “unequal” protons that are 

on same or adjacent carbon or heteroatom. There are cases where a COSY correlation can appear between protons that 

are separated by more bonds. The squares marking the selections in the spectrum to the right do not span the exact size 

of the selections displayed to the left. The diameter of the selections size in ppm is listed in the top left corner of the 

figure. 
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Figure 209: ROESY internal 

 

Figure 210: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of HSQC spectrum for MC1051, Arg4: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system, with the 

carbon shifts of this spin system. As the spectrum type is HSQC, correlations seen in the grid between the protons listed 

along the y-axis and the carbon along the x-axis represents one bond correlations between these. 
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v. MC1051 Adda5, spin system 1 

 

Figure 211: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1051, Adda5, spin system 1: An 

overview of the enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the 

left. The selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As 

the spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system 

as the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 80 ms 

 

Figure 212: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1051, Adda5, spin system 1: An 

overview of the enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the 

left. The selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As 

the spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system 

as the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 160 ms 
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Figure 213: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections from a COSY spectrum of MC1051, Adda5, spin system 1: An 

overview of the enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the 

left. The selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As 

the spectrum type is COSY, the non-diagonal correlations generally shows correlations between “unequal” protons that 

are on same or adjacent carbon or heteroatom. There are cases where a COSY correlation can appear between protons 

that are separated by more bonds. The squares marking the selections in the spectrum to the right do not span the exact 

size of the selections displayed to the left. The diameter of the selections size in ppm is listed in the top left corner of 

the figure. 

 

Figure 214: ROESY 
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Figure 215: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of HSQC spectrum for MC1051, Adda5, spin system 1: An 

overview of the enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the 

left. The selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system, 

with the carbon shifts of this spin system. As the spectrum type is HSQC, correlations seen in the grid between the 

protons listed along the y-axis and the carbon along the x-axis represents one bond correlations between these. 

 

Figure 216: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of HMBC spectrum for MC1051, Adda5, spin system 1: An 

overview of the enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the 

left. The selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system, 

with the carbon shifts which show a correlation to at least one of these protons in HMBC. As the spectrum type is 

HMBC, the correlations seen in the grid to the right represents correlations between hydrogens and carbons that are two 

or more bonds away. 
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vi. MC1051 Adda5, spin system 2 

 

Figure 217: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1051, Adda5, spin system 2: An 

overview of the enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the 

left. The selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As 

the spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system 

as the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 80 ms 

 

Figure 218: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1051, Adda5, spin system 2: An 

overview of the enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the 

left. The selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As 

the spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system 

as the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 160 ms 
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Figure 219: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections from a COSY spectrum of MC1051, Adda5, spin system 2: An 

overview of the enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the 

left. The selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As 

the spectrum type is COSY, the non-diagonal correlations generally shows correlations between “unequal” protons that 

are on same or adjacent carbon or heteroatom. There are cases where a COSY correlation can appear between protons 

that are separated by more bonds. The squares marking the selections in the spectrum to the right do not span the exact 

size of the selections displayed to the left. The diameter of the selections size in ppm is listed in the top left corner of 

the figure. 

 

Figure 220: ROESY, MC1051, Adda5, spin system 2, 
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Figure 221: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of HSQC spectrum for MC1051, Adda5, spin system 2: An 

overview of the enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the 

left. The selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system, 

with the carbon shifts of this spin system. As the spectrum type is HSQC, correlations seen in the grid between the 

protons listed along the y-axis and the carbon along the x-axis represents one bond correlations between these. 

 

Figure 222: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of HMBC spectrum for MC1051, Adda5, spin system 2: An 

overview of the enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the 

left. The selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system, 

with the carbon shifts which show a correlation to at least one of these protons in HMBC. As the spectrum type is 

HMBC, the correlations seen in the grid to the right represents correlations between hydrogens and carbons that are two 

or more bonds away. 
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vii. MC1051 Adda5, spin system 3 

 

Figure 223: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1051, Adda5, spin system 3: An 

overview of the enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the 

left. The selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As 

the spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system 

as the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 80 ms 

 

Figure 224: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1051, Adda5, spin system 3: An 

overview of the enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the 

left. The selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As 

the spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system 

as the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 160 ms 
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Figure 225: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections from a COSY spectrum of MC1051, Adda5, spin system 3: An 

overview of the enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the 

left. The selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As 

the spectrum type is COSY, the non-diagonal correlations generally shows correlations between “unequal” protons that 

are on same or adjacent carbon or heteroatom. There are cases where a COSY correlation can appear between protons 

that are separated by more bonds. The squares marking the selections in the spectrum to the right do not span the exact 

size of the selections displayed to the left. The diameter of the selections size in ppm is listed in the top left corner of 

the figure. 

 

Figure 226: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of HSQC spectrum for MC1051, Adda5, spin system 3: An 

overview of the enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the 

left. The selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system, 

with the carbon shifts of this spin system. As the spectrum type is HSQC, correlations seen in the grid between the 

protons listed along the y-axis and the carbon along the x-axis represents one bond correlations between these. 
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Figure 227: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of HMBC spectrum for MC1051, Adda5, spin system 3: An 

overview of the enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the 

left. The selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system, 

with the carbon shifts which show a correlation to at least one of these protons in HMBC. As the spectrum type is 

HMBC, the correlations seen in the grid to the right represents correlations between hydrogens and carbons that are two 

or more bonds away. 

viii. MC1051 Glu6 

 

Figure 228: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1051, Glu6: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As the 

spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system as 

the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 80 ms 
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Figure 229: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1051, Glu6: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As the 

spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system as 

the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 160 ms 

 

Figure 230: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections from a COSY spectrum of MC1051, Glu6: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As the 

spectrum type is COSY, the non-diagonal correlations generally shows correlations between “unequal” protons that are 

on same or adjacent carbon or heteroatom. There are cases where a COSY correlation can appear between protons that 

are separated by more bonds. The squares marking the selections in the spectrum to the right do not span the exact size 

of the selections displayed to the left. The diameter of the selections size in ppm is listed in the top left corner of the 

figure. 
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Figure 231: ROESY internal 

 

Figure 232: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of HSQC spectrum for MC1051, Glu6: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system, with the 

carbon shifts of this spin system. As the spectrum type is HSQC, correlations seen in the grid between the protons listed 

along the y-axis and the carbon along the x-axis represents one bond correlations between these. 
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ix. MC1051 Mdha7 

 

Figure 233: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1051, Mdha7: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As the 

spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system as 

the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 80 ms 

 

Figure 234: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1051, Mdha7: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As the 

spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system as 

the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 160 ms 
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Figure 235: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections from a COSY spectrum of MC1051, Mdha7: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As the 

spectrum type is COSY, the non-diagonal correlations generally shows correlations between “unequal” protons that are 

on same or adjacent carbon or heteroatom. There are cases where a COSY correlation can appear between protons that 

are separated by more bonds. The squares marking the selections in the spectrum to the right do not span the exact size 

of the selections displayed to the left. The diameter of the selections size in ppm is listed in the top left corner of the 

figure. 

 

Figure 236: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of HSQC spectrum for MC1051, Mdha7: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system, with the 

carbon shifts of this spin system. As the spectrum type is HSQC, correlations seen in the grid between the protons listed 

along the y-axis and the carbon along the x-axis represents one bond correlations between these. 
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Figure 237: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of HMBC spectrum for MC1051, Mdha7: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system, with the 

carbon shifts which show a correlation to at least one of these protons in HMBC. As the spectrum type is HMBC, the 

correlations seen in the grid to the right represents correlations between hydrogens and carbons that are two or more 

bonds away. 
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Appendix VI:  MC1031: TopSpin Spectra 
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i. MC1031 Proton spectrum 

 
Figure 238: MC1031, Proton 
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ii. MC1031 Carbon spectrum 

 
Figure 239: MC1031, Carbon 
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iii. MC1031 DEPT spectrum 

 
Figure 240: MC1031, DEPT 
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iv. MC1031 TOCSY spectra 

 

Figure 241: MC1031, TOCSY40 
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Figure 242: MC1031, TOCSY80 
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Figure 243: MC1031, TOCSY160 
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v. MC1031 COSY spectrum 

 
 Figure 244: MC1031, COSY 
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vi. MC1031 ROESY spectrum 

 
 Figure 245: MC1031, ROESY 
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vii. MC1031 HSQC spectrum 

 
Figure 246: MC1031, HSQC 
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viii. MC1031 HMBC spectra 

 
Figure 247: MC1031, HMBC 
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Figure 248: MC1031, selective HMBC
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Appendix I:  MC1031: Grid View of 

Spectra 

i. MC1031 Ala1 

 

Figure 249: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1031, Ala1: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As the 

spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system as 

the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 40 ms 

 

Figure 250: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1031, Ala1: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As the 

spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system as 

the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 80 ms 
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Figure 251: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1031, Ala1: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As the 

spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system as 

the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 160 ms 

  

Figure 252: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections from a COSY spectrum of MC1031, Ala1: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As the 

spectrum type is COSY, the non-diagonal correlations generally shows correlations between “unequal” protons that are 

on same or adjacent carbon or heteroatom. There are cases where a COSY correlation can appear between protons that 

are separated by more bonds. The squares marking the selections in the spectrum to the right do not span the exact size 

of the selections displayed to the left. The diameter of the selections size in ppm is listed in the top left corner of the 

figure. 
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Figure 253: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of HSQC spectrum for MC1031, Ala1: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system, with the 

carbon shifts of this spin system. As the spectrum type is HSQC, correlations seen in the grid between the protons listed 

along the y-axis and the carbon along the x-axis represents one bond correlations between these. 

 

Figure 254: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of HMBC spectrum for MC1031, Ala1: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system, with the 

carbon shifts which show a correlation to at least one of these protons in HMBC. As the spectrum type is HMBC, the 

correlations seen in the grid to the right represents correlations between hydrogens and carbons that are two or more 

bonds away. 
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ii. MC1031 Arg2 

 

Figure 255: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1031, Arg2: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As the 

spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system as 

the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 40 ms 

 

Figure 256: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1031, Arg2: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As the 

spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system as 

the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 80 ms 
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Figure 257: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1031, Arg2: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As the 

spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system as 

the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 160 ms 

 

Figure 258: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections from a COSY spectrum of MC1031, Arg2: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As the 

spectrum type is COSY, the non-diagonal correlations generally shows correlations between “unequal” protons that are 

on same or adjacent carbon or heteroatom. There are cases where a COSY correlation can appear between protons that 

are separated by more bonds. The squares marking the selections in the spectrum to the right do not span the exact size 

of the selections displayed to the left. The diameter of the selections size in ppm is listed in the top left corner of the 

figure. 
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Figure 259: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of HSQC spectrum for MC1031, Arg2: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system, with the 

carbon shifts of this spin system. As the spectrum type is HSQC, correlations seen in the grid between the protons listed 

along the y-axis and the carbon along the x-axis represents one bond correlations between these. 

 

Figure 260: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of HMBC spectrum for MC1031, Arg2: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system, with the 

carbon shifts which show a correlation to at least one of these protons in HMBC. As the spectrum type is HMBC, the 

correlations seen in the grid to the right represents correlations between hydrogens and carbons that are two or more 

bonds away. 
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iii. MC1031 Asp3 

 

Figure 261: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1031, Asp3: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As the 

spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system as 

the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 40 ms 

 

Figure 262: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1031, Asp3: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As the 

spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system as 

the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 80 ms 
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Figure 263: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1031, Asp3: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As the 

spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system as 

the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 160 ms 

 

Figure 264: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections from a COSY spectrum of MC1031, Asp3: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As the 

spectrum type is COSY, the non-diagonal correlations generally shows correlations between “unequal” protons that are 

on same or adjacent carbon or heteroatom. There are cases where a COSY correlation can appear between protons that 

are separated by more bonds. The squares marking the selections in the spectrum to the right do not span the exact size 

of the selections displayed to the left. The diameter of the selections size in ppm is listed in the top left corner of the 

figure. 
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Figure 265: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of HSQC spectrum for MC1031, Asp3: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system, with the 

carbon shifts of this spin system. As the spectrum type is HSQC, correlations seen in the grid between the protons listed 

along the y-axis and the carbon along the x-axis represents one bond correlations between these. 

 

Figure 266: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of HMBC spectrum for MC1031, Asp3: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system, with the 

carbon shifts which show a correlation to at least one of these protons in HMBC. As the spectrum type is HMBC, the 

correlations seen in the grid to the right represents correlations between hydrogens and carbons that are two or more 

bonds away. 
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iv. MC1031 Tyr4 

 

Figure 267: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1031, Tyr4: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As the 

spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system as 

the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 40 ms 

 

Figure 268: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1031, Tyr4: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As the 

spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system as 

the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 80 ms 
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Figure 269: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1031, Tyr4: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As the 

spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system as 

the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 160 ms 

 

Figure 270: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections from a COSY spectrum of MC1031, Tyr4: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As the 

spectrum type is COSY, the non-diagonal correlations generally shows correlations between “unequal” protons that are 

on same or adjacent carbon or heteroatom. There are cases where a COSY correlation can appear between protons that 

are separated by more bonds. The squares marking the selections in the spectrum to the right do not span the exact size 

of the selections displayed to the left. The diameter of the selections size in ppm is listed in the top left corner of the 

figure. 
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Figure 271: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of HSQC spectrum for MC1031, Tyr4: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system, with the 

carbon shifts of this spin system. As the spectrum type is HSQC, correlations seen in the grid between the protons listed 

along the y-axis and the carbon along the x-axis represents one bond correlations between these. 

 

Figure 272: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of HMBC spectrum for MC1031, Tyr4: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system, with the 

carbon shifts which show a correlation to at least one of these protons in HMBC. As the spectrum type is HMBC, the 

correlations seen in the grid to the right represents correlations between hydrogens and carbons that are two or more 

bonds away. 
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v. MC1031 Adda5, spin system 1 

 

Figure 273: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1031, Adda5, spin system 1: An 

overview of the enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the 

left. The selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As 

the spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system 

as the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 40 ms 

 

Figure 274: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1031, Adda5, spin system 1: An 

overview of the enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the 

left. The selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As 

the spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system 

as the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 80 ms 
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Figure 275: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1031, Adda5, spin system 1: An 

overview of the enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the 

left. The selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As 

the spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system 

as the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 160 ms 

 

Figure 276: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections from a COSY spectrum of MC1031, Adda5, spin system 1: An 

overview of the enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the 

left. The selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As 

the spectrum type is COSY, the non-diagonal correlations generally shows correlations between “unequal” protons that 

are on same or adjacent carbon or heteroatom. There are cases where a COSY correlation can appear between protons 

that are separated by more bonds. The squares marking the selections in the spectrum to the right do not span the exact 

size of the selections displayed to the left. The diameter of the selections size in ppm is listed in the top left corner of 

the figure. 
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Figure 277: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of HSQC spectrum for MC1031, Adda5, spin system 1: An 

overview of the enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the 

left. The selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system, 

with the carbon shifts of this spin system. As the spectrum type is HSQC, correlations seen in the grid between the 

protons listed along the y-axis and the carbon along the x-axis represents one bond correlations between these. 

 

Figure 278: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of HMBC spectrum for MC1031, Adda5, spin system 1: An 

overview of the enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the 

left. The selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system, 

with the carbon shifts which show a correlation to at least one of these protons in HMBC. As the spectrum type is 

HMBC, the correlations seen in the grid to the right represents correlations between hydrogens and carbons that are two 

or more bonds away. 
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vi. MC1031 Adda5, spin system 2 

 

Figure 279: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1031, Adda5, spin system 2: An 

overview of the enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the 

left. The selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As 

the spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system 

as the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 40 ms 

 

Figure 280: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1031, Adda5, spin system 2: An 

overview of the enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the 

left. The selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As 

the spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system 

as the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 80 ms 
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Figure 281: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1031, Adda5, spin system 2: An 

overview of the enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the 

left. The selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As 

the spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system 

as the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 160 ms 

 

Figure 282: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections from a COSY spectrum of MC1031, Adda5, spin system 2: An 

overview of the enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the 

left. The selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As 

the spectrum type is COSY, the non-diagonal correlations generally shows correlations between “unequal” protons that 

are on same or adjacent carbon or heteroatom. There are cases where a COSY correlation can appear between protons 

that are separated by more bonds. The squares marking the selections in the spectrum to the right do not span the exact 

size of the selections displayed to the left. The diameter of the selections size in ppm is listed in the top left corner of 

the figure. 
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Figure 283: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of HSQC spectrum for MC1031, Adda5, spin system 2: An 

overview of the enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the 

left. The selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system, 

with the carbon shifts of this spin system. As the spectrum type is HSQC, correlations seen in the grid between the 

protons listed along the y-axis and the carbon along the x-axis represents one bond correlations between these. 

 

Figure 284: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of HMBC spectrum for MC1031, Adda5, spin system 2: An 

overview of the enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the 

left. The selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system, 

with the carbon shifts which show a correlation to at least one of these protons in HMBC. As the spectrum type is 

HMBC, the correlations seen in the grid to the right represents correlations between hydrogens and carbons that are two 

or more bonds away. 
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vii. MC1031 Adda5, spin system 3 

 

Figure 285: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1031, Adda5, spin system 3: An 

overview of the enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the 

left. The selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As 

the spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system 

as the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 40 ms 

 

Figure 286: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1031, Adda5, spin system 3: An 

overview of the enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the 

left. The selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As 

the spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system 

as the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 80 ms 
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Figure 287: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1031, Adda5, spin system 3: An 

overview of the enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the 

left. The selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As 

the spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system 

as the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 160 ms 

 

Figure 288: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections from a COSY spectrum of MC1031, Adda5, spin system 3: An 

overview of the enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the 

left. The selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As 

the spectrum type is COSY, the non-diagonal correlations generally shows correlations between “unequal” protons that 

are on same or adjacent carbon or heteroatom. There are cases where a COSY correlation can appear between protons 

that are separated by more bonds. The squares marking the selections in the spectrum to the right do not span the exact 

size of the selections displayed to the left. The diameter of the selections size in ppm is listed in the top left corner of 

the figure. 
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Figure 289: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of HSQC spectrum for MC1031, Adda5, spin system 3: An 

overview of the enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the 

left. The selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system, 

with the carbon shifts of this spin system. As the spectrum type is HSQC, correlations seen in the grid between the 

protons listed along the y-axis and the carbon along the x-axis represents one bond correlations between these. 

 

Figure 290: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of HMBC spectrum for MC1031, Adda5, spin system 3: An 

overview of the enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the 

left. The selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system, 

with the carbon shifts which show a correlation to at least one of these protons in HMBC. As the spectrum type is 

HMBC, the correlations seen in the grid to the right represents correlations between hydrogens and carbons that are two 

or more bonds away. 
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viii. MC1031 Glu6 

 

Figure 291: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1031, Glu6: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As the 

spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system as 

the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 40 ms 

 

Figure 292: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1031, Glu6: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As the 

spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system as 

the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 80 ms 
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Figure 293: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1031, Glu6: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As the 

spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system as 

the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 160 ms 

 

Figure 294: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections from a COSY spectrum of MC1031, Glu6: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As the 

spectrum type is COSY, the non-diagonal correlations generally shows correlations between “unequal” protons that are 

on same or adjacent carbon or heteroatom. There are cases where a COSY correlation can appear between protons that 

are separated by more bonds. The squares marking the selections in the spectrum to the right do not span the exact size 

of the selections displayed to the left. The diameter of the selections size in ppm is listed in the top left corner of the 

figure. 
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Figure 295: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of HSQC spectrum for MC1031, Glu6: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system, with the 

carbon shifts of this spin system. As the spectrum type is HSQC, correlations seen in the grid between the protons listed 

along the y-axis and the carbon along the x-axis represents one bond correlations between these. 

 

Figure 296: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of HMBC spectrum for MC1031, Glu6: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system, with the 

carbon shifts which show a correlation to at least one of these protons in HMBC. As the spectrum type is HMBC, the 

correlations seen in the grid to the right represents correlations between hydrogens and carbons that are two or more 

bonds away. 
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ix. MC1031 Mdha7 

 

Figure 297: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1031, Mdha7: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As the 

spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system as 

the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 40 ms 

 

Figure 298: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1031, Mdha7: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As the 

spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system as 

the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 80 ms 
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Figure 299: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of TOCSY spectrum for MC1031, Mdha7: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As the 

spectrum type is TOCSY, each of the protons along the x-axis can be observed to be a part of the same spin system as 

the other ones along the same axis when each of them show a correlation to the same shifts along the y-axis. The 

squares marking the spectrum selections to the right do not illustrate the exact size of the selections displayed to the 

left. TOCSY specific settings: d9 = 160 ms 

 

Figure 300: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections from a COSY spectrum of MC1031, Mdha7: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system. As the 

spectrum type is COSY, the non-diagonal correlations generally shows correlations between “unequal” protons that are 

on same or adjacent carbon or heteroatom. There are cases where a COSY correlation can appear between protons that 

are separated by more bonds. The squares marking the selections in the spectrum to the right do not span the exact size 

of the selections displayed to the left. The diameter of the selections size in ppm is listed in the top left corner of the 

figure. 
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Figure 301: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of HSQC spectrum for MC1031, Mdha7: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system, with the 

carbon shifts of this spin system. As the spectrum type is HSQC, correlations seen in the grid between the protons listed 

along the y-axis and the carbon along the x-axis represents one bond correlations between these. 

 

Figure 302: Grid view of enlarged spectrum selections of HMBC spectrum for MC1031, Mdha7: An overview of the 

enlarged spectrum selections is displayed to the right, while the enlargement of these is displayed to the left. The 

selections are based on potential correlations between the provided proton shifts of the current spin system, with the 

carbon shifts which show a correlation to at least one of these protons in HMBC. As the spectrum type is HMBC, the 

correlations seen in the grid to the right represents correlations between hydrogens and carbons that are two or more 

bonds away.
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Appendix II:  MC1037: Settings for 

recording and processing spectra 

The excitation sculpturing suppression technique was used when acquiring the 1D-proton 

spectrum while presaturation was used for the acquisition of TOCSY, COSY and NOESY. 
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i.Proton 

 

Figure 303: MC1037 proton aqusition parameters 
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Figure 304: MC1037 proton processing parameters 
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ii.Carbon 

 

Figure 305: MC1037 Carbon aqusition parameters 
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Figure 306: MC1037 Carbon processing parameters 
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iii.DEPT 

 

Figure 307: MC1037 DEPT aqusition parameters 
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Figure 308: MC1037 DEPT processing parameters 
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iv.TOCSY80 

 

Figure 309: MC1037 TOCSY80 aqusition parameters 
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Figure 310: MC1037 TOCSY80 processing parameters 
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v.TOCSY160 

 

Figure 311: MC1037 TOCSY160 aqusition parameters 
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Figure 312: MC1037 TOCSY160 processing parameters 
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vi.COSY 

 

Figure 313: MC1037 COSY aqusition parameters 
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Figure 314: MC1037 COSY processing parameters 
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vii.NOESY 

 

Figure 315: MC1037 NOESY aqusition parameters 
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Figure 316: MC1037 NOESY processing parameters 
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viii.ROESY 

 

Figure 317: MC1037 ROESY aqusition parameters 
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Figure 318: MC1037 ROESY processing parameters 
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ix.HSQC 

 

Figure 319: MC1037 HSQC aqusition parameters 
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Figure 320: MC1037 HSQC processing parameters 
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x.HMBC 

 

Figure 321: MC1037 HMBC aqusition parameters 
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Figure 322: MC1037 HMBC processing parameters 
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xi.HMBC2 

 

Figure 323: MC1037 HMBC2 aqusition parameters 
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Figure 324: MC1037 HMBC2 processing parameters 
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Appendix III:  MC1051: Settings for 

recording and processing spectra 

The excitation sculpturing suppression technique was used when acquiring the 1D-proton 

spectrum while presaturation was used for the acquisition of TOCSY, COSY and NOESY. 
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i.Proton 

 

Figure 325: MC1051 proton aqusition parameters 
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Figure 326: MC1051 proton processing parameters 
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ii.Carbon 

 

Figure 327: MC1051 Carbon aqusition parameters 
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Figure 328: MC1051 Carbon processing parameters 
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iii.DEPT 

 

Figure 329: MC1051 DEPT aqusition parameters 
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Figure 330: MC1051 DEPT processing parameters 
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iv.TOCSY80 

 

Figure 331: MC1051 TOCSY80 aqusition parameters 
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Figure 332: MC1051 TOCSY80 processing parameters 
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v.TOCSY160 

 

Figure 333: MC1051 TOCSY160 aqusition parameters 
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Figure 334: MC1051 TOCSY160 processing parameters 
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vi.COSY 

 

Figure 335: MC1051 COSY aqusition parameters 
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Figure 336: MC1051 COSY processing parameters 
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vii.NOESY 

 

Figure 337: MC1051 NOESY aqusition parameters 
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Figure 338: MC1051 NOESY processing parameters 
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viii.ROESY 

 

Figure 339: MC1051 ROESY aqusition parameters 
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Figure 340: MC1051 ROESY processing parameters 
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ix.HSQC 

 

Figure 341: MC1051 HSQC aqusition parameters 
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Figure 342: MC1051 HSQC processing parameters 
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x.HMBC 

 

Figure 343: MC1051 HMBC aqusition parameters 
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Figure 344: MC1051 HMBC processing parameters 
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xi.HMBC2 

 

Figure 345: MC1051 HMBC2 aqusition parameters 
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Figure 346: MC1051 HMBC2 processing parameters 
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Appendix IV:  MC1031: Settings for 

recording and processing spectra 

The presaturation suppression technique was used when acquiring 1D-proton, TOCSY and 

COSY spectra. 
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i.Proton 

 

Figure 347: MC1031 proton aqusition parameters 
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Figure 348: MC1031 proton processing parameters 
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ii.Carbon 

 

Figure 349: MC1031 Carbon aqusition parameters 
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Figure 350: MC1031 Carbon processing parameters 
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iii.DEPT 

 

Figure 351: MC1031 DEPT aqusition parameters 
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Figure 352: MC1031 DEPT processing parameters 
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iv.TOCSY40 

 

Figure 353: MC1031 TOCSY40 aqusition parameters 
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Figure 354: MC1031 TOCSY40 processing parameters 
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v.TOCSY80 

 

Figure 355: MC1031 TOCSY80 aqusition parameters 
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Figure 356: MC1031 TOCSY80 processing parameters 
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vi.TOCSY160 

 

Figure 357: MC1031 TOCSY160 aqusition parameters 
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Figure 358: MC1031 TOCSY160 processing parameters 
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vii.COSY 

 

Figure 359: MC1031 COSY aqusition parameters 
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Figure 360: MC1031 COSY processing parameters 
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viii.ROESY 

 

Figure 361: MC1031 ROESY aqusition parameters 
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Figure 362: MC1031 ROESY processing parameters 
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ix.HSQC 

 

Figure 363: MC1031 HSQC aqusition parameters 
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Figure 364: MC1031 HSQC processing parameters 
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x.HMBC 

 

Figure 365: MC1031 HMBC aqusition parameters 
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Figure 366: MC1031 HMBC processing parameters 
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xi.Selective HMBC 

 

Figure 367: MC1031 sHMBC aqusition parameters 
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Figure 368: MC1031 sHMBC processing parameters 
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Appendix V:  Detailed illustrations of 

the elucidation of MC1031 in 

nomenclature for protein elucidation 

The figures in this appendix have been included to provide a visual representation of where 

the correlations are found in the spectra. Because the chemical shift values have later been 

corrected, and that the notation is a notation used for protein elucidations, the reader is 

recommended to only use the figures as a visual aid for locating the correlations in the 

spectra. 

i. MC1031 Ala1 

(a) COSY 

 

Figure 369: MC1031 Ala1, COSY 
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(b) HSQC 

 

Figure 370: MC1031 Ala1, HSQC 

(c) HMBC 

 

Figure 371: MC1031 Ala1, HMBC 
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ii. MC1031 Arg2 

(d) COSY 

 

Figure 372: MC1031 Arg2, COSY 

(e) HSQC 

 

Figure 373: MC1031 Arg2, HSQC 
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(f) HMBC 

 

Figure 374: MC1031 Arg2, HMBC 

iii. MC1031 Asp3 

(g) COSY 

 

Figure 375: MC1031 Asp3, COSY 
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(h) HSQC 

 

Figure 376: MC1031 Asp3, HSQC 

iv. MC1031 Tyr4 

(i) COSY 

 

Figure 377: MC1031 Tyr4, COSY 
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(j) HSQC 

 

Figure 378: MC1031 Tyr4, HSQC 

(k) HMBC 

 

Figure 379: MC1031 Tyr4, HMBC 
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v. MC1031 Adda5: COSY 

 

Figure 380: MC1031 Adda5, spin system 1, COSY 
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Figure 381: MC1031 Adda5, spin system 2, COSY 
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vi. MC1031 Adda5: HMBC 

 

Figure 382: HMBC coupling to CO 

 

Figure 383: HMBC coupling to CA 
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Figure 384: HMBC coupling to CB2 

 

Figure 385: HMBC coupling to CB3 
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Figure 386: HMBC coupling to CG 

 

Figure 387: HMBC coupling to CD 
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Figure 388: HMBC coupling to CE 

 

Figure 389: HMBC coupling to CZ2 
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Figure 390: HMBC coupling to CZ3 

 

Figure 391: HMBC coupling to CH 
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Figure 392: HMBC coupling to CQ2 

 

Figure 393: HMBC coupling to CQ3 
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Figure 394: HMBC coupling to CI3 

vii. MC1031 Adda5: HSQC 

(l) HSQC 

 

Figure 395: MC1031 Adda5, HSQC 
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viii. MC1031 Glu6 

(m) COSY 

 

Figure 396: MC1031 Glu6, COSY 
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(n) HSQC 

 

Figure 397: MC1031 Glu6, HSQC 

(o) HMBC 

 

Figure 398: MC1031 Glu6, HMBC 
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ix. MC1031 Mdha7 

(p) COSY 

 

Figure 399: MC1031 Mdha7, COSY 

(q) HSQC 

 

Figure 400: MC1031 Mdha7, HSQC 
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(r) HMBC 

 

Figure 401: MC1031 Mdha7, HMBC 
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Appendix VI:  The Plotter Program for 

making the Grid View (Source Code) 

i.Warnings 
This program was initially made with the intention of helping the author with the author with 

the elucidation process. Speciffically to display all possible correlations between one or two 

sets of chemical shift values. The program was never restructured to be viewed by other eyes. 

This has resulted in the need for a few warnings: 

 The author does not recommend anyone with little Python experience to try to run this 

program.  

 It is not recommended to try to use this program in its current state. It is rather 

recommended to build ones own program and to use this program only for support in 

understanding the underlying functionality needed for such a program. It can also be 

used as a source to help understand how to display NMR-data using nmrglue, numpy 

and matplotlib. 

ii.Requirements/getting started 
 The program can be obtained from www.duo.uio.no, where this Thesis will be 

published. Until the publication, the program can be obtained from 

https://github.com/jajaabae/GridPlotter. 

 The active settings file for this version of the program is “settings_MC1051.txt”. This 

needs to contain the directory-path to Bruker Spectra “files”. 

 The spectrum files needs to be processed before using the Grid View Plotter can be 

used. The 2D spectra needs to be processed with same number of points in both F1 

and F2 dimentions (f.ex. 2024 and 2024). 

 The program is started by running the file “web_visualization.py” in the main/root 

folder. When the program is running in a “command window”, open a browser and tell 

the browser to go to the webpage http://localhost:5002/ 

 Settings ar in general changed by modifying the file “\InformationObject.py”. To use 

more types of spectra than the plotter-web-page has links for, the URL has to be 

http://www.duo.uio.no/
https://github.com/jajaabae/GridPlotter
http://localhost:5002/
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changed manually (e.x. “http://localhost:5002/grid_plotter?spec_type=HSQC” or 

“http://localhost:5002/grid_plotter?spec_type=TOCSY160”) 

 The program requires the installation Python 2.7 (“WinPython-32bit-2.7.10.2 “ was 

used) and a few packages which can be installed using the “pip”-installer for python 

(e.x. “pip install numpy” in a terminal window with access to the Python directory): 

o nmrglue 0.5: https://pypi.python.org/pypi/nmrglue 

o numpy 1.9.2: https://pypi.python.org/pypi/numpy 

o matplotlib 1.4.3: https://pypi.python.org/pypi/matplotlib 

o scipy 0.16.0: https://pypi.python.org/pypi/scipy 

o flask 0.10.1: https://pypi.python.org/pypi/Flask 

iii.The Spectrum Directory 
A. The structure of the Directory with Bruker Spectra 

.root_spectrum_folder 

|---622 

|   |---pdata 

|       |---1 

|---11 

|   |---pdata 

|       |---1 

|---12 

|   |---pdata 

|       |---1 

|---13 

|   |---pdata 

|       |---1 

|---15 

|   |---pdata 

|       |---1 

|---16 

|   |---pdata 

|       |---1 

|---17 

|   |---pdata 

|       |---1 

|---18 

|   |---pdata 

|       |---1 

|---20 

|   |---pdata 

|       |---1 

|---604 

|   |---pdata 

|       |---1 

http://localhost:5002/grid_plotter?spec_type=HSQC
http://localhost:5002/grid_plotter?spec_type=TOCSY160
https://pypi.python.org/pypi/nmrglue
https://pypi.python.org/pypi/numpy
https://pypi.python.org/pypi/matplotlib
https://pypi.python.org/pypi/scipy
https://pypi.python.org/pypi/Flask
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|---610 

|   |---pdata 

|       |---1 

|---1610 

    |---pdata 

        |---1 

B. Source Code for the file with a list of available spectra in the 
spectrum directory 

(s) \list_of_spectra.txt 

PROTON 604/pdata/1 

CARBON 18/pdata/1 

DEPT 17/pdata/1 

COSY 20/pdata/1 

TOCSY 11/pdata/1 

TOCSY160 12/pdata/1 

NOESY 13/pdata/1 

ROESY 610/pdata/1 

HSQC 15/pdata/1 

HMBC 16/pdata/1 

HMBC2 622/pdata/1 

iv.The Plotter Program Directory 
C. The Structure of the Program Directory 

.root_folder 

|---m 

|---plotter_module 

|   |---data_containers 

|   |---get_NMR_data 

|   |---hydrogens_per_AA_per_spectrum 

|   |---plotting 

|   |---slice_combining 

|   |---slicers 

|---static 

|---templates 

D. Source Code for the plotter program directory 

(t) \__init__.py 

 

 

 

 

(u) \test_run.py 

 

import plotter_module.make_cube_plot_from_web_rquest 

reload(plotter_module.make_cube_plot_from_web_rquest) 

from plotter_module.make_cube_plot_from_web_rquest import make_cube_plot_from_web_rquest 

 

x_list = [9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1] 

y_list = x_list 

x_diameter = 0.2 
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y_diameter = x_diameter 

spec_type = 'ROESY' 

spec_type = 'COSY' 

spec_type = 'TOCSY' 

 

make_cube_plot_from_web_rquest(spec_type, x_list, y_list, x_diameter, y_diameter) 

 

 

 

 

 

(v) \web_visualization.py 

 

# File: hello_world.py 

from flask import Flask 

from flask import render_template 

from flask import request 

app = Flask(__name__) 

import uuid 

 

import os 

#from temperature_CO2_plotter import plot_CO2, plot_temperature 

from flask import send_from_directory 

import shutil 

 

from InformationObject import InformationObject 

 

@app.route("/") 

def root(): 

    return render_template('index.htm') 

 

# No caching: 

@app.after_request 

def apply_caching(response): 

    response.headers['Cache-Control'] = 'no-cache, no-store, must-revalidate' 

    response.headers['Pragma'] = 'no-cache' 

    return response 

 

 

from webPage_requests_CreationOfROESYSpectra import webPage_requests_CreationOfROESYSpectra 

@app.route("/grid_plotter/", methods=['GET','POST']) 

@app.route("/grid_plotter", methods=['GET','POST']) 

def another(): 

    #spec_type = request.args.get("spec_type") 

    #print 'spec_type:', spec_type 

    #a_tmp = 'HELLO THERE'+spec_type 

    information_instance = InformationObject() 

    if request.method == 'POST': 

        information_instance.datalists = request.form['datalists'] 

        information_instance.x_list = request.form['x_list'] 

        information_instance.y_list = request.form['y_list'] 

        information_instance.x_diameter = request.form['x_diameter'] 

        information_instance.y_diameter = request.form['y_diameter'] 

        information_instance.spec_type = request.args.get("spec_type") 

        information_instance.intensity_multiplication_variable = request.form['intensity_multiplication_variable'] 
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        information_instance.init_after_input() 

         

        figureName, figureName2 = webPage_requests_CreationOfROESYSpectra( 

            datalists=request.form['datalists'], 

            x_list=request.form['x_list'], 

            y_list=request.form['y_list'], 

            x_diameter=request.form['x_diameter'], 

            y_diameter=request.form['y_diameter'], 

            spec_type=request.args.get("spec_type"), 

            intensity_multiplication_variable=request.form['intensity_multiplication_variable'], 

            information_instance = information_instance 

            ) 

         

        return render_template('grid_plotter.htm', 

                               datalists=request.form['datalists'], 

                               x_list=request.form['x_list'], 

                               y_list=request.form['y_list'], 

                               x_diameter=request.form['x_diameter'], 

                               y_diameter=request.form['y_diameter'], 

                               pictureName=figureName, 

                               pictureName2=figureName2, 

                               height = information_instance.cv_web_plot_height, 

                               width = information_instance.cv_web_plot_width, 

                               spec_type=request.args.get("spec_type"), 

                               intensity_multiplication_variable=request.form['intensity_multiplication_variable'], 

                               #tmp_val=a_tmp, 

                               hasdata='y', 

                               ) 

    else: 

        #information_instance.datalists = request.form['datalists'] 

        information_instance.x_list = "4.13 8.83" 

        information_instance.spec_type = request.args.get("spec_type") 

        information_instance.intensity_multiplication_variable = 10 

        return render_template('grid_plotter.htm', 

                               intensity_multiplication_variable=10, 

                               x_list = "4.13 8.83", 

                               spec_type=request.args.get("spec_type"), 

                               information_instance = information_instance) 

 

 

@app.route("/docs/", methods=['GET']) 

@app.route("/docs", methods=['GET']) 

def docs(): 

    return render_template('temperature_CO2_plotter.html') 

 

if __name__ == "__main__": 

    debug=False 

    debug=True 

    #if debug: 

    #    import make_doc 

    app.run(debug=debug, port=5002) 

 

    #app.run(debug=False, port=5003) 

    #app.run(debug=True, host='0.0.0.0') ## DANGER! Available for others on the network 
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(w) \webPage_requests_CreationOfROESYSpectra.py 

def webPage_requests_CreationOfROESYSpectra( 

            datalists=None, 

            x_list=None, 

            y_list=None, 

            x_diameter=0.3, 

            y_diameter=None, 

            spec_type=None, 

            intensity_multiplication_variable=10, 

            information_instance = None, 

            ): 

    if len(x_diameter)<=0: 

        x_diameter=0.3 

    if y_diameter == None or len(y_diameter)<=0 or len(y_list)<=0: 

        y_diameter = x_diameter 

    if y_list == None or len(y_list)<=0: 

        y_list = x_list 

    information_instance.x_diameter = x_diameter 

    information_instance.y_diameter = y_diameter 

 

    if intensity_multiplication_variable == None or len(intensity_multiplication_variable)<=0: 

        intensity_multiplication_variable = 10 

 

    x_diameter = float(x_diameter) 

    y_diameter = float(y_diameter) 

 

    #lists from strings 

    x_list = ppm_listString_to_list(x_list) 

    y_list = ppm_listString_to_list(y_list) 

 

    x_list = sort_ppm_string(x_list) 

    y_list = sort_ppm_string(y_list) 

 

 

    #print x_list 

    #print y_list 

 

    from plotter_module.make_cube_plot_from_web_rquest import make_cube_plot_from_web_rquest 

    #spec_type = 'ROESY' 

    #spec_type = 'COSY' 

    figureName, figureName2 = make_cube_plot_from_web_rquest(spec_type, x_list, y_list, x_diameter, 

y_diameter, intensity_multiplication_variable, information_instance) 

     

    #figureName = 'another_tmp.png' 

    #figureName2 = 'another2_tmp.png'     

    return figureName, figureName2 

 

import re 

def ppm_listString_to_list(list_string): 

    ret=None 

    def splitting(list_string): 

        #list_string = '234,  65 34 43,3.1' 

        a_list = re.split('[ ,]', list_string) 

        b_list = filter(None, a_list) 

        return b_list 

    try: 

        #ret = [float(e) for e in list_string.split(',')] 

        ret = [float(e) for e in splitting(list_string)] 
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        print ret 

    except: 

        print 'Invalid ppm-string:', list_string 

    return ret 

 

def sort_ppm_string(ppm_list): 

    sorted_list = list(reversed(sorted(ppm_list))) 

    return sorted_list 

 

 

 

(x) \find_unique_py_lines_in_dir.py 

import os 

 

class find_unique_py_lines_in_dir(): 

    def __init__(s): 

        s.unique_lines = set([]) 

         

    def add_list_of_lines(s, a_list): 

        #s.unique_lines.add(set(a_list)) 

        s.unique_lines |= set(a_list) 

         

    def get_unique_lines(s): 

        return s.unique_lines 

 

    def do_action_test(s, file_in_path): 

        test=False 

        if file_in_path[-3:] == '.py': 

            test=True 

        return test 

 

    def action_per_file(s, file_in_path, depth): 

        if s.do_action_test(file_in_path): 

            lines = lines_of_file(file_in_path) 

            s.add_list_of_lines(lines) 

 

    def dig_dir(s, path, depth=0): 

        for item in os.listdir(path): 

            item_in_path = os.path.join(path,item) 

            if os.path.isfile(item_in_path): 

                #print item_in_path 

                s.action_per_file(item_in_path, depth) 

            else: 

                #print 'FOLDER', item_in_path 

                s.dig_dir(item_in_path, depth=depth+1) 

 

 

def lines_of_file(file_in_path): 

    f = open(file_in_path,'r') 

    lines = f.readlines() 

    f.close() 

    return lines 

 

def write_result_to_file(N_lines): 

    f = open('result_unique_lines_is_'+str(N_lines)+'_.txt', 'w') 

    output = "number of unique lines: {}".format(N_lines) 
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    f.write(output) 

    f.close() 

 

 

if __name__ == '__main__': 

    ob = find_unique_py_lines_in_dir() 

     

    path = os.getcwd() 

 

    ob.dig_dir(path) 

     

    unique_lines = ob.get_unique_lines() 

 

    write_result_to_file(len(unique_lines)) 

 

 

    print 'len(unique_lines)', len(unique_lines) 

    print 

    #for l in unique_lines: 

    #    print l.replace('\n','') 

    print 

    print 'len(unique_lines)', len(unique_lines) 

         

(y) \note_PlotPairs.txt 

copy and edit: plotter_module\slice_combining\combine_cube_plot.py - slicer_for_cube_plot_unEven 

 

(z) \settings_MC1051.txt 

spectra_dir

 S:\fileFolder_128GB\Thesis_collected\NMR_DATA\AW_wash_MC1051_strippedForElu\data\alistair

w\nmr\Washing 12 

 

 

(aa) \settings_MC1037_on_ph1221.txt 

spectra_dir C:\Users\jajaabae\Google 

Drive\ContinousBackup\Thesis\MC1037\SelectionOf_AW_wash_MC1037\instrument\data\jajaabae\nmr\20160

701_Restart_Selec_AW_wash_MC1037 

 

(bb) \_settings_MC1051.txt 

spectra_dir

 S:\fileFolder_128GB\Thesis_collected\NMR_DATA\AW_wash_MC1051_strippedForElu\data\alistair

w\nmr\Washing 12 

(cc) \InformationObject.py 

class InformationObject(): 
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    #pass 

    def __init__(s): 

        s.cv_test = "Test OK!" 

         

        #custom variables 

        #s.sv_settings_file = 'settings.txt' 

        #s.div_factor_1D = 16*2 

        #s.div_factor_1D_y = s.div_factor_1D 

 

        #s.sv_settings_file = 'settings_MC1031.txt' 

        ##s.sv_settings_file = 'settings_MC1037_on_ph1221.txt' 

        #s.sv_settings_file = 'settings_MC1037.txt' 

        ##s.sv_settings_file = 'settings_MC1037_eff.txt' #TEST 

        s.sv_settings_file = 'settings_MC1037_recovered_HMBC.txt' #recovered HMBC 

        #s.sv_settings_file = 'settings_MC1051.txt' 

        s.div_factor_1D = 16*0.7 

        s.div_factor_1D_y = s.div_factor_1D 

 

        ### Full plot: ### 

        s.cv_x_from = -.3#-0.5 

        s.cv_x_to = 10.3 #10.5 

        s.cv_y_from = -.3#-0.5 

        s.cv_y_to = 10.3#10.5 

        s.cv_separate_mult_value_for_fullPlot = 10 

        s.axis_spec_x = 'PROTON' 

        s.axis_spec_y = 'PROTON' 

        s.cv_y_axis_rounding = 2 # Decimal positions 

 

        s.cv_full_plot_size_size_x = 20 

        s.cv_full_plot_size_size_y = 20 

        s.cv_full_top_1D_height_1D_horiz = 3 

        s.cv_full_top_1D_height_labels_horiz = 1 

        s.cv_full_left_1D_height_1D_verti = 3 

        s.cv_full_left_1D_height_labels_verti = 2 

 

        ### grid plot: ### 

        s.cv_center_line_width_grid2D = 0 

        s.cv_border_line_width_grid2D = 3 

        s.cv_center_line_width_grid_1D = 0 

        s.cv_border_line_width_grid_1D = 3 

 

        s.cv_grid_plot_size_size_x_and_y = 20 

        s.cv_grid_plot_size_size_x = 20 

        s.cv_grid_top_1D_height_1D_horiz = 3 

        s.cv_grid_top_1D_height_labels_horiz = 1 

        s.cv_grid_left_1D_height_1D_verti = 3 

        s.cv_grid_left_1D_height_labels_verti = 2 

         

        ### shared: ### 

        s.cv_min_factor_1D_x = 0.3 #0.01 

        s.cv_min_factor_1D_y = 0.3 #0.01 

 

        ### web-page options: ### 

        h_and_w = 450 

        s.cv_web_plot_height = h_and_w 

        s.cv_web_plot_width = h_and_w 

 

 

    def init_after_input(s): 

        s.check_hetro_spectrum() 
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        s.cv_div_factor_x = s.div_factor_1D 

        s.cv_div_factor_y = s.div_factor_1D_y 

 

        ### grid plot: ### 

        s.cv_x_diameter_std = .3 

        s.cv_y_diameter_std = s.cv_x_diameter_std 

        s.cv_div_factor_x_1D_grid = s.div_factor_1D 

        s.cv_div_factor_y_1D_grid = s.div_factor_1D_y 

 

         

    def check_hetro_spectrum(s): 

        if s.spec_type == 'HSQC' or s.spec_type == 'HMBC': 

            #""" ### H-C values ### 

            s.cv_separate_mult_value_for_fullPlot = 180#160 

            s.cv_x_from = 0 

            s.cv_x_to = 10 

            s.cv_y_from = 0#-0.5 

            s.cv_y_to = 200#10.5 

            #s.cv_y_to = 150#10.5 

            s.div_factor_1D_y = 100*3*2 

            s.axis_spec_x = 'PROTON' 

            s.axis_spec_y = 'CARBON' 

            s.cv_y_axis_rounding = 1 

            #""" 

 

 

 

 

(dd) \settings_MC1031.txt 

spectra_dir

 S:\fileFolder_128GB\Thesis_collected\NMR_DATA\MC1031\MC1031_extracted\data\jajaabae\nmr\M

C1031_extract 

 

 

 

 

 

(ee) \old_settings.txt 

 

spectra_dir

 S:\fileFolder_128GB\Thesis_collected\NMR_DATA\AW_wash_MC1051_strippedForElu\data\alistair

w\nmr\Washing 12 

 

 

 

 

(ff) \settings_MC1037.txt 
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spectra_dir

 S:\fileFolder_128GB\Thesis_collected\NMR_DATA\MC1037\SelectionOf_AW_wash_MC1037_onS\i

nstrument\data\jajaabae\nmr\20160701_Restart_Selec_AW_wash_MC1037 

 

 

(gg) \settings_MC1037_eff.txt 

spectra_dir

 S:\fileFolder_128GB\Thesis_collected\NMR_DATA\MC1037_eff\forTesting_SelectionOf_AW_wash_

MC1037_onS\instrument\data\jajaabae\nmr\20160701_Restart_Selec_AW_wash_MC1037 

 

 

 

(hh) \settings_MC1037_recovered_HMBC.txt 

spectra_dir

 S:\fileFolder_128GB\Thesis_collected\NMR_DATA\MC1037_recovered_HMBC\forTesting_Selection

Of_AW_wash_MC1037_onS\instrument\data\jajaabae\nmr\20160701_Restart_Selec_AW_wash_MC1037 

 

 

(ii) \result_unique_lines_is_1139_.txt 

number of unique lines: 1139 

 

 

(jj) \collectToOneFile.py 

import os 

 

class find_unique_py_lines_in_dir(): 

    def __init__(s): 

        #s.unique_lines = set([]) 

        s.lines = [] 

         

    def add_list_of_lines(s, a_list): 

        #s.unique_lines |= set(a_list) 

        #s.lines.append(a_list) 

        s.lines += a_list 

         

    def get_unique_lines(s): 

        #return s.unique_lines 

        return s.lines 

 

    def do_action_test(s, file_in_path): 

        test=True 

        if file_in_path[-4:] == '.pyc': 

            test=False 

        return test 

     

    def makeHeaderByPath(s,fileInPath): 
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        #print fileInPath 

        start = """ 

 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

""" 

        end = """ 

------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

""" 

        formatted = start+fileInPath+end 

        return formatted 

 

    def action_per_file(s, file_in_path, depth): 

        if s.do_action_test(file_in_path): 

            lenMainDir = len(os.getcwd()) 

            print file_in_path[lenMainDir:] 

            header = s.makeHeaderByPath(file_in_path[lenMainDir:]) 

            s.add_list_of_lines([header]) 

            lines = lines_of_file(file_in_path) 

            #lines = [file_in_path[lenMainDir:]]+file_in_path[lenMainDir:] 

            s.add_list_of_lines(lines) 

 

    def dig_dir(s, path, depth=0): 

        for item in os.listdir(path): 

            item_in_path = os.path.join(path,item) 

            if os.path.isfile(item_in_path): 

                #lenMainDir = len(os.getcwd()) 

                #print item_in_path[lenMainDir:] 

                s.action_per_file(item_in_path, depth) 

            else: 

                #print 'FOLDER', item_in_path 

                s.dig_dir(item_in_path, depth=depth+1) 

 

 

def lines_of_file(file_in_path): 

    f = open(file_in_path,'r') 

    lines = f.readlines() 

    f.close() 

    return lines 

 

def write_result_to_file(N_lines): 

    f = open('result_unique_lines_is_'+str(N_lines)+'_.txt', 'w') 

    output = "number of unique lines: {}".format(N_lines) 

    f.write(output) 

    f.close() 

 

 

if __name__ == '__main__': 

    ob = find_unique_py_lines_in_dir() 

     

    path = os.getcwd() 

 

    ob.dig_dir(path) 

     

    unique_lines = ob.get_unique_lines() 

 

    #write_result_to_file(len(unique_lines)) 
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    f = open('out.pyc','w') 

    for l in unique_lines: 

        f.write(l) 

    f.close() 

 

 

    print 'len(unique_lines)', len(unique_lines) 

    print 

    #for l in unique_lines: 

    #    print l.replace('\n','') 

    print 

    print 'len(unique_lines)', len(unique_lines) 

    #print unique_lines 

         

 

(kk) \m\__init__.py 

 

 

 

 

(ll) \m\settings_module.py 

 

 

def read_settings(settings_file): 

    f = open(settings_file, 'r') 

    settings_lines = f.readlines() 

    f.close() 

 

    settings_dict = {} 

     

    for l in settings_lines: 

        #print l 

        l = l.replace('\n','') 

        if len(l)>0: 

            settings_dict[l.split('\t')[0]] = l.split('\t')[1] 

 

    #print settings_dict 

    return settings_dict 

 

 

def write_changed_settings(): 

    NotImplemented 

 

 

def get_settings_from_file(information_instance): 

    #settings_file = 'settings.txt' 

    settings_file = information_instance.sv_settings_file 

    return read_settings(settings_file) 

 

 

def test(settings_file): 

    print read_settings(settings_file) 
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if __name__ == '__main__': 

    settings_file = 'settings.txt' 

    test(settings_file) 

 

 

 

(mm) \plotter_module\main_make_cube_plot.py 

import numpy as np 

 

from plotter_module.get_NMR_data.read_Bruker_2D import read_Bruker_2D 

from plotter_module.data_containers.SpectrumObjects import SpectrumObject_2D 

#from plotting.plot_ROESY_spectrum import plot_ROESY_spectrum 

 

from plotter_module.hydrogens_per_AA_per_spectrum.get_set_of_hydrogens_per_AA_per_spectrum import 

get_set_of_hydrogens_per_AA_per_spectrum #pck 

 

 

import plotter_module.get_NMR_data.get_nmr_spectra 

reload(plotter_module.get_NMR_data.get_nmr_spectra) 

from plotter_module.get_NMR_data.get_nmr_spectra import get_nmr_spectra 

 

 

import plotter_module.plotting.plot_2D_spectrum 

reload(plotter_module.plotting.plot_2D_spectrum) 

from plotter_module.plotting.plot_2D_spectrum import plot_2D_spectrum_from_object 

from plotter_module.plotting.plot_2D_spectrum import plot_2D_spectrum_from_array 

 

 

def test_a(): 

    src = 'Bruker_NMR_spectra/23/pdata/1' 

    attr_dic, spectrum_array = read_Bruker_2D(src) 

     

    a = SpectrumObject_2D(attr_dic, spectrum_array) 

    out_file_name = 'roesy_2d.png' 

    plot_ROESY_spectrum(a.spectrum_array, out_file_name) 

 

import plotter_module.slicers.extract_2D_slice 

reload(plotter_module.slicers.extract_2D_slice) 

from plotter_module.slicers.extract_2D_slice import extract_2D_slice 

 

import plotter_module.slice_combining.combine_cube_plot 

reload(plotter_module.slice_combining.combine_cube_plot) 

from plotter_module.slice_combining.combine_cube_plot import slicer_for_cube_plot 

 

import itertools 

 

def develop_make_cube_plot(): 

    instructions = {'AA': ['Arg4'], 

                    'Spectra': ['ROESY'], 

                    } 

    sets_of_hydrogens = get_set_of_hydrogens_per_AA_per_spectrum(instructions) 

    spectra_objects = get_nmr_spectra(instructions['Spectra']) 

    ROESY_obj = spectra_objects['ROESY'] 
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    width = 0.3 

    #width = 1 

    ###width = 3 

    width = 0.15 

    x_width = width 

    y_width = width 

 

    #YMAX_p 570030888 

    #YMIN_p -27070504 

    max_intensity = 570030888 

    min_intensity = -27070504 

    draw_center_cross_with_val = max_intensity/4 #not in use 

    draw_outline_with_val = -min_intensity/100 

 

 

    group_pairs = [ 

        ('native', 'native'), 

        ('correlated', 'correlated'), 

        ] 

 

    for group_pair in group_pairs: 

        #group_pair = group_pairs[0] 

        spec_type = 'ROESY' 

        AA = 'Arg4' 

         

        x_set_of_atoms, y_set_of_atoms = get_sets_of_hydrogens_for_cube_plot(sets_of_hydrogens, group_pair) 

 

         

        #out_file_name = 'roesy_2d_cube_marked_tmp.png' 

        out_file_name = ''+spec_type+'_'+AA+'_2D_cube_'+group_pair[0]+'_'+group_pair[1]+'_marked.png' 

        #plot_2D_spectrum_from_array('ROESY', ROESY_obj.spectrum_array, out_file_name) 

 

        #additional_plotting_settings = (x_set_of_atoms, y_set_of_atoms) 

        prod = list(itertools.product(x_set_of_atoms, y_set_of_atoms)) 

        #print prod 

        x_set = [e[0] for e in prod] 

        y_set = [e[1] for e in prod] 

        additional_plotting_settings = (x_set, y_set) 

         

        out_file_name = 'static/'+out_file_name 

        plot_2D_spectrum_from_object(spec_type, ROESY_obj, out_file_name, 

additional_plotting_settings=additional_plotting_settings) 

         

         

        array_extract_2D = slicer_for_cube_plot(ROESY_obj, x_set_of_atoms, y_set_of_atoms, x_width, y_width, 

draw_center_cross_with_val=draw_center_cross_with_val, draw_outline_with_val=draw_outline_with_val) 

 

        #print 'np.max(array_extract_2D)', np.max(array_extract_2D) 

        #print 'np.min(array_extract_2D)', np.min(array_extract_2D) 

 

        #out_file_name = 'roesy_2d_cube.png' 

         

         

        out_file_name = ''+spec_type+'_'+AA+'_2D_cube_'+group_pair[0]+'_'+group_pair[1]+'_.png' 

        out_file_name = 'static/'+out_file_name 

        plot_2D_spectrum_from_array('ROESY', array_extract_2D, out_file_name) 

 

 

 

def get_sets_of_hydrogens_for_cube_plot(sets_of_hydrogens, group_pair): 
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    x_set_of_atoms = sets_of_hydrogens['Arg4']['ROESY'][group_pair[0]] 

    x_set_of_atoms =list(reversed(sorted(x_set_of_atoms))) 

    y_set_of_atoms = sets_of_hydrogens['Arg4']['ROESY'][group_pair[1]] 

    y_set_of_atoms =list(reversed(sorted(y_set_of_atoms))) 

    return x_set_of_atoms, y_set_of_atoms 

 

 

 

if __name__ == '__main__': 

    #test_a() 

    develop_make_cube_plot() 

     

 

(nn) \plotter_module\__init__.py 

 

 

 

 

(oo) \plotter_module\main_testing.py 

import hydrogens_per_AA_per_spectrum.get_set_of_hydrogens_per_AA_per_spectrum 

from hydrogens_per_AA_per_spectrum.get_set_of_hydrogens_per_AA_per_spectrum import 

get_set_of_hydrogens_per_AA_per_spectrum #pck 

 

import time 

 

import tmp.tmp_07_ 

#reload(tmp.tmp_07_) 

#from tmp.tmp_07_ import tmp_get_data 

from tmp.tmp_07_ import tmp_get_stuff 

#from tmp.tmp_07_ import tmp_plot_data 

 

import data_containers.SpectrumObjects 

#reload(data_containers.SpectrumObjects) 

from data_containers.SpectrumObjects import SpectrumObject_2D 

 

import plotting.plot_ROESY_spectrum 

from plotting.plot_ROESY_spectrum import plot_ROESY_spectrum 

 

 

 

def test01(): 

    instructions = {'AA': ['Arg4'], 

                    'Spectra': ['ROESY'], 

                    } 

    sets_of_hydrogens = get_set_of_hydrogens_per_AA_per_spectrum(instructions) 

    print 'sets_of_hydrogens:', sets_of_hydrogens 

 

    get_nmr_spectra(instructions['Spectra']) 

    get_nmr_data_for_spectrum_by_type() 

     

 

def get_nmr_spectra(spectra_type_list): 

    #print spectra_type_list 
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    spectra_objects = {} 

    NotImplemented 

    for spec_type in spectra_type_list: 

        if spec_type == 'ROESY': 

            spectra_objects['ROESY'] = get_nmr_data_for_spectrum_by_type(spec_type) 

         

 

def get_nmr_data_for_spectrum_by_type(): 

    NotImplemented 

 

 

import get_NMR_data.read_Bruker_2D 

reload(get_NMR_data.read_Bruker_2D) 

from get_NMR_data.read_Bruker_2D import read_Bruker_2D 

 

def test_the_tmp07(): 

    src = 'Bruker_NMR_spectra/23/pdata/1' 

    #attr_dic, spectrum_array = tmp_get_data(src) 

    attr_dic, spectrum_array = read_Bruker_2D(src) 

     

 

    a = SpectrumObject_2D(attr_dic, spectrum_array) 

    print a 

    print type(a.spectrum_array) 

     

    #tmp_get_stuff(attr_dic, data) 

    #tmp_plot_data(attr_dic, a.spectrum_array) 

    #tmp_plot_data(a.spectrum_array) 

 

    out_file_name = 'roesy_2d.png' 

    plot_ROESY_spectrum(a.spectrum_array, out_file_name) 

 

 

 

 

if __name__ == '__main__': 

    #test01() 

    test_the_tmp07() 

 

    print 'Done.' 

    time.sleep(1) 

 

 

 

(pp) \plotter_module\make_cube_plot_from_web_rquest.py 

import numpy as np 

 

from plotter_module.get_NMR_data.read_Bruker_2D import read_Bruker_2D 

from plotter_module.data_containers.SpectrumObjects import SpectrumObject_2D 

#from plotting.plot_ROESY_spectrum import plot_ROESY_spectrum 

 

from plotter_module.hydrogens_per_AA_per_spectrum.get_set_of_hydrogens_per_AA_per_spectrum import 

get_set_of_hydrogens_per_AA_per_spectrum #pck 

 

from plotter_module.get_NMR_data.get_nmr_spectra import get_nmr_spectra 

from plotter_module.get_NMR_data.get_Bruker_data_1D import get_Bruker_data_1D 
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import plotter_module.plotting.plot_2D_spectrum 

reload(plotter_module.plotting.plot_2D_spectrum) 

from plotter_module.plotting.plot_2D_spectrum import plot_2D_spectrum_from_object 

from plotter_module.plotting.plot_2D_spectrum import plot_2D_spectrum_from_array 

from plotter_module.slicers.extract_2D_slice import extract_2D_slice 

 

from plotter_module.slice_combining.combine_cube_plot import slicer_for_cube_plot 

from plotter_module.slice_combining.combine_cube_plot import slicer_for_cube_plot_unEven 

 

import itertools 

 

 

def make_cube_plot_from_web_rquest(spec_type, x_list, y_list, x_diameter, y_diameter, 

intensity_multiplication_variable, information_instance): 

    x_set_of_atoms, y_set_of_atoms = x_list, y_list 

    out_path = 'static/' 

 

 

    if x_set_of_atoms == y_set_of_atoms: 

        H_and_C = False 

    else: 

        H_and_C = True 

 

    #spec_type = 'ROESY' 

    AA = '' 

    group_pair=['',''] 

    spectra_objects = get_nmr_spectra([spec_type], information_instance) 

    #print spectra_objects, '***' 

    spec_obj = spectra_objects[spec_type] 

 

    #axis_spec_x = 'PROTON' 

    #axis_spec_y = 'PROTON' 

    axis_spec_x = information_instance.axis_spec_x 

    axis_spec_y = information_instance.axis_spec_y 

    #spec_obj_1D_x_axis = get_Bruker_data_1D('PROTON') 

    spec_obj_1D_x_axis = get_Bruker_data_1D(axis_spec_x, information_instance) 

    #spec_obj_1D_y_axis = get_Bruker_data_1D('CARBON') 

    #spec_obj_1D_y_axis = get_Bruker_data_1D('PROTON') 

    spec_obj_1D_y_axis = get_Bruker_data_1D(axis_spec_y, information_instance) 

 

 

    x_width = x_diameter 

    y_width = y_diameter 

 

    #YMAX_p 570030888 

    #YMIN_p -27070504 

    max_intensity = 570030888 

    min_intensity = -27070504 

    draw_center_cross_with_val = max_intensity/4 #not in use 

    #draw_outline_with_val = -min_intensity/100 

    if not H_and_C: 

        draw_outline_with_val = -min_intensity/10 

    else: 

        #draw_outline_with_val = -min_intensity/1 

        draw_outline_with_val = -min_intensity/5 

     

    out_file_name = ''+spec_type+'_'+'_2D_cube_'+'_marked.png' 

    prod = list(itertools.product(x_set_of_atoms, y_set_of_atoms)) 

    x_set = [e[0] for e in prod] 
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    y_set = [e[1] for e in prod] 

    additional_plotting_settings = (x_set, y_set)  

    out_file_in_path = out_path+out_file_name 

    plot_2D_spectrum_from_object(information_instance, intensity_multiplication_variable, spec_type, spec_obj, 

spec_obj_1D_x_axis, spec_obj_1D_y_axis, out_file_in_path, x_set_of_atoms, y_set_of_atoms, 

additional_plotting_settings=additional_plotting_settings) 

 

    print 'x_set_of_atoms:', x_set_of_atoms 

    print 'y_set_of_atoms:', y_set_of_atoms 

    print 'x_set:', x_set 

    print 'y_set:', y_set 

 

    if not H_and_C: 

        array_extract_2D = slicer_for_cube_plot(spec_obj, x_set_of_atoms, y_set_of_atoms, x_width, y_width, 

draw_center_cross_with_val=draw_center_cross_with_val, draw_outline_with_val=draw_outline_with_val) 

    else: 

        array_extract_2D = slicer_for_cube_plot_unEven(spec_obj, x_set_of_atoms, y_set_of_atoms, x_width, 

y_width, draw_center_cross_with_val=draw_center_cross_with_val, 

draw_outline_with_val=draw_outline_with_val) 

    out_file_name2 = ''+spec_type+'_'+'_2D_cube_'+'_.png' 

    out_file_in_path2 = out_path+out_file_name2 

    plot_2D_spectrum_from_array(information_instance, intensity_multiplication_variable, spec_type, 

array_extract_2D, spec_obj_1D_x_axis, spec_obj_1D_y_axis, out_file_in_path2, x_set_of_atoms, 

y_set_of_atoms, ) 

 

    #return out_file_name.split('/')[1], out_file_name2.split('/')[1] 

    return out_file_name, out_file_name2 

 

 

 

 

if __name__ == '__main__': 

    pass     

 

(qq) \plotter_module\data_containers\__init__.py 

 

 

 

 

(rr) \plotter_module\data_containers\SpectrumObjects.py 

from plotter_module.get_NMR_data.experiment_dict import get_dict_of_spectra_type_with_paths 

from plotter_module.get_NMR_data.read_Bruker_2D import read_Bruker_2D 

import numpy as np 

 

def test_extracting_attr_from_dic(attr_dic): 

    #print attr_dic 

     

    #for e in attr_dic['procs']: 

    #    print e, attr_dic['procs'][e] 

    #    #print e, attr_dic['proc2s'][e] 

 

    dF2 = attr_dic['procs'] 

    dF1 = attr_dic['proc2s'] 
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    interesting_elements=[ 

        'AXNAME', 

        'AXNUC', 

        'FT_mod', 

        'FTSIZE', 

        'OFFSET', 

        'PHC0', 

        'PHC1', 

        'SF', 

        'SI', 

        'SINO', 

        'SIOLD', 

        'SREGLST', 

        'STSI', 

        'SW_p', 

        'TDeff', 

        'WDW', 

        'XDIM', 

        'YMAX_p', 

        'YMIN_p', 

        ] 

    for e in interesting_elements: 

        print e, dF2[e] 

 

    print '**' 

     

    #print 'F2_SW*', dF2['SW_p'] / dF2['SF'] 

    #print 'F1_SW*', dF1['SW_p'] / dF1['SF'] 

 

    for d in [dF2]: 

        print d['AXNAME'], d['AXNUC'] 

        SW = d['SW_p'] / d['SF'] 

        print 'SW*', SW 

        OFFSET = d['OFFSET'] 

        print 'OFFSET', OFFSET, '(ca x_neg)' 

        zero_ppm = OFFSET-SW 

        print 'zero_ppm*', zero_ppm, '(ca x_pos)' 

        #print np.linspace(5,-2,10) 

        SI = d['SI'] 

        print 'SI', SI 

        axis = np.linspace(OFFSET,zero_ppm,SI) 

        print axis.shape 

 

 

def reconstruct_dict(attr_dic, F_dims): 

    """ 

    replaces proc2s and procs with F1 and F2 

    """ 

    reconstructed_dict = {} 

    for axis_from_dict in attr_dic: 

        #print e 

        for F_dim in F_dims: 

            #print attr_dic[e]['AXNAME'] == w 

            if attr_dic[axis_from_dict]['AXNAME'] == F_dim: 

                #print F_dim 

                reconstructed_dict[F_dim] = attr_dic[axis_from_dict] 

    return reconstructed_dict 
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def extract_attr_from_dic(attr_dic, F_dims): 

    res_dict = {} 

 

    dict_by_axis_names = reconstruct_dict(attr_dic, F_dims) 

    #print len(dict_by_axis_names) 

 

    for F in dict_by_axis_names: 

        #print F 

        d = dict_by_axis_names[F] 

 

        res_dict[F] = {} 

         

        SW = d['SW_p'] / d['SF'] 

        OFFSET = d['OFFSET'] 

        zero_ppm = OFFSET-SW 

        SI = d['SI'] 

        axis_in_ppm = np.linspace(OFFSET,zero_ppm,SI) 

 

        res_dict[F]['SW'] = SW 

        res_dict[F]['OFFSET'] = OFFSET 

        res_dict[F]['zero_ppm'] = zero_ppm 

        res_dict[F]['SI'] = SI 

        res_dict[F]['axis_in_ppm'] = axis_in_ppm 

     

 

    #print res_dict 

    return res_dict 

 

 

 

class SpectrumObject_2D(): 

    """Not Commplete""" 

    def init_spec_data(s): 

        spectrum_path_dict = get_dict_of_spectra_type_with_paths(s.information_instance) 

        src = spectrum_path_dict[s.spec_type] 

        attr_dic, spectrum_array = read_Bruker_2D(src) 

        return attr_dic, spectrum_array 

     

    def init_attributes(s): 

        #test_extracting_attr_from_dic(s.attr_dic) 

        res_dict = extract_attr_from_dic(s.attr_dic, ['F2', 'F1']) 

        s.F1_dict = res_dict['F1'] 

        s.F2_dict = res_dict['F2'] 

        s.x_left = s.F2_dict['OFFSET'] 

        s.x_right = s.F2_dict['zero_ppm'] 

        s.x_axis = s.F2_dict['axis_in_ppm'] 

        s.y_top = s.F1_dict['zero_ppm'] 

        s.y_bottom = s.F1_dict['OFFSET'] 

        s.y_axis = s.F1_dict['axis_in_ppm'] 

     

    def __init__(s, spec_type, information_instance): 

        s.information_instance = information_instance 

        s.spec_type = spec_type 

        s.attr_dic, s.spectrum_array = s.init_spec_data() 

        s.init_attributes() 
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''' 

class SpectrumObject_1D(): 

    """NotImplemented""" 

    NotImplemented 

     

 

 

class Spectrum_slice_1D(): 

    """needs: 

    - ppm scale (x_axis) 

    - ppm_ranges (x_min, x_max) 

    - numpy_array_1D 

    """ 

    NotImplemented 

 

class Spectrum_slice_2D(): 

    """needs: 

    - ppm scale (x_axis, y_axis) 

    - ppm_ranges (x_min, x_max, y_min, y_max) 

    - numpy_array_2D 

    """ 

    NotImplemented 

 

class Spectra_matrixes_and_data(): 

    """ 

    * 

    """ 

    spec_slice_1D = Spectrum_slice_1D() 

    spec_slice_2D = Spectrum_slice_2D() 

#''' 

 

 

 

(ss) \plotter_module\data_containers\SpectrumObject_1D.py 

 

from plotter_module.get_NMR_data.experiment_dict import get_dict_of_spectra_type_with_paths 

from plotter_module.get_NMR_data.read_Bruker_2D import read_Bruker_2D 

import numpy as np 

 

def test_extracting_attr_from_dic(attr_dic): 

    #print attr_dic 

     

    #for e in attr_dic['procs']: 

    #    print e, attr_dic['procs'][e] 

        #print e, attr_dic['proc2s'][e] 

 

    dF1 = attr_dic['procs'] 

    #dF1 = attr_dic['proc2s'] 

 

    interesting_elements=[ 

        'AXNAME', 

        'AXNUC', 

        'FT_mod', 

        'FTSIZE', 

        'OFFSET', 

        'PHC0', 
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        'PHC1', 

        'SF', 

        'SI', 

        'SINO', 

        'SIOLD', 

        'SREGLST', 

        'STSI', 

        'SW_p', 

        'TDeff', 

        'WDW', 

        'XDIM', 

        'YMAX_p', 

        'YMIN_p', 

        ] 

    #for e in interesting_elements: 

    #    print e, dF2[e] 

 

    #print '**' 

     

    #print 'F2_SW*', dF2['SW_p'] / dF2['SF'] 

    #print 'F1_SW*', dF1['SW_p'] / dF1['SF'] 

 

    for d in [dF1]: 

        print d['AXNAME'], d['AXNUC'] 

        SW = d['SW_p'] / d['SF'] 

        print 'SW*', SW 

        OFFSET = d['OFFSET'] 

        print 'OFFSET', OFFSET, '(ca x_neg)' 

        zero_ppm = OFFSET-SW 

        print 'zero_ppm*', zero_ppm, '(ca x_pos)' 

        #print np.linspace(5,-2,10) 

        SI = d['SI'] 

        print 'SI', SI 

        axis = np.linspace(OFFSET,zero_ppm,SI) 

        print axis.shape 

 

 

def reconstruct_dict(attr_dic, F_dims): 

    """ 

    replaces procs with F1 

    """ 

    reconstructed_dict = {} 

    reconstructed_dict['F1'] = attr_dic['procs'] 

    return reconstructed_dict 

 

 

def extract_attr_from_dic_1D(attr_dic, F_dims): 

    res_dict = {} 

 

    dict_by_axis_names = reconstruct_dict(attr_dic, F_dims) 

    #print dict_by_axis_names 

 

    #""" 

    for F in dict_by_axis_names: 

        d = dict_by_axis_names[F] 

 

        res_dict[F] = {} 

         

        SW = d['SW_p'] / d['SF'] 

        OFFSET = d['OFFSET'] 
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        zero_ppm = OFFSET-SW 

        SI = d['SI'] 

        axis_in_ppm = np.linspace(OFFSET,zero_ppm,SI) 

 

        res_dict[F]['SW'] = SW 

        res_dict[F]['OFFSET'] = OFFSET 

        res_dict[F]['zero_ppm'] = zero_ppm 

        res_dict[F]['SI'] = SI 

        res_dict[F]['axis_in_ppm'] = axis_in_ppm 

     

    #""" 

    #print res_dict 

    return res_dict 

 

 

 

class SpectrumObject_1D(): 

    """Not Commplete""" 

    def init_spec_data(s): 

        spectrum_path_dict = get_dict_of_spectra_type_with_paths(s.information_instance) 

        src = spectrum_path_dict[s.spec_type] 

        attr_dic, spectrum_array = read_Bruker_2D(src) 

        return attr_dic, spectrum_array 

     

    def init_attributes(s): 

        #test_extracting_attr_from_dic(s.attr_dic) 

        F_dims = ['F1'] 

        res_dict = extract_attr_from_dic_1D(s.attr_dic, F_dims) 

        #""" 

        s.F1_dict = res_dict['F1'] 

        s.x_left = s.F1_dict['zero_ppm'] 

        s.x_right = s.F1_dict['OFFSET'] 

        s.x_axis = s.F1_dict['axis_in_ppm'] 

        #""" 

     

    def __init__(s, spec_type, information_instance): 

        s.information_instance = information_instance 

        s.spec_type = spec_type 

        s.attr_dic, s.spectrum_array = s.init_spec_data() 

        s.init_attributes() 

 

(tt) \plotter_module\get_NMR_data\__init__.py 

 

 

 

 

(uu) \plotter_module\get_NMR_data\read_Bruker_2D.py 

import nmrglue as ng 

 

def read_Bruker_2D(src): 

    """Done""" 

    #src = 'Bruker_NMR_spectra/23/pdata/1' 

    attr_dic, spectrum_array = ng.bruker.read_pdata(src) 
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    return attr_dic, spectrum_array 

 

 

 

(vv) \plotter_module\get_NMR_data\get_nmr_spectra.py 

import plotter_module.data_containers.SpectrumObjects 

reload(plotter_module.data_containers.SpectrumObjects) 

from plotter_module.data_containers.SpectrumObjects import SpectrumObject_2D 

 

def get_nmr_spectra(spectra_type_list, information_instance): 

    """ 

    ok 

    """ 

    spectra_objects = {} 

    for spec_type in spectra_type_list: 

        spectra_objects[spec_type] = SpectrumObject_2D(spec_type, information_instance) 

    return spectra_objects 

 

 

         

 

 

 

 

(ww) \plotter_module\get_NMR_data\experiment_dict.py 

 

import os 

from m.settings_module import get_settings_from_file 

 

def get_dict_of_spectra_type_with_paths(information_instance): 

     

    settings_dict = get_settings_from_file(information_instance) 

    spec_dir = settings_dict['spectra_dir'] 

 

    spectra_list_file_name = 'list_of_spectra.txt' 

    spectra_list_file_in_path = os.path.join(spec_dir, spectra_list_file_name) 

    f = open(spectra_list_file_in_path,'r') 

    a_list = f.readlines() 

    f.close() 

 

    spectra_path_dict = {} 

    for e in a_list: 

        e = e.replace('\n','').split('\t') 

        spec_type = e[0] 

        spectrum = e[1] 

        spectrum_in_path = os.path.join(spec_dir, spectrum) 

 

        spectra_path_dict[spec_type] = spectrum_in_path 

     

    return spectra_path_dict 

 

''' 

class Content_of_data(): 
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    """ 

    needs: 

    - list/dict of spectra 

    - ... 

    """ 

    NotImplemented 

#''' 

 

if __name__ == '__main__': 

    #test() 

    print get_dict_of_spectra_type_with_paths() 

 

(xx) \plotter_module\get_NMR_data\get_Bruker_data_1D.py 

from plotter_module.data_containers.SpectrumObject_1D import SpectrumObject_1D 

def get_Bruker_data_1D(spec_type, information_instance): 

    spec_obj = SpectrumObject_1D(spec_type, information_instance) 

    return spec_obj 

 

 

 

(yy) \plotter_module\hydrogens_per_AA_per_spectrum\get_set_of_hyd

rogens_per_AA_per_spectrum.py 

 

""" 

Use "get_set_of_hydrogens_per_AA_per_spectrum" (others are local) 

""" 

def get_set_of_hydrogens_per_AA_per_spectrum(instructions): 

    """ 

    OK 

    """ 

    def init_dict_with_dict(d, e): 

        if e not in d: 

            d[e]={} 

     

    sets_of_hydrogens = {} 

    for aa in instructions['AA']: 

        #print aa 

        for spectrum in instructions['Spectra']: 

            #print spectrum 

            init_dict_with_dict(sets_of_hydrogens, aa) 

            #sets_of_hydrogens[aa][spectrum] = aa+'-'+spectrum+' hydrogens' 

            sets_of_hydrogens[aa][spectrum] = get_hydrogens_for_aa_with_spectrum(aa, spectrum) 

    #print sets_of_hydrogens 

    return sets_of_hydrogens 

 

 

 

def get_hydrogens_for_aa_with_spectrum(aa, spectrum): 

    """ 

    tmp_ok 

    needs: 

    - more spectrum types 

    """ 
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    #set_of_H = [] 

    if spectrum == 'ROESY': 

        return get_H_for_ROESY(aa) 

    return None 

 

 

def get_H_for_ROESY(aa): 

    """ 

    tmp_ok 

    needs: 

    - get atom_data or aa_spin_systems 

    - get correlation_data 

    """ 

    NotImplemented 

    ### tmp: 

    tmp_native  = [4.13,8.83,1.97,1.3,1.37,1.3,3.01,7.37,] 

    tmp_correlated  = [1.30, 1.37, 1.97, 2.31, 7.14, 7.75, 8.83, 0.89, 1.30, 1.37, 3.12, 4.13, 6.09, 7.75, 3.01, 4.13, 

7.37, 4.13, 8.83, 3.01, 4.13, 8.83, 3.01, 8.83, 1.30, 1.37, 1.97, 7.19, 7.27, 7.37, 1.97, 3.01, 3.12, ] 

    tmp_correlated = list(set(tmp_correlated)) 

    Arg_tmp_ROESY_hydrogens = {'native':tmp_native, 'correlated':tmp_correlated} 

    return Arg_tmp_ROESY_hydrogens 

 

(zz) \plotter_module\hydrogens_per_AA_per_spectrum\__init__.py 

#from hydrogens_per_AA_per_spectrum import *.* 

 

 

 

(aaa) \plotter_module\plotting\__init__.py 

 

 

 

 

(bbb) \plotter_module\plotting\plot_2D_spectrum.py 

import numpy as np 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

#dpi_value=None 

#dpi_value=50 

#dpi_value=40 

#dpi_value=35 

##dpi_value=36 

set_dpi=True 

set_dpi=False 

set_broad_squares=True 

 

from plotter_module.plotting.construct_plot_composition import construct_plot_composition 

from plotter_module.slicers.extract_1D_slice import extract_1D_slice_by_FromToValues 

 

from plotter_module.slice_combining.combine_1D_slices_plot import combine_1D_slices_plot 
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def plot_2D_spectrum_from_object(information_instance, intensity_multiplication_variable, spec_type, 

spec_obj, spec_obj_1D_x_axis, spec_obj_1D_y_axis, out_file_name, x_shifts, y_shifts, 

additional_plotting_settings=None): 

        spectrum_array = spec_obj.spectrum_array 

        xmin = spec_obj.x_left 

        xmax = spec_obj.x_right 

        ymin = spec_obj.y_top 

        ymax = spec_obj.y_bottom 

        axis_limits = [xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax] 

        plot_marked_object_spectrum(information_instance, intensity_multiplication_variable, 

spec_obj_1D_x_axis, spec_obj_1D_y_axis, spectrum_array, axis_limits, out_file_name, x_shifts, y_shifts, 

additional_plotting_settings=additional_plotting_settings) 

         

def plot_2D_spectrum_from_array(information_instance, intensity_multiplication_variable, spec_type, 

spectrum_array, spec_obj_1D_x_axis, spec_obj_1D_y_axis, out_file_name, x_shifts, y_shifts,  

additional_plotting_settings=None): 

    axis_limits = None 

    plot_grid_spectrum(information_instance, intensity_multiplication_variable, spectrum_array, 

spec_obj_1D_x_axis, spec_obj_1D_y_axis, axis_limits, out_file_name, x_shifts, y_shifts, with_axis=False) 

 

def overlay_grids(information_instance, ax, height, width, plots_in_x_dir, plots_in_y_dir): 

    def get_borders(width,plots_in_axis_direction): 

        return np.linspace(0,width,plots_in_axis_direction+1) 

 

    def get_center_crosses(width,plots_in_axis_direction): 

        size_per_plot = float(width)/plots_in_axis_direction 

        half = size_per_plot/2 

        return np.linspace(half, width-half, plots_in_axis_direction) 

 

    #center_line_width = 1 

    #center_line_width = 0 ### TMP POS ### 

    #border_line_width = 5 ### TMP POS ### 

    center_line_width = information_instance.cv_center_line_width_grid2D 

    border_line_width = information_instance.cv_border_line_width_grid2D 

     

    x_center_crosses = get_center_crosses(width, plots_in_x_dir) 

    for b in x_center_crosses: 

        ax.axvline(b, color='red', lw=center_line_width) 

    y_center_crosses = get_center_crosses(height, plots_in_y_dir) 

    for b in y_center_crosses: 

        ax.axhline(b, color='red', lw=center_line_width) 

             

    x_borders = get_borders(width,plots_in_x_dir) 

    for b in x_borders: 

        ax.axvline(b, color='black', lw=border_line_width) 

     

    y_borders = get_borders(height,plots_in_y_dir) 

    for b in y_borders: 

        ax.axhline(b, color='black', lw=border_line_width) 

    return ax 

 

         

def contour_profile(plt): 

    cdict5 = {'red':   ((0.0,  1.0, 1.0), 

                       (0.49, 1.0, 1.0), 

                       (0.5, 0.0, 0.0), 

                       (1.0,  0.0, 0.0)), 

 

             'green': ((0.0,  0.0, 0.0), 

                       (1.0,  0.0, 0.0)), 
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             'blue':  ((0.0,  0.0, 0.0), 

                       (0.5, 0.0, 0.0), 

                       (0.51, 1.0, 1.0), 

                       (1.0,  1.0, 1.0))} 

    plt.register_cmap(name='test5', data=cdict5)  # optional lut kwarg 

    return plt 

 

 

 

 

def plot_marked_object_spectrum(information_instance, intensity_multiplication_variable, 

spec_obj_1D_x_axis, spec_obj_1D_y_axis, spectrum_array, axis_limits, out_file_name, x_shifts, y_shifts, 

with_axis=True, additional_plotting_settings=None): 

    """OK 

    Needs: 

    - ... 

    """ 

    try: 

        intensity_multiplication_variable = float(intensity_multiplication_variable) 

    except: 

        print 'error: intensity_multiplication_variable' 

        intensity_multiplication_variable = 10 

 

    ### OVERRIDING! ### 

    intensity_multiplication_variable = information_instance.cv_separate_mult_value_for_fullPlot 

 

    sensitivity_adjusted___intensity_multiplication_variable = intensity_multiplication_variable/10 

     

    data = spectrum_array 

    cl = data.std() * 1.6 * sensitivity_adjusted___intensity_multiplication_variable * 0.73 ** np.arange(10) 

    cl = np.concatenate((cl, cl*-1)) 

 

    fig = plt.figure() 

    contour_profile(plt) 

    #ax = fig.add_subplot(111) 

    #ax0, top, left, main = construct_plot_composition(plt) 

    """ 

    size_x_and_y = (20, 20) 

    height_1D = 3 

    height_labels = 2 

    #ax0, top, left, ax, right, bot = construct_plot_composition(plt, size_x_and_y, height_1D, height_labels) 

    height_1D_horiz = height_1D 

    height_labels_horiz = height_labels 

    height_1D_verti = height_1D 

    height_labels_verti = height_labels 

    #""" 

    size_x_and_y = (information_instance.cv_full_plot_size_size_x, 

information_instance.cv_full_plot_size_size_y) 

    height_1D_horiz = information_instance.cv_full_top_1D_height_1D_horiz 

    height_labels_horiz = information_instance.cv_full_top_1D_height_labels_horiz 

    height_1D_verti = information_instance.cv_full_left_1D_height_1D_verti 

    height_labels_verti = information_instance.cv_full_left_1D_height_labels_verti 

  

    ax0, top, left, ax, right, bot, top_left, top_right, bot_left, bot_right = construct_plot_composition(plt, 

size_x_and_y, height_1D_horiz, height_labels_horiz, height_1D_verti, height_labels_verti) 

     

 

    #spec_1D_extract_x_axis = spec_obj_1D_x_axis.spectrum_array 

    #x_from, x_to = 0.7,2 ###### TMP!!! ###### 
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    x_from, x_to = information_instance.cv_x_from, information_instance.cv_x_to 

    #y_from, y_to = 0,200 ###### TMP!!! ###### 

    #y_from, y_to = 0.7,2 ###### TMP!!! ###### 

    y_from, y_to = information_instance.cv_y_from, information_instance.cv_y_to 

    div_factor_x = information_instance.cv_div_factor_x 

    div_factor_y = information_instance.cv_div_factor_y 

    ###############axes.set_ylim([ymin,ymax]) 

    #left.set_ylim([y_from,y_to]) 

     

    #spec_1D_extract_x_axis = extract_1D_slice_by_FromToValues(spec_obj_1D_x_axis, x_from, x_to) 

    spec_1D_extract_x_axis = extract_1D_slice_by_FromToValues(spec_obj_1D_x_axis, x_from, x_to) 

     

    #spec_1D_extract_y_axis = spec_obj_1D_y_axis.spectrum_array 

    spec_1D_extract_y_axis = extract_1D_slice_by_FromToValues(spec_obj_1D_y_axis, y_from, y_to) 

    top.plot(spec_1D_extract_x_axis) 

    #top.set_ylim([x_from,x_to]) 

    #print 'len(spec_1D_extract_x_axis)', len(spec_1D_extract_x_axis) 

    top.set_xlim([0,len(spec_1D_extract_x_axis)]) 

    #print 'max(spec_1D_extract_x_axis)', max(spec_1D_extract_x_axis) 

     

    #print '-abs(min(spec_1D_extract_x_axis)', -abs(min(spec_1D_extract_x_axis)) 

    #top.set_ylim([2*-abs(min(spec_1D_extract_x_axis)), max(spec_1D_extract_x_axis)/div_factor_x]) 

    min_factor_1D_x = information_instance.cv_min_factor_1D_x 

    top.set_ylim([min_factor_1D_x*-abs(min(spec_1D_extract_x_axis)), 

max(spec_1D_extract_x_axis)/div_factor_x]) 

     

    min_factor_1D_y = information_instance.cv_min_factor_1D_y 

    left.set_xlim([-max(spec_1D_extract_y_axis)/div_factor_y, 

min_factor_1D_y*abs(min(spec_1D_extract_y_axis))]) 

    x = spec_1D_extract_y_axis 

    y=np.arange(len(spec_1D_extract_y_axis)) 

    x=-x 

    #left.set_ylim([y_from,y_to]) 

    #left.axis((5,15,0,20)) 

    y_width, = spec_1D_extract_y_axis.shape 

    #print 'y_width', y_width 

    left.set_ylim([0,y_width]) 

 

 

    ############################################################## 

    left.plot(x,y) 

     

     

    [xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax] = axis_limits 

    width, height = spectrum_array.shape 

    x_axis = np.linspace(xmin, xmax, width) 

    y_axis = np.linspace(ymax, ymin, height) 

    ax.contour(x_axis, y_axis, data, cl, cmap=plt.get_cmap('test5')) 

    #plt.gca().invert_xaxis() 

    #plt.gca().invert_yaxis() 

    ax.invert_xaxis() 

    ax.invert_yaxis() 

    ax.set_xlim([x_to, x_from]) 

    ax.set_ylim([y_to, y_from]) 

     

 

    if additional_plotting_settings: 

        x = additional_plotting_settings[0] 

        y = additional_plotting_settings[1] 

        if not set_broad_squares: 
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            ax.plot(x, y, 'bs', markerfacecolor='none', markersize=10, markeredgewidth='1', markeredgecolor='black') 

        else: 

            ax.plot(x, y, 'bs', markerfacecolor='none', markersize=10, markeredgewidth='3', markeredgecolor='black') 

         

    if not set_dpi: 

        fig.savefig(out_file_name, bbox_inches='tight', pad_inches = 0) 

    else: 

        dpi_value=35 

        fig.savefig(out_file_name, dpi=dpi_value, bbox_inches='tight', pad_inches = 0) 

 

 

def overlay_grids_1D_horizontal(information_instance, ax, width, plots_in_x_dir): 

    def get_borders(width,plots_in_axis_direction): 

        return np.linspace(0,width,plots_in_axis_direction+1) 

    def get_center_crosses(width,plots_in_axis_direction): 

        size_per_plot = float(width)/plots_in_axis_direction 

        half = size_per_plot/2 

        return np.linspace(half, width-half, plots_in_axis_direction) 

 

    center_line_width = information_instance.cv_center_line_width_grid_1D 

    border_line_width = information_instance.cv_border_line_width_grid_1D 

     

    x_center_crosses = get_center_crosses(width, plots_in_x_dir) 

    for b in x_center_crosses: 

        ax.axvline(b, color='red', lw=center_line_width) 

    #y_center_crosses = get_center_crosses(height, plots_in_y_dir) 

    #for b in y_center_crosses: 

    #    ax.axhline(b, color='red', lw=center_line_width) 

             

    x_borders = get_borders(width,plots_in_x_dir) 

    for b in x_borders: 

        ax.axvline(b, color='black', lw=border_line_width) 

     

    #y_borders = get_borders(height,plots_in_y_dir) 

    #for b in y_borders: 

    #    ax.axhline(b, color='black', lw=border_line_width) 

    return ax 

 

 

def overlay_grids_1D_vertical(information_instance, ax, height, plots_in_y_dir): 

    def get_borders(width,plots_in_axis_direction): 

        return np.linspace(0,width,plots_in_axis_direction+1) 

    def get_center_crosses(width,plots_in_axis_direction): 

        size_per_plot = float(width)/plots_in_axis_direction 

        half = size_per_plot/2 

        return np.linspace(half, width-half, plots_in_axis_direction) 

 

    center_line_width = information_instance.cv_center_line_width_grid_1D 

    border_line_width = information_instance.cv_border_line_width_grid_1D 

     

    #x_center_crosses = get_center_crosses(width, plots_in_x_dir) 

    #for b in x_center_crosses: 

    #    ax.axvline(b, color='red', lw=center_line_width) 

    y_center_crosses = get_center_crosses(height, plots_in_y_dir) 

    for b in y_center_crosses: 

        ax.axhline(b, color='red', lw=center_line_width) 

             

    #x_borders = get_borders(width,plots_in_x_dir) 

    #for b in x_borders: 

    #    ax.axvline(b, color='black', lw=border_line_width) 
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    y_borders = get_borders(height,plots_in_y_dir) 

    for b in y_borders: 

        ax.axhline(b, color='black', lw=border_line_width) 

    return ax 

 

 

def plot_grid_spectrum(information_instance, intensity_multiplication_variable, spectrum_array, 

spec_obj_1D_x_axis, spec_obj_1D_y_axis, axis_limits, out_file_name, x_shifts, y_shifts, with_axis=True, 

additional_plotting_settings=None): 

    """OK 

    Needs: 

    - ... 

    """ 

    try: 

        intensity_multiplication_variable = float(intensity_multiplication_variable) 

    except: 

        print 'error: intensity_multiplication_variable' 

        intensity_multiplication_variable = 10 

    sensitivity_adjusted___intensity_multiplication_variable = intensity_multiplication_variable/10 

     

    data = spectrum_array 

    cl = data.std() * 1.6 * sensitivity_adjusted___intensity_multiplication_variable * 0.73 ** np.arange(10) 

    cl = np.concatenate((cl, cl*-1)) 

 

    fig = plt.figure() 

 

    size_x_and_y = (information_instance.cv_grid_plot_size_size_x_and_y, 

information_instance.cv_grid_plot_size_size_x) 

    height_1D_horiz = information_instance.cv_grid_top_1D_height_1D_horiz 

    height_labels_horiz = information_instance.cv_grid_top_1D_height_labels_horiz 

    height_1D_verti = information_instance.cv_grid_left_1D_height_1D_verti 

    height_labels_verti = information_instance.cv_grid_left_1D_height_labels_verti 

    ax0, top, left, ax, right, bot, top_left, top_right, bot_left, bot_right = construct_plot_composition(plt, 

size_x_and_y, height_1D_horiz, height_labels_horiz, height_1D_verti, height_labels_verti) 

   

     

    contour_profile(plt) 

 

     

    bot.set_xlim([0, len(x_shifts)]) 

    bot.set_ylim([2, 0]) 

    i=0 

    for e in x_shifts: 

        #label = str(e) 

        label = '{:.2f}'.format(e) 

        bot.text(i+0.5, 1, label, horizontalalignment='center', verticalalignment='center', 

                 #bbox={'facecolor':'white', 'alpha':0.5, 'pad':0}, 

                 ) 

        i += 1 

         

    #bot.text(1.5, 1, 'hi\nthere', style='italic', horizontalalignment='center', 

    #    verticalalignment='center',bbox={'facecolor':'white', 'alpha':0.5, 'pad':0}) 

     

 

 

    #print 'y_shifts', y_shifts 

    right.set_ylim([0, len(y_shifts)]) 

    right.set_xlim([2, 0]) 

    i=0 
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    for e in y_shifts: 

        #label = str(e) 

        decimals = str(information_instance.cv_y_axis_rounding) 

        the_format = '{:.'+decimals+'f}' 

        label = the_format.format(e) 

        right.text(1, i+0.5, label, horizontalalignment='center', verticalalignment='center', 

                 #bbox={'facecolor':'white', 'alpha':0.5, 'pad':0}, 

                 ) 

        i += 1 

 

 

    x = information_instance.x_diameter 

    y = information_instance.y_diameter 

    #print 'information_instance.x_diameter:', information_instance.x_diameter 

    #print 'information_instance.y_diameter:', information_instance.y_diameter 

    text = 'Scale\n'+'x: '+str(x)+'\n'+'y: '+str(y) 

    top_left.text(0.1, 0.5, text, horizontalalignment='left', verticalalignment='center',) 

 

 

    #print spec_obj_1D_x_axis, spec_obj_1D_y_axis 

    try: 

        x_width = float(information_instance.x_diameter) 

    except: 

        x_width = float(information_instance.cv_x_diameter_std) 

    spec_array_1D_x = combine_1D_slices_plot(spec_obj_1D_x_axis, x_shifts, x_width) 

 

    width_x = len(spec_array_1D_x) 

    plots_in_x_dir = len(x_shifts) 

    top.set_xlim([0,width_x]) 

    min_factor_1D_x = information_instance.cv_min_factor_1D_x 

    top.set_ylim([min_factor_1D_x*-abs(min(spec_obj_1D_x_axis.spectrum_array)), 

max(spec_obj_1D_x_axis.spectrum_array)/information_instance.cv_div_factor_x_1D_grid]) 

    overlay_grids_1D_horizontal(information_instance, top, width_x, plots_in_x_dir) 

    top.plot(spec_array_1D_x) 

 

 

    try: 

        y_width = float(information_instance.y_diameter) 

    except: 

        try: 

            y_width = float(information_instance.x_diameter) 

        except: 

            y_width = float(information_instance.cv_y_diameter_std) 

    spec_array_1D_y = combine_1D_slices_plot(spec_obj_1D_y_axis, y_shifts, y_width) 

    x = spec_array_1D_y 

    y=np.arange(len(spec_array_1D_y)) 

    x=-x 

    y_width, = spec_array_1D_y.shape 

    left.set_ylim([0,len(spec_array_1D_y)]) 

    min_factor_1D_y = information_instance.cv_min_factor_1D_y 

    left.set_xlim([ -max(spec_obj_1D_y_axis.spectrum_array)/information_instance.cv_div_factor_y_1D_grid, -

min_factor_1D_y*-abs(min(spec_obj_1D_y_axis.spectrum_array)) ]) 

 

    width_y = len(spec_array_1D_y) 

    plots_in_y_dir = len(y_shifts) 

    overlay_grids_1D_vertical(information_instance, left, width_y, plots_in_y_dir) 

 

    left.plot(x,y) 
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    ax.contour(data, cl, cmap=plt.get_cmap('test5')) 

    ax.get_yaxis().set_visible(False) 

    ax.get_xaxis().set_visible(False) 

    ax.axis('off') 

 

    ### grid-lines: ### 

    width, height = data.shape 

    plots_in_x_dir = len(x_shifts) 

    plots_in_y_dir = len(y_shifts) 

    overlay_grids(information_instance, ax, width, height, plots_in_x_dir, plots_in_y_dir) 

 

    if not set_dpi: 

        fig.savefig(out_file_name, bbox_inches='tight', pad_inches = 0) 

    else: 

        fig.savefig(out_file_name, bbox_inches='tight', pad_inches = 0, dpi=dpi_value) 

 

 

def plot_pairList_spectrum(intensity_multiplication_variable, spectrum_array, axis_limits, out_file_name, 

x_shifts, y_shifts, with_axis=True, additional_plotting_settings=None): 

    pass 

 

 

 

 

if __name__ == '__main__': 

    print 'test' 

    width = 3 

    plots_in_axis_direction = 3 

    size_per_plot = float(width)/plots_in_axis_direction 

    half = size_per_plot/2 

    print np.linspace(half, width-half, plots_in_axis_direction) 

(ccc) \plotter_module\plotting\construct_plot_composition.py 

#import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

 

 

 

 

def construct_plot_composition(plt, size_x_and_y, height_1D_horiz, height_labels_horiz, height_1D_verti, 

height_labels_verti): 

    #size_x_and_y = 20*2 

    #x,y = size_x_and_y,size_x_and_y 

    x,y = size_x_and_y 

    #plt.rcParams['savefig.facecolor'] = "0.8" 

 

 

    top_left = plt.subplot2grid((x, y), (0, 0), colspan = height_1D_verti, rowspan = height_1D_horiz) 

    top_left.get_xaxis().set_visible(False) 

    top_left.get_yaxis().set_visible(False) 

 

    top_right = plt.subplot2grid((x, y), (0, x-height_labels_verti), colspan = height_labels_verti, rowspan = 

height_1D_horiz) 

    top_right.get_xaxis().set_visible(False) 

    top_right.get_yaxis().set_visible(False) 
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    bot_right = plt.subplot2grid((x, y), (y-height_labels_horiz, x-height_labels_verti), colspan = 

height_labels_verti, rowspan = height_labels_horiz) 

    bot_right.get_xaxis().set_visible(False) 

    bot_right.get_yaxis().set_visible(False) 

 

    bot_left = plt.subplot2grid((x, y), (y-height_labels_horiz, 0), colspan = height_1D_verti, rowspan = 

height_labels_horiz) 

    bot_left.get_xaxis().set_visible(False) 

    bot_left.get_yaxis().set_visible(False) 

     

 

     

    ax0 = None 

#    height_1D = height_1D_horiz 

    #height_labels = height_labels_horiz 

    #ax0 = plt.subplot2grid((x, y), (0, 0)) 

    top = plt.subplot2grid((x, y), (0, height_1D_verti), colspan=x-height_1D_verti-height_labels_verti, 

rowspan=height_1D_horiz) 

    left = plt.subplot2grid((x, y), (height_1D_horiz, 0), colspan=height_1D_verti, rowspan=y-height_1D_horiz-

height_labels_horiz) 

     

    bot = plt.subplot2grid((x, y), (y-height_labels_horiz, height_1D_verti), colspan=x-height_1D_verti-

height_labels_verti, rowspan=height_labels_horiz) 

    right = plt.subplot2grid((x, y), (height_1D_horiz, x-height_labels_verti), colspan=height_labels_verti, 

rowspan=y-height_1D_horiz-height_labels_horiz) 

    #height_1D = height_1D_horiz 

    #bot.get_yaxis().set_visible(False) 

    bot.get_xaxis().set_visible(False) 

    bot.yaxis.set_ticks_position('none') 

    bot.yaxis.set_ticks([], []) 

    #right.get_xaxis().set_visible(False) 

    right.get_yaxis().set_visible(False) 

    #right.yaxis.set_ticks_position('right') 

    #right.yaxis.set_ticks_position('none') 

    right.xaxis.set_ticks([], []) 

 

 

    #ax0.get_xaxis().set_visible(False) 

    #ax0.get_yaxis().set_visible(False) 

 

    top.get_xaxis().set_visible(False) 

    top.get_yaxis().set_visible(False) 

    top.xaxis.set_ticks_position('top') 

 

    left.get_xaxis().set_visible(False) 

    left.get_yaxis().set_visible(False) 

     

    main = plt.subplot2grid((x, y), (height_1D_horiz, height_1D_verti), colspan=x-height_1D_verti-

height_labels_verti, rowspan=y-height_1D_horiz-height_labels_horiz) 

    #main.get_xaxis().set_visible(False) 

    #main.get_yaxis().set_visible(False) 

    main.yaxis.set_ticks_position('right') 

 

 

    text = 'ppm' 

    top_right.text(0.5, 0, text, horizontalalignment='center', verticalalignment='bottom',) 

    bot_left.text(0.99, 0.5, text, horizontalalignment='right', verticalalignment='center',) 
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    return ax0, top, left, main, right, bot, top_left, top_right, bot_left, bot_right 

 

 

 

 

def main_for_testing(): 

    fig = plt.figure() 

    ax0, top, left, main = construct_plot_composition(plt) 

    ax0.plot([1, 2]) 

    main.plot([1,2,3,5,7,54,3,5,67,7,42,4,6,7,8,9,43,5,43,]) 

    plt.savefig('out09.png') 

 

 

 

if __name__ == '__main__': 

    main_for_testing() 

 

 

(ddd) \plotter_module\slice_combining\__init__.py 

 

 

(eee) \plotter_module\slice_combining\combine_cube_plot.py 

import plotter_module.slicers.extract_2D_slice 

reload(plotter_module.slicers.extract_2D_slice) 

from plotter_module.slicers.extract_2D_slice import extract_2D_slice 

 

 

import numpy as np 

 

""" 

def add_cross_and_borders(array_2D, draw_center_cross_with_val=None, draw_outline_with_val=None): 

    array_2D = np.copy(array_2D) 

    if draw_outline_with_val: 

        array_2D[0,:]=draw_outline_with_val 

        array_2D[:,0]=draw_outline_with_val 

    return array_2D 

#""" 

 

def slicer_for_cube_plot(spec_obj, x_set_of_atoms, y_set_of_atoms, x_width, y_width, 

draw_center_cross_with_val=None, draw_outline_with_val=None): 

    """NotImplemented""" 

 

    array_2D = spec_obj.spectrum_array 

 

    the_set_of_H = x_set_of_atoms 

 

    rows_of_2D_cells = [] 

    for i in range(len(the_set_of_H)): 

        cells_of_2D_cells = [] 

        for j in range(len(the_set_of_H)): 

            #cells_of_2D_cells.append( (the_set_of_H[i], the_set_of_H[j]) ) 

            x_coord = the_set_of_H[i] 

            y_coord = the_set_of_H[j] 
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            array_2D = extract_2D_slice(spec_obj, x_coord, x_width, y_coord, y_width) 

            #array_2D = add_cross_and_borders(array_2D, 

draw_center_cross_with_val=draw_center_cross_with_val, draw_outline_with_val=draw_outline_with_val) 

            cells_of_2D_cells.append( array_2D ) 

 

        cells_of_2D_cells = np.concatenate(cells_of_2D_cells, axis=1) 

        rows_of_2D_cells.append(cells_of_2D_cells) 

    rows_of_2D_cells = np.concatenate(rows_of_2D_cells, axis=0) 

 

    return rows_of_2D_cells 

 

 

 

''' 

def slice_cube(MAT, width, height, ppm): 

    """NotImplemented""" 

    NotImplemented 

#''' 

 

 

def slicer_for_cube_plot_unEven(spec_obj, x_set_of_atoms, y_set_of_atoms, x_width, y_width, 

draw_center_cross_with_val=None, draw_outline_with_val=None): 

    """NotImplemented""" 

 

    ''' 

    print """************************************** 

************************************** 

**************************************""" 

#''' 

 

 

    array_2D = spec_obj.spectrum_array 

 

    the_set_of_H = x_set_of_atoms 

    the_set_of_C = y_set_of_atoms 

 

    #print len(the_set_of_H), the_set_of_H 

    #print len(the_set_of_C), the_set_of_C 

     

    rows_of_2D_cells = [] 

    for i in range(len(the_set_of_C)): 

        cells_of_2D_cells = [] 

        for j in range(len(the_set_of_H)): 

            #cells_of_2D_cells.append( (the_set_of_H[i], the_set_of_H[j]) ) 

            x_coord = the_set_of_H[j] 

            y_coord = the_set_of_C[i] 

            #array_2D = extract_2D_slice(spec_obj, x_coord, x_width, y_coord, y_width) 

            array_2D = extract_2D_slice(spec_obj, y_coord, y_width, x_coord, x_width) 

            #array_2D = add_cross_and_borders(array_2D, 

draw_center_cross_with_val=draw_center_cross_with_val, draw_outline_with_val=draw_outline_with_val) 

            cells_of_2D_cells.append( array_2D ) 

 

        cells_of_2D_cells = np.concatenate(cells_of_2D_cells, axis=1) 

        rows_of_2D_cells.append(cells_of_2D_cells) 

    rows_of_2D_cells = np.concatenate(rows_of_2D_cells, axis=0) 

 

    return rows_of_2D_cells 
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def bck_slicer_for_cube_plot_unEven(spec_obj, x_set_of_atoms, y_set_of_atoms, x_width, y_width, 

draw_center_cross_with_val=None, draw_outline_with_val=None): 

    """NotImplemented""" 

 

    print """************************************** 

************************************** 

**************************************""" 

 

 

    array_2D = spec_obj.spectrum_array 

 

    the_set_of_H = x_set_of_atoms 

    the_set_of_C = y_set_of_atoms 

 

    print len(the_set_of_H), the_set_of_H 

    print len(the_set_of_C), the_set_of_C 

    print 

    print  

    print 

 

    rows_of_2D_cells = [] 

    for i in range(len(the_set_of_H)): 

        cells_of_2D_cells = [] 

        for j in range(len(the_set_of_C)): 

            #cells_of_2D_cells.append( (the_set_of_H[i], the_set_of_H[j]) ) 

            x_coord = the_set_of_H[i] 

            y_coord = the_set_of_C[j] 

            array_2D = extract_2D_slice(spec_obj, x_coord, x_width, y_coord, y_width) 

            array_2D = add_cross_and_borders(array_2D, 

draw_center_cross_with_val=draw_center_cross_with_val, draw_outline_with_val=draw_outline_with_val) 

            cells_of_2D_cells.append( array_2D ) 

 

        cells_of_2D_cells = np.concatenate(cells_of_2D_cells, axis=1) 

        rows_of_2D_cells.append(cells_of_2D_cells) 

    rows_of_2D_cells = np.concatenate(rows_of_2D_cells, axis=0) 

 

    return rows_of_2D_cells 

 

(fff) \plotter_module\slice_combining\combine_1D_slices_plot.py 

 

from plotter_module.slicers.extract_1D_slice import extract_1D_slice 
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import numpy as np 

 

 

def combine_1D_slices_plot(spec_obj, x_set_of_atoms, x_width): 

    """NotImplemented""" 

 

    #array_1D = spec_obj.spectrum_array 

 

    the_set_of_H = x_set_of_atoms 

 

 

    cells_of_1D_cells = [] 

    for j in range(len(the_set_of_H)): 

        #cells_of_2D_cells.append( (the_set_of_H[i], the_set_of_H[j]) ) 

        x_coord = float(the_set_of_H[j]) 

        array_1D = extract_1D_slice(spec_obj, x_coord, x_width) 

        cells_of_1D_cells.append( array_1D ) 

 

    concatination_of_1D_cells = np.concatenate(cells_of_1D_cells, axis=1) 

    #rows_of_2D_cells.append(cells_of_2D_cells) 

    #rows_of_2D_cells = np.concatenate(rows_of_2D_cells, axis=0) 

 

    return concatination_of_1D_cells 

(ggg) \plotter_module\slicers\__init__.py 

 

 

 

 

(hhh) \plotter_module\slicers\extract_2D_slice.py 

import numpy as np 

 

 

def get_extraction_area_in_pixels(spectrum_object_2D, x_coord, x_width, y=False): 

    if not y: 

        ppm_max = spectrum_object_2D.x_axis[0] 

        ppm_min = spectrum_object_2D.x_axis[-1] 

        pix_range = spectrum_object_2D.spectrum_array.shape[0] #Unknown X or Y 

        #print 'pix_range', pix_range 

    else: 

        ppm_max = spectrum_object_2D.y_axis[0] 

        ppm_min = spectrum_object_2D.y_axis[-1] 

        pix_range = spectrum_object_2D.spectrum_array.shape[1] #Unknown X or Y 

 

    myList = np.linspace(ppm_max, ppm_min, pix_range) 

    def get_pix_from_ppm(my_ppm_Number): 

        result = min(myList, key=lambda x:abs(x-my_ppm_Number)) 

        pix_index = np.where(myList == result)[0][0] 

        return pix_index 

    #my_ppm_Number = 10 

    #print get_pix_from_ppm(my_ppm_Number) 

 

    #print get_pix_from_ppm(5) 

    a = get_pix_from_ppm(5) 
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    b = get_pix_from_ppm( 5+float(x_width)/2. ) ##!! Cannot reach edges with a width of 3000! Why? 

    radius_in_pix = a-b 

    #print 'radius_in_pix', radius_in_pix 

 

    x_pix_coord = get_pix_from_ppm(x_coord) 

    #print y, x_coord, '=>', x_pix_coord 

     

    x_from = x_pix_coord-radius_in_pix 

    x_to = x_pix_coord+radius_in_pix 

 

    #print 'x_pix_coord, radius_in_pix', x_pix_coord, radius_in_pix 

    #print 'from, to', x_from, x_to 

 

    if x_from < 0: 

        x_from = 0 

    if x_to > pix_range-1: 

        x_to = pix_range-1 

 

    return x_from, x_to #from/to. not x. 

 

 

def extract_2D_slice(spectrum_object_2D, x_coord, x_width, y_coord, y_width): 

    """NotImplemented""" 

 

    x_from, x_to = get_extraction_area_in_pixels(spectrum_object_2D, x_coord, x_width, y=True) 

    y_from, y_to = get_extraction_area_in_pixels(spectrum_object_2D, y_coord, y_width) 

     

    #print x_from, x_to, y_from, y_to 

     

    spec_array_2D = spectrum_object_2D.spectrum_array 

    spec_array_2D = spec_array_2D[x_from:x_to, y_from:y_to] 

    #print spec_array_2D 

    #print spec_array_2D.shape 

     

    return spec_array_2D 

     

(iii) \plotter_module\slicers\extract_1D_slice.py 

 

import numpy as np 

 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

 

def extract_1D_slice(spectrum_object_1D, x_coord_center, x_width): 

    x_from, x_to = get_extraction_area_in_pixels(spectrum_object_1D, x_coord_center, x_width) 

     

    spec_array_1D = spectrum_object_1D.spectrum_array 

    spec_array_1D = spec_array_1D[x_from:x_to] 

 

    return spec_array_1D 

 

def extract_1D_slice_by_FromToValues(spectrum_object_1D, x_from, x_to): 

    x_width = x_to - x_from 

    coord_center = x_from + float(x_width)/2 

     

    x_from, x_to = get_extraction_area_in_pixels(spectrum_object_1D, coord_center, x_width) 
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    spec_array_1D = spectrum_object_1D.spectrum_array 

    spec_array_1D = spec_array_1D[x_from:x_to] 

     

    return spec_array_1D 

 

     

 

def get_extraction_area_in_pixels(spectrum_object_1D, x_coord, x_width): 

    ppm_max = spectrum_object_1D.x_axis[0] 

    ppm_min = spectrum_object_1D.x_axis[-1] 

    pix_range = spectrum_object_1D.spectrum_array.shape[0] #Unknown X or Y 

    #print 'pix_range', pix_range 

 

 

    myList = np.linspace(ppm_max, ppm_min, pix_range) 

    def get_pix_from_ppm(my_ppm_Number): 

        result = min(myList, key=lambda x:abs(x-my_ppm_Number)) 

        pix_index = np.where(myList == result)[0][0] 

        return pix_index 

    #my_ppm_Number = 10 

    #print get_pix_from_ppm(my_ppm_Number) 

 

    #print get_pix_from_ppm(5) 

    a = get_pix_from_ppm(5) 

    b = get_pix_from_ppm( 5+float(x_width)/2. ) ##!! Cannot reach edges with a width of 3000! Why? 

    radius_in_pix = a-b 

    #print 'radius_in_pix', radius_in_pix 

 

    x_pix_coord = get_pix_from_ppm(x_coord) 

    #print y, x_coord, '=>', x_pix_coord 

     

    x_from = x_pix_coord-radius_in_pix 

    x_to = x_pix_coord+radius_in_pix 

 

    #print 'x_pix_coord, radius_in_pix', x_pix_coord, radius_in_pix 

    #print 'from, to', x_from, x_to 

 

    if x_from < 0: 

        x_from = 0 

    if x_to > pix_range-1: 

        x_to = pix_range-1 

 

    return x_from, x_to #from/to. not x. 

 

 

(jjj) \static\TOCSY__2D_cube__marked.png 

 

‰PNG 

 

(kkk) \static\TOCSY__2D_cube__.png 

 

‰PNG 
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(lll) \templates\index.htm 

 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

 

<head> 

<title>"plotter.htm"</title> 

 

 

</head> 

 

<body> 

 

<h1>Welcome to the interactive magical ploting-tool!</h1> 

 

 <ul> 

 <!--<a href="/plotter/">Launch plotter</a> 

 <br>--> 

  

 <li><p> 

 <a href="/grid_plotter?spec_type=TOCSY">Grid plotter</a> 

 <br> 

 </li> 

  

 

  

 <li><p> 

 <a href="/docs">Documentation for "temperature_CO2_plotter.py"</a> 

 <br> 

 </li> 

 

</ul>  

 

 

</body> 

</html> 

 

(mmm) \templates\grid_plotter.htm 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

 

<head> 

<title>"Grid_plotter.htm"</title> 

</head> 

 

<body> 

 

<table style="width:100%"> 

 <tr> 

 <th  align="left", style="width:25%"> 

<a href="/">home</a></br> 

<a href="/grid_plotter?spec_type=TOCSY">plot TOCSY</a></br> 

<a href="/grid_plotter?spec_type=COSY">plot COSY</a></br> 

<a href="/grid_plotter?spec_type=ROESY">plot ROESY</a></br> 

<a href="/grid_plotter?spec_type=NOESY">plot NOESY</a></br> 
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<h1>Grid plotter: {{ spec_type }}</h1> 

  

  <form action="/grid_plotter?spec_type={{ spec_type }}" method="POST"> 

    

   <input type="submit" value="Submit"> 

   <br/> 

   <br/> 

    

 

   <b>Provided ppms:</b> 

   <br/> 

   <input type="radio" name="datalists" value="1" {% if datalists =="1" or not datalists 

=="2" %}checked{% endif %}>permutations of one input list combined with itself</input> 

   <br> 

   <input type="radio" name="datalists" value="2" {% if datalists =="2" %}checked{% 

endif %}>combinations of two input lists</input> 

   <br> 

   <br> 

    

   <b>ppms:</b> 

   <br> 

   X list: 

   <input type="text" name="x_list" value="{{ x_list }}"> 

   <br> 

   Y list: 

   <input type="text" name="y_list" value="{{ y_list }}"> 

   <br> 

   <br> 

    

    

   <b>Plot Area for each Peak:</b> 

   <br> 

   X diameter: 

   <input type="text" name="x_diameter"  value="{{ x_diameter }}"> 

   <br> 

   Y diameter: 

   <input type="text" name="y_diameter"  value="{{ y_diameter }}"> 

   <br> 

   <br> 

    

   <b>Intensity multiplication number:</b> 

   <br> 

   N: 

   <input type="text" name="intensity_multiplication_variable"  value="{{ 

intensity_multiplication_variable }}"> 

    

  </form> 

   

  {% if hasdata %} 

  <p style="color:red"> 

  <br> 

  {{ datalists }} 

  <br> 

  {{ x_list }} 

  <br> 

  {{ y_list }} 

  <br> 

  {{ x_diameter }} 

  <br> 

  {{ y_diameter }} 
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  <br> 

  </p> 

  {% endif %} 

 </th> 

  

 <th> 

 {% if hasdata %} 

 <img src="{{url_for('static',filename=pictureName2)}}" alt="{{pictureName2}}" border=0 

height={{height}} width={{width}}></img> 

 <img src="{{url_for('static',filename=pictureName)}}" alt="{{pictureName}}" border=0 

height={{height}} width={{width}}></img> 

 {% endif %} 

 {% if not hasdata %} 

 <img src="{{url_for('static',filename='test.png')}}" alt="'test.png'" border=0 height=400 

width=400></img> 

 {% endif %} 

 </th> 

 </tr> 

  

</table> 

 

 

 

 

 

</body> 

</html> 

 


